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Moisture Meter 
Gavin Cheeseman describes a compact, 
simple moisture/dampness metsr and 
su^ests possible applications. 
PhotoFIash 
Charles Webb describes a versatile 
photographic aid to creative photography. 
AVR Designers Notebook 
Kevin Kirk of itanda Systems 
describes how to use an Aimel AVR 
microcontroller to build a BCD to 
Quid (multiplexed) 7-segment display. 
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DAB - Digital Radio 
Broadcasting 
The. BBC are now awakening the 
public to the imminent arrival of DAB. 
Ian Pools explains the technology. 
Socket Safety 
Andy Douglas of Smiths Timeguard 
discusses the safety aspect of RCDs 
and their applications. 
Evolution of X-Ray Technology 
Douglas Ciarkson-tells the story 
of X-rays and Their application in 
medical diagnostics. 
Electric & Hybrid Electric 
Cars - Part i 
John Mosely looks at the possible cars 
for the 21si Century 
Research News 
Stephen Waddington looks at how 
computer scientists at Sandia 
National Laboratories are. using the 
world's fastest computer to simulate 
an asteroid impact with earth. 
Maplin New Products 
We lake a took at some of the new 
products to be found in the 
forthcoming Maplin Catalogue. 
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Newnes 'Fact Finder' 
The Newnes Pocket Book series are 
now starting to appear on floppy disk, 
we load up. and take a look. We also 
have 10 copies to give away. 
'Basic Stamp' Review - Part 2 
In this second part Stephen Waddington 
takes a closer look at the 1/0 
capabilities of the STAMP architecture. 
Making Music with Digital Audio 
We reproduce a chapter from 
Ian Waugh's Informative book, 
and give away six copies! 
Magnetic Media 
Reg Mites looks at how magnetic based 
recording lives, on. 
Get More from Visual Basic - 
Part 6 
In this last part, Mike Holmes shows 
how to write Windows Help Files, Pop- 
Ups and HPJs. 
Words In Science 
In the first part of this series, 
Gregg Grant looks at Words in Science: 
The Lifeblood of Language- 
Radioactivity: 
A Century Of Controversy 
In part four, Greg Grant looks at 
radiation'in relation to our health. 
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At Jast the BEC are awakening the radio listeners of 
Great Brftalh to the imminent anival of digital radio, 
with car radios being the first and most logical 

beneficiaries of the "new system - albeit at a price. 
Nevertheless, the arrival of a new and radical means of 
transmitting news, music and fnformallon Is another jump In 
the development process, and tan Poole In his article Digital 
Broadcasting, and Martin Pipe's Technology Watch both look 
at this exciting technology. However, It may not be a new 
piece of Hi-Fi hardware that provides us with the ability to 
hear CD duality radio, but the PC - read onl 

It Is not just the BBC who have been quietly advancing 
technology, hut the car manufacturers loo Have been siowfy, 
but surely, developing perhaps the next generation of cars. 
In the first of a two part series we look at eiectric and hybrid 
electric vehicles, and see how the manufacturers are making 
some astonishing developments in methods of propulsion. 

This month we have books, educational software and free 
tickets to the Hi-Fi Show to give away so do drop us a line 
and try your luck, and remember to have a look at the 

■accompanying special offers booklet which gives big 
discounts on a selection of new items to be found In the next 
Mapiin Catiaogue - but hurry, these offers are only available 
for a limited period. 

Congratulations 
Congratuiations go to subscribers W. Barlow of Rossehdale, 
and K. B. Taylor of Winchester who have each won an 
Iomega Zip drive, N. Tree who receives a £10 New World 
payphone card, K, A. Morris and Brian Murrlssey who each 
receive a £5 card and Peter Beslel, Philip Stevenson, Dusty 
Miller, George Lovell, S. Walton, Harold Stevenson and 
Peter Blake who each receive £3 cards. 

Wlaplm Catalogue on CD-ROM 
the next Mapiin catalogue on CD-ROM veil feature two CDs, one 
will Include the complete Mapiin range of products and the other 
IC specification and pin-outs plus Demon internet connection 
details. Next month we will include a free copy of the products 
CD-ROM, so remember to get your copy of Becfronics and 
Beyond eariy, as we sold out of the last Issueiwrth the CD-ROM 
on within a few weeks. The following month, issue 131, will 
tnciude the second CD-ROM whh the IC specifications. 

Paul Freeman-Sear, Publishing Manager 
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Sega announces weaM-i 

The game console of the future was announced in the US this month. 
It's going to take 18 months before, it hits the streets, though Sega 
boss Bemartl Stolar announced a new video game.console.called 
Dreamcast that he said would hit the market for Christmas 1999, 

Dream cast features 128-hit performance, an independent 3D 
graphics engine, a dedicated 3D sound drip, a memory and pomble 
game cacd with built-in LC screen, :md standard networking featurcs 
for multi-player gaming. Sega lias partnered with Microsoft, Hitachi, 
Yamaha, NEC, and Videologic to produce Dreamcast. 

For'further tnformadon, dieck: wviW.segd-euTope.com. 
Contact: Sega, Tel: (OISi) 995 3399- 



Motorola and IBM End PowerPC Alliance 

It's all over. Some predicted that 
a divorce would be inevitable. 
Motorola is assuming sole, 
control of the PowerPC chip 
design centre in Austin, Texas, 
which previous!}' had been 
operated as a joint venture, 
between Motorola and IBM. 

i Motorola will now wholly own 
; the facility, which is the principal 
i designer and promoter of the 
1 PowerPC chip. 

For further information, 
i check:www.mot.coro. 
I Contact: Motorola, 
\ Tel; (01293) 404545. 
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The first cut down version of the 
Intel Pentium processor has 
rolled off the production line. 
Named the Celeron, the new 
Intel device is targeted at low- 

cost PCs. But with a SOOMHi 
clock, the processor provides 
balanced performance for many 
of today's applications, ranging 
from standard business 

programs to educational titles 
for consumers. 

For further information, 
check: www, i ntel. com. Contact 
Intel, Tel; (01793) 403000. 
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tiin. Inanitor 
With 17in- monitors first 
becoming the standard for PCs, 
it's unusual to find a company 
launching a 15tn. product. The 
PanaSync S50 is a !5in. cathode 
ray tube (CRT) device. Nothing 
unusual there. What is unusual is 
its price and quality, the monitor 
costs approximately £180 arid has, 
a 1,280 by 1,024 resolution with a 
refresh rate of 75Hz. 

For further infomiation, 
check: www.panasonie.co.uk. 

Contact: Panasonic, 
Tel: (0500). 404041. 
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Teicos to Fight back Against IP Threat 
. New iP services from voice, fax 
and data traffic will affect future 
telcora operators' revenues, but 
not as significantly as predicted, 
according to a new report from 
analvst house Ovum. The 

j report, titled TP: die Impact on 
i Teleco Sendees and Revenues' 
1 claims fP telephony and fax 
; providers are now focusing 
j their attention on die lucrative 
= international traffic market in an 

anempt to undercut telco 
revenue screams. 

For further details, 
check: wwwtovum.com. 

Contact: Ovum, 
Td: (0171) 312 7265. 
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Samsung Honoured 
In Queen's Awards 
to. Industry 

Samsung Bccsraiics I 
(UK) bs=ed cn Tesssxie has won The 
Queafs kt/sni fx BpM Achj?,smenL 
During the 12 ncntte to Septfinftet 
last >eer Safnsstng epcxtad to 26 
countries, particut.it/ targe^ig the 
emagi® ecoromies of Eastern Errafs. 
Nsvr nraiVes during that period have 
feciuded India, the Czech Repjfcfc, 
Sto.en'a and ths Utaaina. The compaw 
has aiso erpot^ to tfcxth Amerca. 

Samsjng manufacnuEs cdout life. 
e0f!¥ut8r monitors and mcmias 
ovens on Te^ade. Tve V^nyard Park 
sis Vi-as ctHBsSy opened in Oaobst 
1995 by Her Majesty The Queen and 
CSia&msn lesofSamaing. 

fcr further deals, check 
MM.sensimj.cea 

ContKC Samsung, 
TeJ: (0181) 391 8213 

RSGB Past 
President Library 
Raises £11,000 

the librae of the tate Len Nev 
- RSGB past president and a I 

t in the Society's early j 
I for more than £11,000 at 

t in London fn May. 
! 2000 books, mostly on 

> teiegraphy; plus periodicals 
and trade catalogues from the ZOs 
and 30s, were sold. Several tots 
attracted far higher bids than 
expected, For instance, lots which 
included a third edition copy of 
■SignaBirig Across Space Without 
Wires" by Oliver lodge and a first 
editioh copy of Wrefess Telephony' 
by Ernst Ruhmer, which were 
expected to go for around £100, 
fetched £880. 

Len Nawnham, tttm died In 1934, 
i in 1925, served on 

1 for 23 years and 
i President in 1958. His 

ealisign - GSNZ - Is now held by his 
widow Margaret 

For further details, chock: 
km>. ratal. 

Contact:! 
Tel; (01707) i 

London Rai 
Gets Major 
Security ;B( 

A CCTV (Oosed amjitTsfevisiOEi) 
system serving ths North Loodon Late is 
no.v opsrsfonal fcOrwing its ccmpfetxxi 
fcr RaStrack ty Racal Tfecom. The 
project costing in ewsss of £$OO.COD, 
has ^tutdocsd re.i standatfs of 
saxatly for ctstorners, staff and 
property at U stations on the fee. 

A total of SO cameras are kw SnSied 
by fibre optic technolog/to ths CCIV 
control raom "m Vi^lesden where their 
inpm is bang rxintimxXEf/monitored 
and recordsd. Of these, iAcarreras 
are nvjrsble pan, aa and zcom ureB 
that enabfe staff to cbtain tfeBled 
sragas cf security prcWetra. k fe 
©pscted that the new system wtH neks 
a sigvficant contribution tn aisiiKner 
safety and hefts daelgj conSdenoe In 
Ite tal re-tv.ork as a safa and 
d^erdafcte msns cf irartsportaSon. 

for further tfet^s, check 
io#«.raca1.COD. 

Contact: Ratal, Tel: (01344) 481222 
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Triacs Simplify 
pomestlc 
Appliance Control 

FWlips has ertendad Hs Irnenip of 
r semteonductas for use In 

: appliances by introducing a 
new range of high-sensitiviiy 1A triacs 
ki a space-sEsfog jodustiy^sandarES 
T032 package. 

fSaturing maumum gale trigger 
aniatts of 3ra'\ arvl 5nv\ respectively. 
BTiai-Series and BU32-0 Sate 

i can be driven diractly from rite 
5 of tow-power nfenxwtroilefS 

Of togjc !Cs - smpStying drive diujit 
I latticing ajmponenl and 

,■ costs. Trey are suitabia for 
I coricnuars load currents op 

to 0-5A. vrifoosit additional heatsnking 
or toads op ta 1A v.ifo a simpte 
dip-on healsnk. 

i for tbea versatile triacs 
; beatar and 

i in appliances such 35 
. dishv.Bsbas. 

s and eflrsctor 
fans. They can also be used as a gate- 
dtfef Sot larger, less sensitive triacs. 

for farther details, check; 
iiwr.seal conductors -phi 11 ps, cos. 

Contact PhiTips Semicooductois, 
Tel: +31 40 272 20 51. 

'Internet-ln-tlle-Sky' 
Partnership 

Teledesfc and Motorola have 
become partners in the 
development and deployment of 
Teiedestc's global, broadband 
'IntemeWn-tbe-Sky* satellite 
communications system. Boeing 
and Matra Marconi Space, Europe's 
leading satellfto manufacturer, will 
round out the team of founding 

I partners, 
i wfl! be the prime 
r fbf the global technology 

team that wiH spearhead the 
; and constmotion of the 
tadvanced 

telecommunications networit to 
provide high-speed data cortnections 

todMduals evorywhcra on Earth - _ 

combine thetechnicai efforts now 
under way on the intemeWo-the- 
Sky" system pfonemed by Teiedesic 
and the Ceiestri broadband satelfite 
system concehed by Motorola. 

For farther infomationi. 
check: vnrtr.eot.coa. 

Contact Motorola, 
Tel; (01293) 404343. 

Nortel Acquires 
in what could be the largest 
sc^itsiiion of a nelworking company 
aer, Mortel formerfy Northern 
Telsccm, has made a loog-evpected 
mme to buy Bay Networks foe a 
cool S9.1 billion. The deal, which 
has been mmourcd for months, 
tums telecommunications 
powerhouse Nortel into a major 
networking force atongside the likes 
of 3Com and Cisco. 

For (urlher information, check: 
MM.nsrte) .coa. 

Contact: Nortel, 
Tel: (01628) 813000. 
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Bank on 

ksvtP Cabiitig 

AMP has two contracts to cable 
the Moscow branch of the 
Central Bank of Russia and the 
city's tax inspection office. The 
contacts, jointly worth in excess 
of £250,000 are for the design 
and installation of cabling 
systems to cope with voice, 
video and data. 

For further details, 
check: www.amp.com. 

Contact: AMR 
Tel: (0800) 267666. 
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Blue Chip Technology' has launched a powerful single board computer for audio, graphics and video 
applicaiioas. The 200,MHz Penrium product has 64MB DRAM, 512KB 12 cache, an on-boatt! SoundBlaster 
audio card and plug-in flash options for diskless operations. 

For further details, check; www.bluechiptechnology .co.uk.Contact; Biue Chip Tecbnolcgy; Tel (01829) 772000. 

Portable Add-ons 

Power PCs on Planes 

Ask computer users what they 
like most about Portable PCs 
and they are likely to say that 
they enjoy the freedom to have 
access to applications such as 
e-mail, Word, Excel and 
PowerPoint while on the move. 
Ask them what they like least 
and they'll say flat batteries. 

But this no longer need be 
the case with the Portable Add- 
ons AiriinerCar Power Adapter. 

The device incorporates a dual 
plug that can power and 
recharge a notebook from either 
a car cigarette lighter or one of 
the new in-seat power systems 
now installed in business class 
by major airlines such as Delta, 
United, American and Virgin. 

For further details, check: 
www.portable.co.uk. 

Contact: Portable Add-ons, 
Tei: (01256) 361333. 
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Fen-anti Receives Millei;mum Efiaorsement 

"G 

An electronic tracking system 
developed by Vision Contro! 
Systems (VCS) part of Fenanti 

Technologies has been selected 
as a Millennium product. The 
VCS eye-tracking system is 

Kr 

i 
1 

7 

believed to be the worid's first 
commercially available 
technology of its kind. By 
innovative integration of a 
miniature CMOS camera with 
holographic optics operating in 
the infra-red spectrum, VCS is 

able to provide precise 
information aboiit what an 
indfviduai's field of vision. 

For further details, check: 
www.visioncs.com. 

Contact Ferranti Technologies, 
Tel: (0161) 624 0281. 

Life en tne ifrean Waives rer Vt, n srene! 

MarineGuard and Vodafone 
have teamed together to 
develop a global positioning 
system (GPS) to enable pin 
point tracking and monitoring, 
of boats across the world. 

The GPS system automatically 
activates an alarm if an intruder 
is sensed on a protected boat, 
whilst at the same tirfie 
transmitting an alarm call to one 
of MarineGuard's monitoring 

stations via the Vodafone GSM 
network. Using GPS technology, 
the operator knows within 
seconds the exact position and 
status of the boat and warns 
the appropriate authority as 

well as remotely cutting off the 
crafts engine, 

For further details, check: 
www.vodafone.co.uk. 

Contact; Vodafone, 
Tel: (07000) 500100. 
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They said CDs were indestructibfe 
— it was never really true. Most 
people have at least a couple of 
CDs in their coUection that jump 
tracks:because of scratches on 
the disks surface- 

Ten vears or more after the 

launch of the CD there is now a 
solution in the form of CDfender 
from Virgin Euromagnetics. 
CDfender's pohcaibonate film will 
repair ail scratched CD fbrmats. 
including music and multimedia. 

CDfender is made from a special 

polycarbonate film, which has die 
same physical cliaraaeristics as die 
CD it protects. This means that the 
laser can read the CD through 
CDfender without interruption. 

Contact; Virgin Euromagnetics, 
Tel 01295 776252. 

UK Holding 

its Own in 

Information 

Race 
Business use of the Internet 
rose by 40 per cent in the UK in 
1997, according to a new report 
- 'Aloving into the Information 
Age - Imemationnl 
Benchmarking Study 1998'- 
which was launched this month 
by the government sponsored 
ISI Programme for Business. 

The report concludes that 
firms in the UK are increasingly 
aware of die opportuniu'es diat 
new technologies offer, with 66 
percent believing information 
and communications 
technofogies are important for 
business competitiveness. 

But with their Huropean 
competitors taking the lead in 
the use of high technology 
equipment such as ISDN lines, 
mobile phones, local Area 
Networks and PCs, UK 
companies with under 100 staff 
need to respond to the 
challenge of exploiting these 
business opportunities. 

Contact: ISI Programme for 
Business. Tel; (0345) 152000. 

For further information, 
contact: www.isi.gdv.uk 
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Electronics Principles 5-0 

1 
ELmu* ^ 

11 :i 
!S_-/ U( i -x-i3),j . 

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or 

improving your knowledge of electronics then this'is the software for you. 

Now includes,theliC16F84 & PIC16C71 hardware and instruction set, 

fiZ roHH Zm CcmS lUflu Lflgc I'U'wa Mwa PC« l(<c 
MBEPnA. g?w%(fw uii'ra f) t>H«inn » 

.MHJH--.v. 'IN--. .. 
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topcUiif. EWCltlE ADDWF AOD W ardL B4/d»T 

XtxkHati linuu a^c^rrnst. Pirtm 

Electronics Piinciples software is currently used in 
hundreds^ofiUK and overseas schools-and colleges | 
So support City & Guilds GCSE, A^Level. BTEC and 
university foundation courses 

RBBIasnUAtORS AslriMe HuBiyibidlD 
Telephone,for a list of the 560 topics included. 

. csitN-literi cfcd=»P! tnA c=-n val^ri tro fenti* tre Gip^sw =rd billy Tte 
st-^]cs«lrexi^y CJCS pof« ca,^ b? d*fe I hJs^n r!.T?y'3»3 cs^rgC reiC-Stages 

I crtSrdi d-K'tfz p&ifec-de,To 
I ei-=^U ccrz f 

&tc!s. V-ws 
TM ETTfJ* CEia 

i/CZC! ti* 

EP5.0 Is a sfgnlRcant upgrade of 
our popular eiectronlcs software 
wfth atari more analoguri, digital 
arid rrilcfopfocessor electronics. 
PlUS over a hundred new 
engineering maths topics to 
further your understanding of 
formulae .and catcuiatlons. 
Approved by Microchip,' the 
PIC 16Ffl4 microcoritfollef 
hardware and [nslrucllon'sat has 
been intidducpd and brought to 

' life jhrough colourful IntBracllve 
graphics vvhere you can study 
the qrchltecture of this device, by 
changing the data vaiues to 
slmuialedll of the registers ohd 
the ccmplate Instruction set. 
including dlrect/lridlfeci 
addressing, prGgram/ddta 
rneriiofy apd )npu(/output;poft 
configutaiion. |n qddll|on!lhe 
analogue to dlgllal functtons of 
the P1G16C71! device Jf you 
would lite to leain more about 
the piinciples af these (popular 
mlcfocbhtrdllars then H could not 

Winrfows 
3 },3 11,N.;9f & '98 

Fe«ni'=fl?*.ffl3Xll 

Fsfcj 17=0.7 x.ttQfl > 
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Avaiiabie separately asindtvidual •modules | 
1. DC Principles £19.95' 
2 AC Principles £19 95' 
3. Transistor S. Op-Amp Principles £19i95* 
4 EngineerlngiMathematics Principles £19.95 
5 Digital Pnncipies £19.95* 
6 Microprocessor Rrincipies £19.95* 
7 PIC Principles £19 95* j 

Complete Electronics Principles 5.0 £99.95* ■ 
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TOP 3®) BEST 

SiLl ING BOOKS 

******* 
POSITION 

THIS MONTH 
ORDER 
CODE 
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BOOKPTLE 
CAT 

PAGE 
vimit price 

INC VAT 

1 AD3U Beginners Guide To PIC 161 £19.94 

2 AA11A! PC Support Handbook 131 £22.50 

3 wnTJ Robot Bonahia 158 £19.99 

4 WT70H VHRUHF Frequency Guide 18S £12.95 

B WZ32K Home VCR Repairs 134 £14.99 

6 WCOBJ Towers Transistor Book' 157 £24.95 

7 WS20W Art of Electronics 173 
1 £35.00 

8 AN4SA Modem 0ect»on!cs Manual 185 £39.99 

9 WM82D Speaker Cabinet Designs 128 £9,95 

to AA75S LnudspsakorCookbook 129 £22.99 

U WP4TB Scanners 185 £9.95 

13 WS76H Serddng TV & Video 194 £30.00 

13 RtOGQ Radio & Hactronlcs Engbieer's 
Pocket Book 157 £12^99 

14 rU07H Upgrading & Repairing PCs 131 £46.99" 

IS WZ90X 1E£ Wiring Regs 167 £35.00 

18 AASSK Upgrade PCs/Dummies. 132 £18.99 

17 CR9BG Pocket PC Ref 132 £12.99 

18 AA95D Network For Dummies 134 £i7.99 

19 20260 Win 95 for Dummies 142 £19,99 

20 wsa4F EJoctric Motors & Drtves IBS £16.99 

21 NJ09K Build Your Own Penttoni PC 133 £15.99 

22 AA93B Maplin Starting Electronics 171 £9.99 

23 ANSBR Electrical AppOances 188 £6.99 

24 WSi2H Radio Communication 186 £20.00 

*5 W4SA fho SafelDte Book 195 £19.99 

26 WT32K IBM PC Assembly Lang 149 £24.95 

27 QS27S Practical Electronic 
Control Projects 183 £5.99 

28 tyo4E IC BBS Projoctfl 183 £3.99 

23 WI92A Sectrfc Motors 168 £6,95 

30 WPS4U Hodern Wiring Praettce 168 £16.99 
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COL L I S E Of 
1 E C H NO I 0 6 Y 

DISTANCE 

LEARNING COURSES in: 

Analogue and Digital Electronic 
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics 
Programmable Logic Controllers 
Mechanics and Mechanisms 
Mathematics 

■ Courses to swtbeginners 
and those wishing to update 
their knowledge and practical skills 
Courses are delivered 
as self-contained kits 
No travelling or college attendance 
Learning is at your own pace 

■ Courses may have 
BTEC Certification and Tutoring 

For [nformatlon contact: 
NCT Enterprises (Quote ref: EAB) 
Barnfieid Technology Centre 
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4811 
Telephone 01582 569757 « Fax 01582 492328 

The best things come 

in small packhgei 

Sample rates from 
50ns.to 1ms 

i 

Only 

£8Q 
exc. VAT 

Oscilloscopes are becoming smallerand lighter: 
Now Pico Technology brings you the latest 
development, the osziFOX hand held scope. 
Despite its small size, its 
performance can match thai of a 
service oscilloscope. With 
sampling rates of up to 20 MS/s, 
even signals In micraptQcessar 
circuits can be measurBd. 
The osziFOX is ideal.for lairing 
measurements in amplifiers, 
digital circuits, telephone 
installations, hobby electronics, 
production line tests and on-the- 
spot measuring- 

It provides the altimate in 
portability and flexibiiity. 
As with the test of the Pico 
Technology range, the PC linfc 
gives the osziFOX the edge: 
die ability to print and save 
waveforms is just one 
example. 
Compfete price £98.11 
including VAT + PfcP (UK), 
cables and software included. 

Call for fulliprpduct.range amf FREE 
demo disk OTvisit-our webtsite. 

Pico Technology Limited, Broadway House, 
149-151 St. Neots Rd, Hardwick, CambridgB, CB3 7QJ 
Tel: 01954-211716 Fax; 01954-211880 
E-mail: post@picoteGh.co.uk http:wvAv.picotech.com 
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Tan Poole looks at this revolution 
in sound broadcasting. 

Digital Audio Broadcasting, or Digital 
Radio as it is now termed is 
becoming well established. Over 100 

e e e c 

million people across Europe and Canada 
are within the current service area nf these 
transmissions. 'ITus Is all pan of a forward 
looking plan to laundi ihe.semce by making 
it available to people in advance of a wide 
variety of equipment being on the market 

The technology is a one of the biggest 
revolutions tltai has ever occurred in sound 
broadcasting. Not only does the system 
provide a degree of sound ciuality which has 
not 1 veers available until now, but is also 
provides a plethora of service that are new 
to radio. These include the deliver)' of digital 
data, visual information, and informaiion 
cacegorisation. Furthermore that number of 
services provided can be changed according 
to the requirements of the moment. 

In the coming months and years this new 
service will start to be seen increasingly and as 
the new equipment is launched onto the 
market prices will (all. making it &r more 
auraalve to the oaiiany listener, liven now a 
number of new approaches are being 
developed that will see the way in which radio 
is broadcast and used change dmmaiicnlly 
keeping it in line with today's technology 

Why go digital? 
In many instances the current VHi" FM 
system works very well. It is capable of 
giving good perfomiance when used with a 
hi-fi tuner and a good antenna. This Is die 
way in which it was intended to be used 
when it was first introduced. Now the vast 
majority of listeners use portable radios or 
listen in the car. Under these circumstaQces 
reception can be for from ideal. Reflections, 
and holes in the coverage mean that the 
signal will suffer In one way or another even 
in areas of good coverage. 

Another problem that is encountered is 
tliat of tuning. There Is such a variety of 
stations coming from an enormous variety of 
different locations tiui it kscften ciifficult to 
locate die correct one. Even when die correct 
station is located, it may riot be received oh 
the optimum frequency. Wlilist RDS helps 
considerably with the problem it is by no 
means the complete answer, and when 
developing a new digital system the ease of 
operation was at the ibrefronr of the diinking- 

Iniproved use of the available radio 
spectrum is another issue. With the 

increased number users needing access, 
spectrum efficiency is a major issue. The. 
current services do not use the spectrum 
very efficiently. The national BBC network of 
Radio 1,2,3, and 4 each occupy 2.2MHz of 
space. local radio also requires a large 
amount of spectrum because frequencies 
cannot be re-used too Qequently otherwise 
interference will result. This means that die 
whole of the band between 87.5MHz and 105 
MHz is packed full of stations, many of vvliich 
are not listened to by people iri the locality. 

A further reason for adopting a digital 
system is to keep radio at the forefront of 
rccHnologv: With a vast number of advances 
being made in technology it is necessary to 
ensure that the services that radio provides 
keep in tune with die expectation of the 
public. Better audio quality, improved ease of 
tuning and operation, combined with more 
data services mean dim a new system in 
keeping vvich the advances that are being 
made. The introduction of digital radio means 
diat radio services will be able to meet die 
needs of the public for many years to come. 

How it works 
In order to produce a digital system that 
operates satisfactorilv' under die conditions 
required for digital radio a large amount of 
work was undertaken. Nicam digital stereo 
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sound had been successfully bunched some 
years beforcj arid this operated particularly 
well. However, it was always realised thar 
diis would be used with a directional 
antenna and would not suffer die problems 
with reflections that would be encountered 
with radio. Additionally the bandwidth 
required to accommodate a full stereo 
signal would need to be reduced to ensure 
efficient use of die spectrum. The technical 
standards for digital radio were developed 
under the auspices of die European Eureka 
Projeer 147. This consortium consisted of 
manufoccurers, broadcasters, researrh bodies 
and network operators. 

There are two main areas of the system 
tliat are of general interest. There is a digital 
coding and compression system, and 
secondly there is the modulation system. 

The digitai encoding arid compression 
system successfully reduces the audio data 
race for a high quality 20kHz audio signal 
down to i2Skbits.feec, a'sisth of the bit rate 
for a similar quality iineatiy encoded signal. 
Further reducdoas can be made by 
reducing the audio handwidtli. 

To achieve diese reductions the incoming 
audio signal Is carefully analysed. It is found 
that the ear has a certain direshold of 
hearing. Below this the signals are not 
heard. Addicionalfy ifa strong sound is 
present on one frequency dien weaker 
sounds close to it may not be heard because 
the thteshold of hearing Is modified. 

The other key to the operation of digital 
radio is the modulation system. Called 
Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplex (COFDM) it provides the 
robustness required to prevent reflections 
and other forms of interference from 
tiisnipting reception. 

The system uses about 1500 individual 
carriers diat fill around 1.5MHz of spectrum. 
The digital modulating signal is spread 
across these carriers so diat. if interference is 
encountered in one area dien sufficient data 
is received to reconstitute the required 
signal,Guard bands are also introduced at 
the beginning of each symbol, and the 
combined effect is such that the system is 
immune to delays consistent with signals 
iSOkm further,away than the primary source. 
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Figure, 1 the threshold of hearing of the human ear. 
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Anprox. 1.5 MHz 

Rgure. 2 Spectrum of a Digital Radio Signal. 

With Uiis Itn-eJ of immunin: the system can 
operate v.iili other tiiyiial radio iraitsntittens 
operating on the same frequenct'without any 
ill effects. Tliis meins that it Is passible to set 
up a sv'siem whert till the traitsmiuers foni 
nerwork operate on the same frequency. This 
in turn makes it possible to set up single 
frequency networks ihnnighout an area in 
wiiicli a common ■multiplex''is used. Even 
though it may appear that this is a rcci[5e for 
poorer reception caused by .several 
transnmters using the sante trequency, the 
opposite is actuiilly tine. It is found that out 
of area signals tend to augment the required 
signal. It also means that small areas of poor 
cowrage can liave a small tnuismitter on 
exactly the same frequency Oiling in the 
hole and further impamng reception in 
adjacent areas. 

A funlier adi'antagc of the system Is that it 
requires less power than the more 
traditional tninsmitrers. For example those 
thai earn* the main BBC networks from die 
main irniismitiing sites like W'mtham in the 
South East ofEnglnnd run at [icnvers of 
around lOOkWT Tlie cost oft he electricity 
alone Is a sigoiCcam iactor in tlie BBCs 
running costs. Tliis does no: ctke into 
account any environmental issues that arise 
from generating these huge leixtls of power. 
Tlie new sj-stem enables much lower 
powers to l)e used, bringing benefits of cost 
and benefits to the environment. 

Programmes carried 
A single multiplex can carry several statians 
st once. Tliis can also lie varied according to 
the quality requiret! by cadi channd. and 
whether they are to iie carried in stereo or 
mono. Currently the BBC are offering Radio 
i. Radio Z, Radio 3, Radio 4, Radio 5 live 
and n mmiber of additional cxiierimenial 
audio and ti-tra services. TtiLs means that 
one transmission cxcupring 1.5-MHz can 
carry the five main BBC nerwofks as well as 
a number ofot her channels. 

For die additional audio services, the BBC 
is espfonsenting with a variety of services 
including BBC Radio five Live Sporty Plus, 
BBC ixirihmeni. BBC Extra. UK "Ibp 40. BBC 
Gouniry, BBC Opera, BBC Jazz, and BBC Now. 
Tliese services are not all available at the 
same time, but ;u"e diangeil through the day. 

Band Allocations 
la the UK 3 sjietmim allocation between 
2!7.5-MHz and 230MHz has lieen reserved 
foftiigitfl! radio uansmlssiohs. This gives a 
total of seven blocks of i.55MHz, each able 
to carry a multiplex of services. The BBC 
national services will occupy one block and 
the Radio Authority will franchise the 
reminder. The nadonal broadcasters like 
Cttssic FM, Talk Radio and Vitgin have been 
guanuueed access to a national multiplex. 

Tlie BBC local radio services will also be 
catered for by having guaranteed access to 
the local multiplexes that are lieingscf up. 
Local independent radio will have a large 
anuium of access, to these multiplexes, and 
the Radio Authority Ls starting to advertise 
for these now. 

In other countries sis well specirtim is lidiig 
made available. Within Eumpe sjiectnun is 
being matieiiv-.iilable cither in Bind 111 as in 
the UK or in LJtind between 1452MHz and 
1467MH2. Tire upper pan of die kind 
between 1467MHz and 1492-MHz will be 
reserved for satellite delivery of digitnl radio, 

Digital Facilities 
Being digital in nature this new-form of 
broadcasting offers many possibilities for 
transmitting data, lioih in support of the 
sound programmes being broadcast, and as 
sqvarate data inlbiniation. in the UK the 
capacity allowed for data has lieen limited to 
lO'.o of die available capacity. Altlniugli this 
conk! conceivably be increased the primary 
function of ihL« service is to brmdaust 
audio, and this will remaiii die main aim of 
the broadcasters. Howev er dtc aiitlitional 
data capabilities do add exciting possibilities 
for Use service. 

In the first instance it will Ik (lossible to 
supjKirt what is called programme associated 
data. "Ibis would iisdude fnfbrroation in 
support of the programme being broadcast, 
it could indude the name of die anist < ir 
track being brotuiea'vr. phone-in numlier's 
and any other relevant information. This 
could make the programmes bang broadcast 
ihr more enjtivalile. 

Currently the BBC has liegun an 
experiinemal service to provide live text 
captioning alongside die BBC Pariiament 
service thin relays the debates in Pariiament. 
The caption jirovides Infofmation that 
includes the name of the MP sjieaking, their 
party, along with the coasutuency and post 
held anci the business of the house that is 
Ixiing discussed- K) adrieve this the data 
travels, from Westminster to the BBG's 
political HQ ai MiUlxink. Tlicn it Ls fed into 
the BBCs data distribution network serving 
Central London ant! it is picked up directly by 
the iondon Control Room at Broadcasting 
House where it (zwscs into the D.-'vB data 
inserter for tr.msniission on die multiplex. 
This whole process takes less dm a second. 
At the receiver, the data appears as scrolling 
iriformaiicm. Stephen Mullibltind, editor BBC 
Digjtal Radio said. "It represents an initial 
step tin the road towards a multimedia vision 
for the radio of tomorrow." 
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Figure. 3 Multiplex allocaiions in the UK. 
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On tup of this there are a host of new 
facilities tliat could be included. 
Broadcasters are still otperinieming witit 
what Uiev can do, and what the public 
might want. One possible use is for the 
provision of an advanced form of travel 
service, ibis could lie linked in to a 
navigational system in die car to provide 
information about wliat problems could be 
encountered on die route being taken. 

Another experiment tliat is iicing 
undertaken is for the trails mission of 
internet tyjic text and picmres using html. 
This would lie aimed mainly at ihe-user who 
would be receiving these transmissions on 
equipment linked into a computer. 
Alternatively, other ideas ate emerging for ' 
displaying these pictures on a small display 
assodarcd wjtli die receiver. 

Many of these ideas arc still in the early 
stages of development, if they are to 
become standard digital radio facilities then 
further development will lie required. One 
of die main requirements will be to develop 
a common standard lor their use. and this Is 
alreadv under wav. 

Situation so far 
The BBC. launched its first digital muitipiex 
for London in 1995 broadcasting from five 
traasmittere around London, This 
exjierimcnt was exjTanded to cover the 
Birmingham area and xvrts joined by two 
other commercial multiplexes operating 
under Radio Authority restricted service 
licences, one 0| icnued by dleATL, the 
transmission service provider, and the other 
liy the GW"R group of sratiorvs. These 
multiplexes indudetl the fomifiar stations 
heard broadcasting on the regular wavebands 
sticlttw Classic FM, Migin, Tslfc Radio, Kiss, 
Melody and Sunrise. Similar pilots were also 
djierated around Bihningliam. 

Now the system is being installed across 
the country, Ry the spring of iiiis year the 
BBC was able to reach over 60% of the 
population, i.e. over 30.000.000 people, • 
from a total of 27 transmitters, with the 
ultimate goal tif extending the network to 
reach virtually the whole population. The 
transmitters cover major urban and 
metropolitan areas In the UK as well as the 
motorways that connect them. Coverage 
extends from the West and South Bast of 
England to the Midlands and the more 
heavily jjopulated areas of the North of 
Englaml. Centntl Scotland, South Wales and 
Nonltent Ireland. 

Abroad 
Mtiny other countries have shown 
consideraljle interest in digital radio. Within 
furojte there is naturally significant support. 
In Germany :t number of pilot services are 
already operational where both public and 
private sector broadcasters are evaluating 
die sratem. in fact, about a tjuanerof die 
services available on the digital svtstcm are 
not iieing broadcast on an analogue system- 
France is also adopting the system and 
currently has three multiplexes running in 
the Paris region; 

In oilier European countries Sweden has 
launched a pilot system and is expanding it to 
reach over 70% of the population. Belgium 

and the Nethedands ate also advanced with 
their introduakm of pilot services: 

Further afield many other countries are 
keenly interested, Canada has a pilot service 
Ojierationai as do Singapore, India, Giina 
and Israel. Australia has also stated its 
interest to adopt the system. 

Unfortunately there are some exceptions. 
Hie main one is the USA where it has been 
stated that the format of die Eureka 147 
system is not compatible with the style of 
broadcasting adopted there. They hav e nin 
a number of trials using the Eureka system 
but instead they appear to be adopting a 
different system known as Digital Audio 
Radio System (DARS). 

Japan is undedded. Although they have 
indicated support for the Eureka system, 
they- are waiting to see die full outcome of 
the situation in die USA. As a manufacturing 
nation they would like to see a unrvt rsnl 
standard adopted, but now this seems very 
unlikely and it remains to be seen which 
system Japan will adopt. 

Equipment 
One of the main problems with the launch of 
digiml radio has Iieen die availability of die 
equipment. A large investment has been 

required from die equipment manu&crura's. 
The heavy reliance on digicil signal 
processing techniques has meant farge 
devekipment programmes. There have also 
been problems with the fact, dial die early 
implcmcntacions reriuiredhigii current levels. 
These solutionswould not be suitable for 
IKinablc receivers, and for in car'and home 
applications heat dissipation was a problem. 
Eunhermore thee multi-chip solutions made 
die equipment large and bulky as well as 
making the manufacturing costs high. 

Some sets have bqen on the market for 
some while, but at a price. Kenwood have 
had a DAB unit to operate with some of 
their standard car ratlins. At a tost of around 
.£-1200 each they were only for the real 
connoisseurs. However even at this price a 
surprising number were bought. Grundig 
also marketed tlieir DCR 1000 DAB radio. 

It) bring the sets within die reach of most 
people the price obviously needed to come 
down. Now it appears dm many of the 
problems have been solved and chip sets 
are becoming available. These chips arc 
smaller and their power consumption iias 
been reduced to a point that is acceptable. 
Also, they can meet the cost targets dm had 
to lie pur in place to enable sufficient sales 
to betnadc. 'Hie first radios are being 
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launched about no\v, and the cost of a 
fjpical car radio will be around the £-500 
made. However this is expected to fell once 
the sales rise and the technology' becomes 
more established. Most of these first 
offerings are in the form of an additional 
unit to connect into an existing radio. For 
example Biaupunkt are offering dteir D- 
FIRK unit to connect into new versions of 
their Stockholm RCM12S and Toronto 
RD.\112S models. like other manufacrurcfs 
thet- do not expect a receiver with integral 
Digital Rtidio until after the year 2000. 

These dup sees contain all the Ixise-lwnd 
processing required in the radio. In moss 
solutions at least rao chips are required. 
However, in u recent announcenienrBosch 
and LSI logic revealed their joint 
development of a single diip digital radio 
system. The chip called D-FIRE decodes the 
fiill D.\I5 streams at all die specified rates, a 
first for the market. The diip was developed 
in just 12 months and diey will be fabricated 
using a 0-35 micron process. This is 
required because of the very high level of 
integration required to accommodate ali the 
processing needed for digital radio. 
Products are scheduled to" have started 
liitting die market by now. 

More sets are due to liit the market 
shortly. On June 17th this year the BBC 
announced die first five manufacturers to 
launch their receivers. The names induded 
Biaupunkt (Bosch). Claiion, Grundig, 
Kenwood, and Pioneer. Sets are expected'to 
be on the market around September or 
October this year. Although the prices have 
not been mentioned they are. anticipated to 

lie in die £500,region. Most of the other main 
names are expected to launch their offerings 
shortly after this, they should lie available in 
die shops in the not too distant future. 

The first market area that firms are 
addressing is the car radio market. This is 
seen as the major area with die most 
demand. Hi-R tuners are expected to follow. 
In feet a prototype tuner and midi system 
have already been seen. However, portable 
radios are generally following on behind. 
The problem with them is that the current 
coiisumptiaa of the digital radio solution is 
stiff higher than that currently encountered 
and this will significantly reduce the battery 
life, "fb make them viable low current 
solutions are required. 

Other new imiovations will hit the 
market, in view of the digital nature of the 
new system, and die amount of data likely 
to he transmitted, iitanyare looking at 
developing cards for PCs. Tliis will enable 
clam to lie manipulated and displayed on 
die screen. Bosch themselves are looking at 
this possibility, nnd another company called 
EadioScape has produced a software design 
that will operate on an MMX Peniium based 
machine, millions of which are in use 
around the world. In terms of hardware a 
supcrhet radio down converter is used to 
enable the raw digiui stream loo be passed 
into die PC where all the processing is 
accomplished. This Is panicularly interesting 
because it may offer a low cost entry point 
into Digital Radio for many people. It has 
iieen estimated that the boards and 
software might ultimately be produced for 
as little as £100. 

Tor the lliture a vast number of new ideas 
arc appearing. The BBC have devised a 
number of futuristic looking ideas, Wtilst these 
may appear dififerent to many of the radios we 
see today many of the antenria restrictions of 
radios used today may not apply. 

Is It worth it? 
Market research indicates diac diepubiic 
want a 1 setter service, particularly for in car 
entertaintnent. This is why broadcasters like 
die; BBC arc investing such large sums to 
install the infrastniccure ahead of the launch 
of sets for the public. 

But what of the reaction so far? Wynne 
Jenkins of Drive Time, a car radio dealership 
(and Digirai Radio stockist) liased in 
Chiswick anrt Kingston Is vety enthusiast 
about the new .system. The CD qualiiy 
combined with the lack of fadeouts he says 
is tremendous. He also commented "Radio 5 
Live is supetb for the World Cup. On the 
medium wave band the transmission would 
lie lost going under a bridge - and this 
would occur just as the crucial gtxil was 
scored. Not so with Digital Radio. The 
transmission is seamless along die 
motorways and areas that have been 
covered Ho re-turiing as you more from one 
coverage area to die next, it's Just there." 

Future 
Tlie broadcasters have sec the pace by 
ensuring that die digital radio infrastructure 
Is in place before radios are available. Tiffs 
step of faith means that the service will be 
established and a significant jioruon of die 
population will be able to receive the 
transmissions. By doing this a demand for 
the radios will be created and digiial radio 
will become established sooner. Despite the 
fact that the USA does not appear to be 
following die same mute as Europe, the 
Eureka system Is likely to gain more support 
world-wide. It lias a head stacr and appears 
to meet die needs of most nations. As a 
result we are likely to see a rapid growth in 
die number of digital radios once they art 
on the market and the prices start to fall. 
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Photo 3, Tho radios of tha futurai [Photos courtesy BBC1 
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Andy Douglas, Sales & Marketing Director at 

Smiths Timegtiard Limited discusses the safety 
aspect ofRCDs and their applications. 
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SMITHS 
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Single swftched RCD so'cket 

uniLS, which provide KCD pmieaion. hut it 
tan be a nuisance it) have hall ihe house 
trip out just because, say. a tumhle dner 
develops n shrin. nicsti days it can take half 
an hour logo around die house resetting all 
die timers that people have on televisions, 
videos, ovens, microwaves, alarm clocks etc. 
F.ven worse would be a situatinn where 
supply to a domestic or comnierda! freezer 
was cut offhecause of a minor fault 
elsewhere in the building. Far lietter to have 
local protection to isolate the faulty 
appliance in milliseccmcls, leaving other 
appliances unaffectetL 

'Che RCD sockets now on the market 
provide the idea! solution, and they are 
recommended for ufie with larger 
appliances such as washers, dryers and 
freezers as well as the obvious high-risk 
items like gardening ecjtiipinem and DiY 
tools. Until now. RCD sockets have lacked 
switches, so that they iiave not lieen 
obvious replacements for intdiuonal 
sockets. Now thai switchcti RCD sockets are 
at last available. I his objection is easily 
overcome - alt the tnore so beatuse they 
have been bundled with prices well below 
their tinswitched predecessors! 

Horses for courses 
Insnllcrs are now almost spoilt for choke 
when it comes to KCD sockets, aid you 
should Ijetiwtire of the features and lienefits 
of die diffctcnt types available Ijefote deciding 
whidi is appropriate for each application. 

First there is the choice lie twee n metallic 
and white plastic casings. Metal casings are 
ideal for commercial and industrial 
nppltcuions or for installing in domestic 
garages anil outhouses, '(liere is a premium 
of a few pounds to pay for the extra 
ruggedness provided by a metal casing, but 
the price difieremial is not .so wide as to 
deter you from making die right choice. 

Where looks are mote imponant, such as 
inside offices, shops or homes, (hen 
traditional white plastic casings will 
obviously be the I vest option. 

With the new Smiths range of RCD 
sockets, both outlets on the double sockets 
are covered with RCD prDtection. It is. of 
course, easy to isobte one half of the twin 
socket liy simply turning off the switch. Tlie 
other half will still lie pmtectetl by the RCD. 

Day in clay out. we all place remarkable 
faith in the mains electrical 
instaSiucions and the many devices 

and appliances we plug into them. Tiiai 
goes for prtifessioreti eleancians as well as 
die byman and woman! 

Tiagic as the wcll-publidsetl accidents 
wliidt do occur arc, they do serve to 
broaden awareness of tlie need to take 
common-serisc precautions when handling 
230V of potentially lediai (xiwer. It is my 
guess that most plug-in RCDs are only ever 
puijnio service when die Lnvn mower 
comes out. Tfie mast effective protecdon 
lias to be hard wired! 

A simple and safe opdon is therefbre to 
inseill sockets with RCD protection built in. 
Smiths 'ilinegunrd's blest development in 
RCD socket design means tliat models 
which are direct repbeemems for any single 
or double gting.socket are now avaibble. 
Tiscsc can simply lie wired into existing, 
standard back tioxes. 

It can be aigued that new or refutbislied 
homes will upically lienefir from consumer 

s 

r 

U 
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Spur type RCD. 
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pusliiiig a liuuon. This feaiure shoutcl lie 
regaitletl as essential (or sockets, which will 
be used to supply tnadiinc tools, or for 
vinuiilly any appliance in the home. 

Hnaliy, (je sure to double check that any 
HCD sockets you choose comply with the 
latest iiriiisii Standards. Von should look for 
BS7283 and BS1363. (ili'ii:"-! 

Latching or non-latching? 
Tlie nest decision to make is whether a 
latching or non-latching RCD socket is 
appropriate: it is important to get this right 
;ind took for a s<.K:ket range which gives you 
a choice Isetween tiie two. 

Rememljer tlat RCDs will trip in die 
event of a power failure, not just lie cause of 
an electrical &ult widiin the appliance, 
indeed, for applications such as machine 
tools it is vital that they do so. However 
with equipment such as comniercial or 
liomesiic freezers, it Is imponant tliat power 
can he restoretl as soou as mains power is 
available again. Mechanioilly latcliing 
sockets are designed to tlo just this. Other 
applications for latching RCD sockets could 
be safety, security or display ligliting. 

Conversely. "ri« in-latching' sockets (also 
known as electrically latching) will not allow 

the power to be restored until the socket 
lias been manually reset, ensuring that the 
user is always prompted to check out the 
appliance before trying to use-is again. 
Resetting the socket is a simple matter of 

The following types are available 
from Maplin Electronics   
RCD PtolecfBd Sockets - Unlatched 
MST6H - White singe sockst £30.59 
MS77J - Metcl angfe rocist £34.;99 
MS78k - double sodst £37,99 
MS7SL •. Mctsl tfouKo sbcknt £4Z49 
RCD Piolected Sockets • latched 
MS3U -V.Wtsarajesxtet £32.49 

Mffislsnajs rocks £3359 
- Whits'doubte socket £39,99 
--Msa) Coutte socket £4459 

£34.99 

M&12K 
MS33L 
MS34M 
MS35Q - HCD Spur 

6> 
-T) m 
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Teclmical Imformatioji Services 

Suppliers of ail Smice/FauIt/Technical Books 

We have the world's largest selection of 

VCR CIRCUITS £8.00 CT\; CIRCUITS £-6.00 

SERVICE MANUAL LIBRARY 

BLW AN^"MANUAL FOR £-10 
OR SWAP AT £-5.00 EACH PLUS £-2.50 P+P 

Initial joining fee £-69.95 (£20/anmmi. thereafter) 

Huntlreds of people, both amateur and professional, 
have already discovered exactly how efllcient and cost 
saving this library is, even if you only use a handful of 

manuals each year. 

Tfodlinbank Parm, Eyelands, by Strathaven, 
Lanarkshire, MLIO 6RD 

N'.B, There is n £-2.50 post/handling charge on all orders 

Send an SAE for your/i ce quote antl catalogue 

Phone our hotlines on: 

01698 883334/884585 

or Fax 01698 884825 

CONTROL & 

ROBOTICS 

Milford 

Instrunjenfs 

3-AXIS Machine 

NEW 

£ Pajfd 

i 

mi 

f • r 

PCB Unlhn" 
J-AxisMnrlime 

IUST RF1 FASFDzlhn I-Axif nut Jirne it.t£ 
been dcsip/iod few ^urleni^ to cvploro iwl 
CAD/CAM mndiirw cummL Ballon ihe 
popufj.r BASIC SLimp, thi: i2££tf I us coni- 
pT<ne onlfol of of I nvachinc Uinctfons en J 
TnlEttjce. ixiHcMtil in e.iss'-UMe.id PHASIC 
lan£ua{;& Iho I-3.\i5 machnis supplied 
ivJlh n srnmtml smli* of Surrrqj^ afocesycK 
itwlines jivJ S VlndoASJ-ofhvafe M dii 11 
PCEs using mduslA- frandafrf Exellon dnll 
files. 

EtTURf? ISCLUDET 
Po*A«tijt 2£W S'£pi//EV dme molofs 
U.lnvn icsoUltion in .ill gxe= 
1 JHHl OUvl WJmm vvofLfrvj; arefl 
B^5lCS5^ni|i Pro^ninmiinglanguage 
}2K DC Opcr.ilion 
tosy to assenibfi? bom rcotfy 
machined ]«rts 
K'ils san at only 1149.CO plus VAT 

Tor.ffijthi detdflshfltie SkAjfi ■ ipacliip' and Cjn pfeiaS: 
call or fax .litft 0,19'/7 693^5:ra>f' 0).9?7 WWfiS 

.v.wwwntinst^iSTiontco.uK 
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hdih 
Compact Design 

Operates from PP3 
Battery 

Simple 3 level Reading 

Gives Audible and- 
Visual Indications 

Built-in Test Probes 

Introduction 
Often, situatiwas arise rsficie it b 
necessan' to tietemiine whether a 
significant amount of moisture is 
present in a rruucrial, for example 
in house walls. There are sever.il 
difierent methods of measuring 
moisture content ut nmterials. 
These range from heating a 
sample of the htateria! in an oven 
and comparing its weight Itefore 
and after lining to measuring the 
quantity of gas jinxlucedwlten 
the v.-ater present in the material 
rtaas with a specific chemical 
atnijxtuiid. Although these 
meduxb can produce an accurate 
analysis of inossture content; they 
can Ix? time consuming and 
usually involve taking a sample of 
die material to he tested. 

In the praaical situation a 
quick check is often required to 
determine possible problem 
areas before more detailed 
investigatioas are carrieti out. 
and the Mini Moisture Detector 
is designed with this in mind. 
This project allows possible 
damp areas to be easily located 
and proxides a simple audio 
visual indication. 

mm 

Gavin Cheesemdn describes a simple, 

versatile project. 

SPECIFICATION OF PROTOTYPE 

Power supply voltage: 9V DC (PP3 or equivalent). 
Pov/er supply current: 20rhA.ap"pr6x. 
Yelloy/LEO sv/itch-on threshold; 700Mn 
Red LED switch-on threshold: 150MQ 
Approximate Dimensions: 150 x 36 x 30mm inc. probes. 

PROJECT 
RATING © 

The Circuit 
The project, makes use of lite 
fact that many building materials 
exhibit a lower resistance when 
die}' Stave a high moisUire 
content than when the)' are dry. 
The quantities of water present 
are usually relatively small and 
so the level of resistance that w e 
are dealing with is often 
consequently high, usually 
far in excess of the range 
provided by many off the shelf 
continuity testers. 

Reforriag to Figure i it may 
be seen thai die circuit is based 
around readily available op-amp 
arid comparator iCs, and is 
designed to operate from a 
standard 9V PP3 type battery. 
The power supply is connected 
between PI (+9V) ant! P2 (OV). 
Capacitor €6 serves as general 
supply rail decoupling whereas 
Cl'and Ci provide high 
frequency tie-coupling for the ICs. 

The material under test Is 
connected between P3 and P-i, 
in series with Ri, effectively 
forming a jwiemial dhider. The 
voltage drop across Rl fa 
directly de|>endent on the 
resistance of the material under 
test. Because the order of 
resistance being measured is in 
the region of hundreds of 
megohms, the voltage drop 
across Ri can be quite small. It 
is therefore necessan- to 
provide some amplification to 
obtain a usable voltage level; 
this amplification is provided by 
Operational amplifier, ICi. 

PI O 

P3 0- 

C2 | 
I ICOnF Cl PIN7 

P4 O 

C1 " 
IQiF1 

F2 O- 

m 
47k 

R7 
10CK 

To C4 C2 
IQOuF'—i n lOOtF PN 8 

1 C3 16V 
Tffl ICDDF OV 

ICI 
LD1 LD3 22k LD2 

M.C. R4 N. N N. C5 _n: M 
lOOnF FB 

100k 
H9 RIO Rl 1 

Urz 
Ml Ok 

k5 k5 6 FB 

C2b 

FB 
IC2F71 4 IC 4 ' 2a< 

Figure L Circuit Diagram. 
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Figure 2. PCB Layout (a) Track 
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Figure 2. (b) Component layout. 

Resistors R2 and R3 set the gain 
of the op-amp and C3 ensures 
siahJe ojiennion. Ji should lie 
noted that die G\^I30E tleiice 
chosen for this appitouinn 
allows (iper.iiion at Input 
voltages down to OV and will 
operate comfbnablv fmni a 
single mil supply. 

Because of the higli 
im|jedsuice at the input oflCl. 
there is a tentlenq- for the ciiruic 
to pickup 'hum' from die AC 
mains supply. This effect Is 
minimised by Ci which provides 
a high fretjuency roll ofi. reducing 
the response of the rircuii at 
mains jxiwer line frequencies. 

Tlie output from 1C1 is fed to 
both inputs of 1C2, a dual 
comparator. The switching 
tlircshold of IC2a and lC2b is 
determined by the voltage at 
IC2 pin 3 and pin 5 respectively. 
This voltage is set by R-i. R5 and 
R6. When tecniihaLs P3 and P-i 
are ojien drcuit die voltage 
appearing at die inputs to IC2 is 
negligible and the comparator 
outputs remain in a high 
condition, if the resistance 
lietween P3 and P4 falls diis 
results in a rise in voltage at the 
input to ICl, which is inversely 
proportipnitl to the resistance. 
This voltage level is amplified 
arid fed to die comparator 
inputs of IC2. If die voltage 
exceeds the threshold set for 
lC2b. then [C2 pin 7 will switch 
to a low condition illuminaung 
1132. Resistors 119- Ri 1 limit 
the current to the LEDs. If die 
comparator input voltage also 

+ 

BZJ 

Figure 2, (c) Fitting the buzzer on the track side. 

exceeds the limit Set for IC2a 
then IC2 piti 1 will switch low, 
tumtrig on TB1 and illuminating 
l.Dl. Under this condition, 
power is also switched to piezo 
buzzer BZ1 which emits a 
continuous "beep" tone. 
Resistor R8 limits the current to 
the base ofTRl and R7 ensures 
diat die transistor switches off 
projierSy when the comparator 
output Is disaiiled. Cajiadtor C? 
helps to reduce any unwanted 
switching noise from BZ1. LED 
IJ33 provides :i jxiwer on" 
indication, and when ID! and 
!D2 are not illuminated, also 
effectively indicates that the 
circuit input is high resistance. 

PCB Construction 
It is recommended that the 
circuit is constructed on printed 
drcuit board (PCB). Hbrcglass 
PCB material is preferred as it 
possesses superior insulating 
properties when compared to 
cheaper alternatives. A PCB 
layout is shown in Figure 2. In 

LH\ 
KB 1 1 

cofTEonenlskie 

1 

lOirm 

: : 

1 \ 
FCB S)H6r 

.soltfet side 

Rgure 3. Mounting the LEO's, 

order to keep die size of die 
PCB small, the components are 
niounied relatively dose 
together and track sjiadng is 
close. Therefore extreme care Is 
required when soldering to 
ensure that the no unwanted 
short dfcuits arc crcatcd. 

Inscn and solder the 
components to the PCB 
referring to die component 
overlay shown vvidi the PCB 
layout. Do not lit the LEDs or 
BZ1 until all of the other PCB 
mounted components arc in 
place. Hike care to ensure that 
polarised components are fitted 
observing the conett polaiuy. 
Capacitor C6 should lie inserted 
such dial die negative (-) symbol 
on the side of the component Is 
positioned away from the jxjsitive 
(+) symbol on the component 
overlay. It is recommended 
that the ICs are mounted in 
sockets. The ICs should lie 
fitted such diat die notch at 
one end of the'IC corresponds 
with that on die overlay. 
Similarlv. transistor TR1 should 

also lie fitted to correspond 
with the oudine shown. 

The PCB pins should be 
iasertetl into the PCB and 
carefully pushed into position 
using a hot soldering iron. Do 
not apply excessive force to the 
soldering "iron when earning 
out this procedure as this may 
damage the iron and could lie 
hazardous. Simply allow the 
pins to heat up for a moment 
Ix.Tare appKing pressure. When 
the pins have readied a suitable 
tempeniture diey can lie easily 
pushed into position. Once in 
place the pins should lie 
soldered. Please note diat pins 
are not requited for P5 and P-I. 

The liiDs should be fitted as 
shown in Figure 3- Jt Ls important 
thnt these are nunimcd at the 
correct height. Once again, 
ensure that the I.EDs are fitted 
observing die correct poiarity. 
Die anode (positive) is die long 
lead and the cathode (negative) 
Is the short lead and is nomially 
also market! by a flat eifye on 
the body of the I,Iff). On the 
component overlay, the fiat 
edge of the outline indicates 
the cathode. 

Ar this stage if is a good idea 
to check your work to ensure 
that evemhing is soldered 
correctly arid that there are no 
dry joints or solder short 
CireuiLs. Pay particular attention 
to areas of the PCB where track 
spacing is small. After BZ1 is 
fitted diis restricts access to the 
track side of the PCB. 

BZ1 
FCB 

sober side 

Solder 

| ^4mm 

FCB 
componsntsiJe 

Figure 4. Mounting Buzzer BZi. 
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Figure 5. Fitting the probes to the case. 

After filling -.ill usher I'CB 
mountct! component.1- if is theii 
time to mount the piezo buzzer. 
BZ1 (see figure 4). Tills is 
mmimetl ilirectSe nmo the track 
side of the I'CB and some cure 
is required to avoid melting the 
liuzzcr housing. The buzzer 
height is impanam since if it is 
mounted too high ufxive the 
surface of the I'CB the Ix janf 
will not fit into the specified 
case. The polarity of die buzzer 
connections is shown on die 
component overlay as "BZ-I-r' 
and BZ1-'. 

PCB Installation 
Hie recommended case for the 
Mini Moisture Detector is 
Maplin stock ctKie I-T3IJ and 
the PCB layout and dimensions 
Ivave-been determined with dUs 
in mintL The test proixis used 
are Maplin stock code FK32K- 
The plistic ixxly of die probe 
should lie unscrewed and 
discarded leaving just die metal 
probe tip, screw thread and 
solder bucket. Solder a short 
length of 22SWG tinned copper 
wire or a component tend offcut 
to the proix- tip ensuring that 
the solder docs not flow over 
onto the thread. Any soldering 
.should lie carried out liefore 
mounting the probes onto the 
case as the plastic case melts 
very easily. After soldering, allow 
plenty < if rime for die probes to 
cool liefore handling. The 
probes have M-i threads and 
can be anachtt! to the case 
using M4 nuts as shown in 
Figure 5. Make sure that you 
tighten the nuts fully. Wiishers 
are not used due to the short 
thread on the jirobes, therefore, 
it is recoinnieiuletl that a 
suitable ihread locking adheshi; 
Is used to prevent rotation. 

With the exception of the 
wiring connecting of the test 
probes to the circuit board, it is 
iiest to complete all external 
wiring liefore installing the PCB 

in the case. Figure 6 shows die 
wiring diagram. The connection 
between slide switch S I and 
terminal P3 on the PCB can be 
made using insulated hook-up 
wire. Tlie wire connection from 
the prolxrs should be trimmed 
to a suitiihle length, inserted 
info the appropriate holes in 
the PCB (1'3 ant! P4), and 
snklered directly (into die track 
side, once the PCB has been 
fitted into position in the case. 

Drill the necessary holes in 
the case before installing the 
PCB and fix SI in jjosition using 
M2 countersink head screws. 
The PCB overlay can be used as 
a drilling template for the fixing 
holes and LED holes. Don't 
fbrget to allow adetyiate loom 
for the batten- in the case. The 
PCB is mnunted on spacers :is 
shown in Figure 7. it should Ik 
noted that die nuts have been 
allowed to slightly overiap the 
PCB tracks in places in Older to 
majhtain the coni|iaa size of 
die PCB. in general tliis docs 
not present a problem, but to 
ens ure thai tlK-raare no 
unwanted effects from 
inadvertently u niching the 
mounting screws, it is 
recommended that nylon 
washers are used between the 
fixing nuts and the PCB. 

Testing the 
Detector 
Once the PCB is installed, and 
all wiring is in place, the unit 
cm Ix; tested. Connect a 9V PP3 
lype ban ay to the battery clip 
and fit it into the case behind 
die PGB. Tlie battery is a fairly 
tight fit but there should lie 
adequate njam. 

Set the power on/olFswitch 
(SI) to the *on? |x»siiion. \X1th 
the probes ojien ciraiit only the 
green LED should he illuminated 
indicating that die unit is 
switched on and ihere is a very 
high resistance between the 
prolies. This normally intlicates 
diat the material being tested is 
tin: Apply a shun circuit to the 
probes. Now all three LEDs 
should illuminate and the buzzer 
should emit a constant tone. 
When the short circuit Is 
removed, the unit should revert 
to die original state where- only 
thc grctn LED is illuminated. 

The above proredure checks 
the ixisic operation (jf the unit; 
however, under some 
conditions, where the resistance 
between the probes is 
considerably less than oiieu 
circuit hut is nor tow enough to 
illuminate the red I ED. only the 
green and yellow LED.s will 
.tiluminme. This 'iniermediaic" 
contlition is not easy n > simulate 
unless you can connect a 
resistance between the pitilies 
with a value liemtxin around 
100n and 500a These 
thresholds are approximate and 
are Subject to some variation. If 
you have a number of very high 
value resistors to hand (in the 
lilgh megohm regkm), you can 
connect these in series to 
produce a resistance in ibis 
range. Otherwise, the easiest 
way to check dial the dcteaor is 
o|ierating correctly is to find a 
piece of material diat produces 
an iiucrmcdLne reading. One 
way to siniulitte this is to slightly 
moisten a piece of absotiient 

| p:!|)er or cttrdbontd and connect 
| this I let ween the detector 
i prol>es. Take care not to expose 
\ ;iny pan of the unit other than 
\ the prolxs to water as this may 
i damage the circuit. Initially, the 
| moistened raaterial should light 
; all d iree I.ED's but as t he 
; mobf ure evaporates an 
; imermedlatc conditlun should 

be pnxluceii Because it iiiav 
I take sonte lime far the mnismre 
i to ev;i[5oraic to the appropriate 
I level it is best to Giro out 
; checks :u regular intervals rather 
I than leaving the detector 
:: switdietl on and connected. 

Finalising 
Construction 
If everything Is working 
correctK" constnictitin tan lie 
cumpleted. Lt Ls useful to attach 
a self adhesive pad to the 
batten- to hold it in position in 
the case. Ghf everything a final 
check and screw the case lid 
inn i (xjsltion. Atucli the lallel 
(Figure S> onto the front panel 
using general purjxise adhesive. 

Using the 
[Vlini Moisture 
Detector 
To obtain si reading, press the 
dela tor probes into the 
material to be tested, ft Is often 
adequate to take a reading by 
simply touching the probes onto 
the material without actually 
IJenetrating die .surface. In oilier 
cases you may wish to make 
meastiremenLs under a surface 
covering and tliis is die reason 
tiiat needle prolies were chosen 
as opj-xised to surfiice contaa 
types. Of course, if you press 
the prolies into the material, ihis 
will usually penmnendy damage 
tile surface so choose an area 
tliat is not on new if aesthetics 
are imponant. 

As dlscussctl, the Mini 
Moisture Detector proiides a 
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Figure 6. Wiring Diagram. 
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Figure 7. Assembly Diagram. 

three level indication. When 
oaly the green UED is 
illuminated this indicates a dry 
(open tiroiit') condition. When 
ihe green and yellow ISDs arc 
lit this indicsues an intermediate 
condiiion where tliere Ls jx>ssi5)ly 
some moisture present When 
a)i thieelEDs are.iUumlnated 
there is a reasonable chance 
that the material under test has 
a significant moisture content. 
Under this condition, buzzer 
B7A is also active. 

As with mostsimple detectors 
of this, type, the Mini Moisture 
Detector has its limitations and 
if users are aware of these, the 
results will be more meaningful. 
The unit is intended to act as a 
'rough guide' and is not 
intended to provide a definitive 
reading. It is useful when crying 
to trice die source of dampness 
in wails, delecting unwanted 
high resistance areas in sratic 
sensitive environments etc but 
is not intended to be a 
replacement for more expensive 
and accurate devices. Of course, 
theldini Moisture Detector Is 
looking at ciifferences in the 
resistance of the material under 
test and is not measuriiig the 
actual quantity of water present. 
Users should bear in mind that 
because die detector looks for a 
low resistance to indicate a 
damp condition, it is possible 
that some materials, which are 
poor insulators may produce a 

damp indication when they are 
in fact dry. Tilts may be the case 
with metal backed wallpapers 
and materials comaining 
conductive particles such as 
carbon. Ihe unit can also be 
affected by strong ac fields. This 
may manifest itself as a warbling 
sound form BZ1 as opposed to 
die usual continuous tone. 

Where jtossible, if moisture is 
detected and die source of this 
Is unclear, test a known dry 
piece of the material furs: to 
confirm that the unit gives the 
appropriate indication. In ail 
cases users are advised to seek 
professional advice before 
carrying out any work its a 
result of readings obtained. 

Other Applications 
In addition to detecting the 
presence of moisture, the Mini 
Moisture Detector can also be 
used to provide a general 
indication of the instilatian 
properties of a ninteriai and to 
indicate electrical leakage. This 
can be useful for fault finding In 
tracing possible areas where 
insulation breakdown has 
occurred in a circuit. If die red 
LED is illuminated and B7.1 is 
active this indicates poor 
insulating properties. However 
if the unit is connected to long 
cable runs or circuits which are 
significaiidy inductive it may 
provide a false reading due to 
ac pickup. 

A 

WARNING 
Tre unit sbeuid no; ba 
use! to Cgternfine 

eisciricaJ safety ss !hs insalBting 
(k-opeffes of materials can vary will 
spplhu. voltage. Do not conosct the 
tester to Rvs apparehrs isncer srty 
citcuiralsncss as Oils may ^sjlt in 
damage in the unit and is seriotis 
hesnl to the oferaSad 

Adjusting 

the Detection 
Threshold 
The switching thresholds for 
IC2 were determined from 
experiments carried out with 
the prototype unit on a variety 
of different ntaccnals and were 
found to be adequate for most 
situadons. However, readers 
may wish to experiment with 
the circuit by changing the 
switching diresholds and tills 
can lie easily achieved by 
modifying the values of 
resistors R4 — R6. In diis way: it 
can be arranged for the unit to 
trigger ara higher or lower 
resistance. In order to avoid 
excessive current consumption 
it is recommended ..thai die 
values of !<■! — R6 are kept aixjve 
a minimum of 10k. The input 
resistance of [C2 is very high 
indeed and in practice, resistor 
values considerably over 1M can 
be accommodated without 
significantly degrading die 
performance of the circuit. 
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Figure 8. Front Panel Label. 
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Finally 
With nuxiifictl detection 
thresholds, it should lie possible 
to use die Mini Moisture 
Detector In honiailtura! 
applicaiinns sudi as 
deierniination of die relative 
inoisture content of soil, 
helping \tui to decide ■whether 
nr not your plants are getting 
enough rater. It would be 
necessary to experiment with 
different resistor values to 
achieve the appropriate 
detection thresholds for a 
Sjieciftc appllcat ion. lin-!--''! 

•-i 

Internal layout 

PROJECT PARTS UST 1 

RESISTORS 
■R1 Min Res 47k ■1 M47K 
R2 Min Res 10k -i M10K 
R3. 7 Min Res 100k 2 M100K 
R4 Min Res 1M 1^ M1M 
Ro Min Res 82k 1 ■M82K 
R6,S Mm Res 22k 2 M22K 
R9,10,-11 Min Res IkS 3 MiK5 

CAPACITORS 
Cl. Monores Cap O.OluF 1 RA44X 
C2,4,5 lOOnFDfec 3 YR73S 
C3'. 'Ceramic lOOpF 1 V/X56L 
G6 Genetect-lOOoF 16V 1 AT40r 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
)C1 CA3i30E 1 QH28F 
IC2 LM393N 1 UH30H 
TRi BC558 1.' OQ17T 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ID1 LED Red 5mm 2mA 1 UK48C 
LD2 LED YeHqvr 5mm 2mA 1 UK50E, 
LD3 LED Green 5mm .2mA "i; tJK49D. 

Pin 2141 Iph F121X 
PCB f.Glass Sm Sngl i" HX01B 
Small Narrov/Box 1 FT3U 
Soider Test Prods 1 FK32K 
SP Siida 1 FF77J 
PR3 Clip" . ■1 HF28F 
M3 Spacer i72iri ■IpKl FG34M 
M3 i6mm Pozi: Screw 'IpkJ' JC70M 
M2 lOmni Pozi Screw Ipkt JC66W 
isoshake M3 Ipkt BF44X^ 
Steel Nut.MS Ipkt J0S1R 
Steel Nut M4 Ipkt. JD60Q 
Nyl Washer 6BA IflW BFB4F 

BZ1 PCS Buzzer 1- -RU5SN 
OIL sfe. 2 BL17T 

TOTAL COST £19 APPROX. 

iOWEfl ffJEMCtiy 

UiHlBfS FHOM M WUli 
All parts supplied are ofignal and unused. A range of DRAM rrtpdules 
for use as msmoiy expansion in computersindixling PCs,;Apple MACs 
and Amigas, is available. SIMMs supplied by Maplih are branded 
manufacturers'chips on selected third party .boards. 

They are sold with a *fio questions asked' lifetime gjarantee and 
all rribdules are stored and handled in anti-static environments.- 

72-ptii SIMMs 
Code- Size ExVAT IncVAT 
NTOOA dSM' £22-11 £23-99. 
MTftlB 32M £38-28 £44-99 
NT02C ,32M -£55-31 £64-99 

Code Size ExVAT IncVAT 
ffTOSO 4M £6-80. £7-99 
NTQ4E 8M. £11-05 .£12-93 
NT05F IBM £17-01 £19-99 
NTOBG 32M £25-52 £29-99 

.Unbuffered .3-3V 168-pto piMMs 
Cotie Size ExVAT fncVAT 
NM25C IBM £17-01. £19-99 
NM26b 32M £25-52 £23-99 
NM27fc 64M £59-56 - 63-93 
NM28F 128M £127:65 £149-99 

PClOODMMs 
Code Size ExVAT IncVAT 
VS55K 32M £37-64. £44-99 
VG56L 64M £62-35 £74-99 
VG57M 128M £122-33 £144-® 

donisct MsplinSalbe 09 01702 SS^OOC 

CORRIGENDA 

418MHz low power Tjt/Rx modules in August 1998, issuel28 

In tite article :an;418N!H2 Ipvy-jipv.'erTs/Rx nKXlules in August 1993, 
issucl 23, •flifigure ij die iciiismitier dtcuit, pin 3 on the regulator 
RG1 (78105)J tiiust go to theOV riilL In figute -l, the receiver circuit, 
terminal PI5 is connected to pin 16 onlCl the N!I-?5027B-1. 

Figure 1. 
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Evolution of 

X-RM TEGHNEflDliY 

Douglas Clarkson looks at the history and 
evolution of this life-saving science. 

Introduction 
The. old adage - every picture tells a story - 
is certainly true of die x-ray image, Wliai we 
see involves die generation of a field of x- 
niy photons which itueract widi tissue in a 
highly char.ttterisuc manner and with the 
image being formed traditionally using 
essendaliy photogntphlc processes. Eadi of 
these spediic steps in die sequence of 
Ullage production Is governed by a well 
defined set of physiciljaws. Over die years, 
developmeiiLS have continued to optimise 
the information content of die res ill ting 
images and with at the same time a desire 
to reduce the dose of ionising radiation to 
the patient. 

Generating X-Rays 
Th'e basic technique of producing x-rays 
has not fundamentally changed since the 
discovert* of x-rays by IWiemgen in 1895- 
Figure 1 indicates typical designs of x-ray 
tubes where a pulse of excitation voltage 
accelerates electrons onto a heavy metal 
target such as Tungsten although 
Molybdenum tends in he used 
predominantly for lower energy exposures 
such as are used in mamnipgraphy These 
elements have a high melting point ami 
also a high atomic nuinher, which in turn 
increases die probability of fast moving 
electrons being attenuated in the target. 
However, t he higher heat capacity of ' 
Molybdenum causes it to be incorporated 
in anode tlesigas to increase exposure 
throughput- The alloving of Tungsten with 
lOTi of Rhenium provides a greater 
resistance to pitting on the anode surface 
and consequently is vised to prolong the 
life of an x-vvtty tube. 

An important practical parameter for an x- 
rav set is its dutv cvde — i.e. that fraction of 

the time within which it can accelerate 
electrons. The rapid hear built up in the 
target area can easily degrade perfbrmance 
or even damage the unit. Some s-rav* tubes 
have a so called rotating anode design which 
allows die area of active heat dissipation to 
ixt considentbh* increstsed. Diameter of 
rotating anode ilisks am vary irom 5 cm for 
mobiles to around tlcm for powerful sets 
for angiography Radiation cooling of the 

anode is an effective means of dissipating 
the absorbed thermal energy. Speeds of 
rotation are typically around 3000rpm. 

!t is essentially the high voltage which is 
Chiefly responsible for the heating of the 
anode. At. for example. lOOkeVfand SOOniA 
current for 0.2 second, the total energy 
provided per exposure Is 10,00131- 

As the stream of accelerated electrons 
strike die anode target 2 range of 
processes take place. As the electrons 
stiffer rapid de-acceleration, the majority of 
their Idnetic energy is simply degraded to 
heat as kinetic energy of the atoms of the 
target material. The rapid de-acceleration 
produces so called braking radiation' or 
bremsstrahlung. The maximum energy of 
these x-ray photons is determined by the 
masBnum enetgv* of the electrons that 
strike the,target and is given by the anode 
voltage. The Tail' of low energy x-ray 
photons will contain photons of near zero 
energy. Since, these photons would 
normally lie readily absorbed even by soft 
tissue and carry essentially no imaging 
information, thev are routlneiv absorbed bv 
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Figure 1. Typical design of x-ray tube, a) stationary anode, b) rotating anode. 

Tube* Shis'ding 

Figure 2. Basic 
geometry of the 
conventional plane 
x-ray diagnostic 
radiology, showing 
jjse of tube shielding 
and lead dlaphram to 
reduce field of 
external scatter. 
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Figure 3, A typical x-ray spectra 
derived from a Tungsten anode and 
incorporating filtration. 
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Figure 4, Light beam diaphragm 
for proiectlng optical outline of 
x-ray exposure on patient. 
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Figure 5. Reduction of scatter In final Image 
by use of grid. 

'fikration' using thin sheets of Aluminium or 
Copper. Such filtration in an integnJ jian of 
most x-ray systems designed to reduce the 
dose of Strays received by die patient but - 
without adversely affecting image quality. A 
typtaii filtration thickness would be 2.5mfri 
of Aluminium. 

The x-rays behave essentially as if they 
originate from a small focal spot so tltai die 
essential geometry of the imaging is. diat of 
a point source as indicated in Figure 2. 
Obviously, the smaller the size of the point 
source the.siiaqier will be thai of die 
resulting image, iypically the focal sjxst will 
be approximately 1 to 2nini in diameter. 
The shielding of die tube and structure of 
the lead tliaphram is important for reducing 
the field of external scatter. 

The energy of the inddent electrons on 
the target maierial can also disturb the 
energy balance within the associated 
electron shells of the target atom. When an 
electron in the K shell of a Tungsten atom is 
given JUiffkient energy to break free from 
the atom, electrons From less tightly bound 
shells can cascade down to fill die gap 
vvidiin the K shell. The electron in turn 
radiates a photon corresponding to the 
difference in potential energies it 
experiences within the coulomb field of the 
nucleus. For Titngsten, the equivalent values 
of these emitted photons is in the range 
5SkeV to 67.7 ke\f 

A rypical x-ray spectrum vvidi diese 
characteristics is indicated in Figure 3. This 
is essentially the curve of braking' radiation 
with absorpdon of lower energies due to 
filtration and superposition of characteristic 
K shell x-ray emissions. For a given x-ray set, 
die variable parameters of the beam spectra 
will be the niaximiim keX the tube current 
and die tmie of exposure. 'Iypically these 
latter two variables are expressed as mAs 
(milli Ampscconds}. In terms of image size, 
the aperture of die system can be altered 
from: a maximum size down to as small a 
rectangular area as required. The degree of 
filmition will tend to lie constant 
throughout the product liferime of a given 
x-ray set. A light beam diaphragm projects 
an equivalent optical image aperture to 
assist in outlining correcdy the area being 
imaged as indicated in Figure 4. 

Modem x-ray sets automarically select 
maximum keVi and mA-S product for a broad 
range of commonly ideniified investigations. 
But, on many older systems setting of the 
kcVand mAs parameters are still undertaken 
manually. Some simple x-ray systems such as 

used in dental investigations have only a 
single keV setting. The chief advantage of 
iiigh keV settings is that resulung x-ray 
radiation is more penetrating - allovving 
useful imaging of the abdomen and pelvis to 
be undertaken. Modem systems can also 
utilise automatic exposure control to ensure 
that Images are correctly exposed. 

Grids in the Image Plane 
One of the problems of a conventional x-ray 
is the feet that scattered x-rays produced 
inside the imaged tissue can contribute to 
the film image without adding any diagnostic 
information. The use of a secondary grid is 
indicated in Figure 5 where scancred 
photons tend to fie absorbed before they 
register on die x-ray film- The grid is 
constructed of a series of metal strips 
between which is enclosed radioluscent 
material Hie most effective form of tills 
device is die focused grid which is 
constructed so that the alignment of die grid 
elements match up wish the emission 
direction of photons as they would emerge 
from die point source of the x-ray beam. 

Unfortunately, while the contrast is 
improved by reduction of scattered photons, 
die pattern of the metal x-ray grid is 
invariably present in the resulting x-ray. This 
effect can be minimised by moving the grid 
at a constant race during die x-ray exposurc. 
This is the function of a so called 'Bucky 
unit. The use of these grids will act to increase 
to some extent patient doses - though the 
quality of the resulung x-ray will be higher 
as regards the.sharpness of images. These 
refinements canadd slgniOcmtly to the cost 
to such x-rav svstems; 
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Figure 6. Transmission characteristics 
of photons of specific energies 
appropriate for soft tissue. 

Tube Wear and Tear 
It is interesting to consider the fiictors which 
determine x-ray tube life. During the 
operation of die tube, Tlrngsten from the hot 
filament and from die hot anode target is 
released and deposited on the inner surface 
of the glass tube. This acts very much like an 
additional electrode in the tube, and in time, 
increasing numbers of eleccrons striking the 
Walls of die tulx; cause alteradou ami 
degradation. Ultimately, this can cause loss 
of vacuum in die tube. 

X-Ray Generation; 

The Future 
It is perhaps interesting to speculaie alxitit 
possible future duvelopmems in x-ray 
generaiion. The chief challenge would be in 
improving the image quality and at the same 
time reducing the dose to die patient. 

Figure 6 indicates the transmission 
characteristics of photons of specific 
energies appropriate for soft tissue. !f a 
TOOkeV maximum energy is required for a. 
diick exposure of say 15cni, dien x-ray 
photon energies below this value are more 
highly absorbed and provide less 
Informaiion for the imaging process. 

There would be an advantage in utilising a 
spectra such its indicated in Figure 7, where 
die energy content of the spectra is well 
controlled and narrow and could be 'tuned' 
to required energy limits. The concept of 
generation ofmonoenergetic photons is well 
established widiin laser technology though at 
much smaller photon energies. Working with 
exdmcr lasers, photon energies of the order 
of20cV corresponding to around lOOnm 
wavelengdi haveljeen developed, liven, if 
photons of the required energy could be 
generated, the pracricd problems of 
containing, guiding and mapping the photons 
to the target area would be signifiqint. 

Syndiratron technology is already used by 
big science' to provide very intense and 
essentially monnenergetic x-ray photons for 
experiments to investigate the structure of 
matter. In theory it would be possible to 
develop a relativdy small synchrotron source 
to deliver monoenetgetic x-rays. The x-rays 
would be generated when the electrons are 
bent" or 'wiggled' relative to their previous 
flight direction and hence undergo 
accelenition. However, the unifomiity and 
field extern of these beams are prolxilily not 
ideal for diagnostic radiology work. Also, die 
economics of this approach have never been 
considered to bring any significant benefit to 
conventional s-nty imaging tedinology. It is 
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Figure 7. Idealised narrow energy spectra 
for optimising contrast InformaUon. 
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interesung to speculate, whether diagnostic 
s-rays will Ix; produced in the same tried and 
tested method Ln 100 years time. 

Betatron technology, where elocirons are 
radiated withinspiral paths m compe.ct 
chambers, is utilised in indastry7 to develop 
very intense higli enmyx-rays for industrial 
inspeaion applications such as verification of 
welding of oil pipelines. Titerc has ten do 
move to use this rechnologj' within diagnostic 
radiology—presumably because existing 
techniques pmvide suffidenth intense outputs. 

Image Reception Systems 
It is very seldom that x-ray film is used on its 
own as a means of recording an x-ray image. 
Improved image sensitivity is adiieved by" 
means of so called screens which trigger 
additional light photons to be released arid 
hence be recorded on the film. The 
construction of direct exposure x-ray film is 
indicated in Figure 8. The thin layers of film 
emulsion aresiruciured on either side of a 
thin base layer. While tire actual process of 
producing a x-ray image is a series of 
complex stages, some of which areas yet 
pooriy understood, the key process relates 
to sensitising grains of silv er lialide within 
the film emulsion. 

Because die grains carry the atoms of 
Silver (Ag), Chlorine (Cl) and Bromine (Br) 
of atomic number 47, 17 and 35, the grains 
will have a dominant effect on attenuation 
of the x-rays. The outcome of this process is 
die sensitising of grains of silver halide by 
trapped electrons released by the x-ray 
photons. It is these sensitive grains diat 
become fixed by the developing process as 
black areas and with the unsensitised grains 
tieing removed by die developing process. 
However, some unsensitised grains will also 
be fixed by the developing process. 

Figure 9 indicates a set of so called 
characteristic curves of optical density 
against the log of relative exposure at the 
film. Tliis is the curve which maps to an 
optical density for a given relative quantity 
of ionising radiation presented to the film". 
At the top end of the exposure, where the • 
maximum number of grains are being 
sensitised, die response will tend to flatten 
off as the remaining unsensitised grains 
become sensitised. At the low- end of die 
exposure involving film screens where it 
may take more than a single fight photon to 
sensitise a single grain, it takes longer 
before the central linear section is attained 

The value of the slope of this linear section 
is tamed die film gamma arid is typically in 
the region of between 2 and 3. It is the 

relevant skill of die 
radiographer to 
determine the 
chaiaaeristic of die x- 
ray exposure so that 
the range of clinically 
important infotmatioh 
is as far as possible 
within the log-linear 

■ portion of the 
characteristic curve. In 
passing, these concepts 
of diaraaerisiic curves 
also apply to 
convenrianal film 
photography (see 
references) . 

Figure 10 indicates 
how a screen can be 
used in eidier a single 
or double mode. It is 
iniponant for final image cpiality diat the film 
is in .direct comacr widi the surface of the 
screens over die entire area, odierwise image 
quality will suffer through poor light coupling. 

The use of film screens in conventional x- 
ray radiography is essential for dose 
reduction. The generally preferred low- 
values of dose associated with modem x- 
rays techniques has resulted in direct 
radiography now being redundant. The 
essential comparison between relative 
effidendes of 'film only,' and a modem rare 
earth screen is indicated in Figure 11a and 
Figure lib. When efficient screens are used, 
only a few percent of the film blackening is 
actually- due to direct sensitising ofgrains 
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Figure 8. Cross section through direct exposure x-ray film. 
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Figure 9. A set of so called 
characteristic curves of optical 
density against the lag of relative 
x-ray exposure. 

: due to electrons released by the s-ray 
photon. When using film screens, the 
spectral response of the film is also required 
to be matched to the wavelength of light 
photons released by the screen. 

In the more complex clinical systems, x- 
ray equipment manufacture encompasses a 
wide range of sdentific, technical and 
engineering skills with patient safety an 
essential parameter. Spcdfic points of 
difficulty relate to managernent of high 
tension Supply cables and suspension of 
heavy system directly above patient. 
Comjietition between companies in the field 
is intense with essentially three groupings of 
trianuEicturers - North America with the 
largest mackei followed by Europe and japan. 

An x-ray-system consists of a range of 
interconnecting sub-systems. The ergonomics, 
design and ease of control can often be key 
aspects of system selection, it is increasingiy 
common for'outside' technologists, suchas 
those from die. car industry, to be involved in 
the design of such medicil equipment in 
order to give.it a sleek and appalling style. 
Photo I indicates a strt-amlined system with 
an advanced elevating table showing the GE 
Compax 40 E table system. 

Mobile x-ray systems are widely used M a 
hospital environment for imaging a wide 
range of patients on wards and. intensive core. 
A typical mobile system is indicated in Photo 2. 

Measuring Radiation 
The Radiation Absorbed Dose relates, to die 
actual energy absorlied (in Joules) per Kg bv 
a specific medium. Hie unit of absorbed 
dose is that of the Gray. This can lie thoughr 
of as the component of energy which is 
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absoitie<l by a specific medium. Hie dose 
equivalent in units ofSieven is given by 
Whs? eqiiivakm = ubsoTbed dose (Gy) x Q x <V 

where Q is the quality Lacior which reflect 
die ahiiity of the jiaruallar type of radiation 
to initiate tissue damage. For the present N 
is assigned a "value of 1 ;mci reflects the 
possible effect of dose rate or system of 
fractionation of the radiation into smaller 
doses of radiation. Fors-ntys, gamma raw 
and electrons the value of Q is tmity and for 
alpha particles Q has a value of 20, 

The dose equivalent is caJcntaced as the 
true indication of dose taken up by die 
body tor radiation induced eDects -and is 
summed tfom various tissue compartments 
within die body wliidi aie ex(xisecL The 
annual level of background radiation witliin 
the UK Is around ImSv and with the main 
variation relating to Radon exposure. 

Patient Doses 
Xhrious surveys have iieen untiertaken of 
the variation in radiation dose from a 
specific well defined type of x-ray 
examination such as chest or abdomen. 
Even within a given hospital, with a range of 
x-ray sets, film and operators, a maximum to 
minimum ratio of around 5 Is typical and 
the maximum variation over investigations 
can range as high as 50 between imaging 
centres as indicated in table 1. 

• 
Examination Dose per examination (mSv) 

Mean Min. Max. 
Lumbar spine 2.15 0137 7.37 
Olea 0.05 <0.01. 1.32- 
SkuU 0.15 OPl 0.50 
Ateomen 1.39 0A2 9.94 
Pem 1,22 "0.09 5.77 
Barium Meal 3.83 0.6 24.39 

Table 1: Typical range of patient doses 
for a selection of commonly undertaken 
x-ray procedures. (Courtesy NRPH) 

As a practical approach to patient dose 
reductions, thereare initiatives to replace less 
efficient. Caldom Tungstariate screens with 
rare earth screens and ro use carbon filire 
based plastic x-ray table tops in x-ray couches. 
Tliese initiatives alone could achieve a 
.rigniikant.reduction in patient dose. 

■Hie actual relative picture of the 
annual average dose ro the UK population 
indicates that of the global total from all 
contrihiitions, natural and aniftdal, the 
contrihution from medical exjrosure is 
around 12% of the total There are subtle 
changes within this assessment. The use 
of Computerised Toinogtaphy x-ray (CTj 
is increasing while some conventional x-ray 
examinations are being uudenaken using 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (NiRI) and 
also ultrasound. 

In 1983, the total nusnher of x-ray 
exaininatioas in UK hospitals was estimated 
to be around 25 million - with the figure 
liming increased by 2.3% from 1977. The 
level of denial examinations in the UK in 
1985 was esiimated to be around 8.5 million. 

The baas for any radiological examination 
involving x-mys is iltat the risk of not 
undergoing die examination far outweighs the 
very slight risk of undenaking it. The civile of 
capital investment for x-ray equipment is quite 
long, at least uf die order of between 10 and 
15 years for many KHS hospitals. Also while 
many profession;)) groups of clinicians, 
radiolngjsts, ratliogniphets and physidst? an; 
working towards reducing patient doses, das 
initiative Is not matched by any significant 
capita) investment to achieve this ami. But, 
significant advances in some centres have 
been made in reducing the radiological 
exposure to chiltben. 

Digital Radiology 
Tlie immediacy of the inrorniation age and 
the flexiliflity it proddes in handling data of 
afi types lias been applied to the field of 
conventional diagnostic radiology. With 
image cajiture systems, an image is created 

as an array of (x,y) co-ordinates over a range 
of digital values according to the dynamic 
range Of the image -VD dtprtirc system. This 
s\3tem provides a much more extensive 
range of options for the display, processing, 
storage and transfer of images. For example, 
the field of telemedidne, prorides scope for 
remote analysis of sue!) images over 
distances of diousmds of miics. A range of 
data processing options including noise 
reduction, edge enJiancemenr, subtraction 
of background during angiography etc, 
provide increased flexibility in both initial 
exposure and final rejiorring of image. 

One of the moreb-aic approaches to 
'digital' imaging systems relates to the 
atprurc of an image using direct 
fluorographic techniqttc-s where a TV image 
is derived from x-rays absorbed by the 
screen and then capnired. One technology 
pioneered by Fuji Film relates to energy 
aciivmion of long lived phosphor material 
by x-rays and with subsequent read out of 
light signal by a scanning laser system which 
detects the released light using a light guide 
and pliotomultlplier system. 

Towards Film-Free 
Radiology 
A new company, TrixeL in France, being a 
joint venture between Tliompson Tulles, 
Pliilips Medical Sitstems and Siemens 
Medical Engineering Group, Ls developing a 
new: method of detecting x-rays digitally. 
The key component of the technology 
incorporates amorphous silicon technology 
.which is evaporated onto a glass substrate. 
Tliis layer is structured in a matrix of 
individual photodiode and switching 
elements which Ls in turn covered roth a 
sctiuillator. The wide dynamic range of 
amorphous silicon provides die potential 
for deriving images with low x-ray dose 
compared to conventional film methods. 

Another advantage for the use of die new 
technology is the tact that images can tie 
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displayed directly after exposure — in 
contrast to itaving to wait for conventional 
film to lie developed. Such a system is due 
for release during 1998. 

N'ew terms are emerging in the world of 
diagnostic radiofogs'. PACS (Picture Arcliiving 
and Cornmunicau'on Sttttems) represents ait 
environment for the rapture and archiving 
arid distribution of diagnostic inwges ttsing a 
range of imaging modalities. The convemicmal 
woiit of diagnostic radiology is rapidly moring 
in this direction — investment permitting. 
The main drives in this market are systems 
for Computerised Tomography X-Ray and 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging which fry their 
very nature are highly dependent on 
computer technology-though increasingly 
the diagnostic radiology market is waking up 
to the advantages of PACS. 

The DICOM (Digital Imaging 
Communication in Medicine) standard 
provides a genera! range of interconnecting 
data definitions for networking together a 
range of imaging devices incfuditig those of 
diagnostic radiology. This essentially 
provides for a non-dependent vendor 
market. The DICOM standard has been 
established by the ACR (American College of 
Radtdlogy) and NEMA (National Electronic 
Electrical Manufacturers Association). This, is 
an example of standards being essential to 
harnessing technological developments. 

Data Storage 
The problems of storage-and retrieval of x- 
ray data within health care are significanr. 
With even the best manual system, there are 
invariably problems with lost or misfiled 
records, which both, results in significant 
time wasting for clerical, nursing and clinical 
staff. xVlso, x-rajs whidi ran not l)e located 
may have to be repeated. Most major 
companies in diagnostic radiolpgv are 
investing heavily in image archiving systenis. 
At St. Thomas' in London where typically 
1,000,000.x-rays will be taken in a Sve year 
period, the Siemens Sienet Magic View 
system has been implemented as a rlata 
atdiive system and with a noted improvement 
in efficiency of managing such recottis. 

Figure 4. High resolution 1024x1024 
Image captured using CCD technology 
from fluoroscoplc 
exposure during 
angiograpy 
where 
contrast 
material 
Is 
Injected 
through 
the 
heart. 
(Courtesy 
Toshtba). 

World Wide Web Contacts 
There are already many sites on the web which 
host material relating to 'diagnostic tadiology' 
;im! which is itself a good starting point for 
web searches. Some of this material relates to 
public relation pages of commercial conijxuvies 
such as Kodak, Agfa. Siemens and Philips and 
others relate to arademic and educnionai 
organisations active in undergraduiueand post 
graduate medical training. 

A small subset of these, addresses include:- 
http://wfW.rad.washi ngton.edu/ 
ht tp r//eve .therad, rpskc. edu/diag-si tes. htai 
htip://vM<.redic3l .philips.coa/cl inical/index.hte 
http; //vjiM.agfa-medi cal .core 

Summary 
The first x-ray diat Roentgen took of his 
wife's Stand reciuired alxjut 30 minutes of 
exposure to produce, in over 100 years both 
the understanding of the procktction ofx- 
rays. dteir use, as a means of diagnosis ant! 
die more general cfleas of radraiion on the 
human body have advanced considerably. 
During this time, x-rays have saved 
countless lives and cased tile sunerutg of 
many, ft is curious to relate that potentially 
x-rays could have been detected some 20 
years previously, and that the x-ray age 
could have l)een even longer than it is at 
present. 1 lowever, it seems likely that 
advances will continue to be made in foe 
drive towards 'direct digital' systenis which 
will improve image quality and hopefully 
provide for even greater advances in patient 
dose reduction. 
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Points of Contact: 
Press'anjf Infonnation 
Natioriai Radjologicsil iProtection Board 
Ctiillon, DuJcot Orfotdshire, 0X11 ORQ 
Tel. 01235 831600 web- yiiww.nrpb-Oig.uK 
Institule ofFhyrfcsiind tngjneeting r>Me(S(i«e, 
4 larhpJ^hon fMad Abjk, V023IWE, 
-Tel:'01904 610821 (Prolessjondi group with 
rahj^o! publications (hriuding liiose relating 
to x ray techndpgy. dosimetry and safety') 

Further Information: 
NRPBiWallcharts: 
'Metfical Radiation al a Glance 
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If we forget alxiut the humble milk float, 
then serious development of eiearic 
powered vehicles has been going on for 

over 25 years, and production vehicles are 
now available. Development of the 
hyt 1 rogen-powered fuel cell electric vehicle 
(FChV). jxjtentially die ultimate cco<ar, is 
progressing at a steady rate, and may- well 
be ready for commercial production in the 
early pan of the next century: 

-Alternatively, development of compressed 
natural gas (CNG) vehicles began in thc- 
eariy 80s. and because CNG has a high octane 
rating, it allows higher cooipressioit ratios to 
be used with improved thermal efficiencies 
and reduced Carbon Dioxide emissions. 

However, the development of these 
alternative vehicles requires that certain 
problems be addressed those being typically 
range, cost and durability; It also requires a 
new eneigy supply infrastructure. \C'e will not 
go to petrol stations for refuelling, but 
'power' stations. 

polycarbonate surface material and silicon 
resin, and have a total output of l.PkXE and 
a solar cell efficiency of 23%. Yuasa provided 
a silver-zinc battery to supply power when it 
Is raining or overcast, and is recharged 
daring sunny periods when it is not 
required to power the vehicie. This battery 
weighs 40kg and has a nominal capacity of 
3.24k\Vh. A digiially controlled 'peak power 
tracker (Figure 2) is used to take care of 
variations in solar panel output, due to the 
change in weather, and the chatgc.state of 
the battery. 

The motor is a highly efficient dc 
brushiess. motor which is an in-whecl design 
using an inner rotor ineclmnlsni, and drives 
die left rear wheel. The output is rated at 
6k\X( and provides a top speed of 1-iOkph, 
and a cruise speed of lOOkph. 

Electric Vehicles 

Solar Power 
No doubt we have all seen the Honda 
commercial on television showing their solar 
powered car which was designed for the 
fouph World Solar Challenge held in 1996 in 
Australia. 46 cars from 13 countries took pan 
in this endurance test. It started from Darw in 
in northern Australia, and finished 3000km 
later in Melbourne soutliem Australia. 

The Honda two-man 'Dream' car uses 
4,500 monocrystaline silicon solar cells 
which are connected iti die same way that 
roof tiles are lapped over each oilier, and 
held using conductive eposy resin, see 
figure 1. i04 (13 x 8 array) cells form a 
panel structure laminated with a 

At present the most favoured battery is the 
riickel-metal hydride type, which offers a 
range performance twice tliat of current 
lead add batteries, and in terms of 
durability, it is hoped dm they will have a 
lifc expectancy greater than lead-acid 
batteries. The disadvantage Is dm they are 
very expensive to produce, but mass 
production should move price downward. 

Honda identified potential buyers for 
elecuic vehicles as those who tend to liave 
relatively short commuting distances, multi- 
car households and those with a strong 
environmental conscience. The car needed 
to be versatile for a variety of journey types, 
it had to lie safe, efficient and posses a dean 
and quiet povvenrain. In terms of styling, 
the requirement was for:', contemporary 
look, yet one that was dearly distinguishable 

as an electric vehicle. The Honda IiV in its 
production form meets all these 
requirements and more. 

Thcdrivetrain power and the battery pack 
(24 x 12V batteries) are mounted 
underneath the vehide in a totally separate 
compartment. This has die effect of 
lowering the centre of gravity, producing a 
high driving (xisition for good visibility, and 
a flai floor for easy entry arid exit. 

The Honda drivcmiin, which drives die 
front wheels comprises the motor, die 
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Figure 1, Honda 
'Dream' car solar 
panel constmctlon. 
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'"0.t°-£ti.0nda 'Pfo°m' ca!,^h saar-pswg ! ^"re 2. 'Peak Power Tracker' from Honda 'Dream' car. 

controL'er and the transmission. Hie dc 
brushless motor comains tare earth high 
Strength magnets and achieves 96% jx-ak 
effidenq'. Its performance over a wide 
range of speeds and loads can transmit 
power effidenciy dtrougii a fixed ratio 
transniisston with a parking lock ststem. 
-Maximum motor tortjue (275.\'m/2Q3fb ft) is 
available from 0 to l.TOOrpm, and is 
comparable to the torque from a khrec litre 
internal combustion engine. Maximum ' 
power (49k\Vj is achieved at l.TOOrpm. and 

remains constant to die S.750rpm maximum. 
The power electronics are fully integrated 

into a single water-cooled power control unit 
mounted at.thc front of the car The power 
supply Is switched on fa)' die 'ignition' switch 
and the motor conuol unit analyses die. 
drivers instnictions. This manages the 
motor via the controller. The controller uses 
IGBXs (insulated gate bipolar transistors) 
which are solid-state high voltage switching 
devices. A P\VM (pulse widdi modulation) 
control sjtstem maintains the power at the 

best level. Tlie pliase control st'stem ~ 
advanced angle control, field weakening 
control - optimises motoring in both urban 
and 'motorway' conditions. 

Photo. 2 Jflie two-man 
team sit backdo-back In 

the Honda 'Oroath' car. 
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Regenerative Braking 
Regenerative braking, with ABS, is Included 
to take advantage of die energy recovery 
that is possible with electric vehicles. 
Regenerative brakes work on the principle 
that when decelerating or braking, kinetic 
energy from the wheels is convened tack 
Into electricity. Three dectronic control 
units combine hydraulic and regenerative 
braking. 

Energy is recovered both under braking 
and with no throtde. During nbmial braking, 
die regenerative power increases linearly 
with the applied brake force, while during 
downhill driving, with no throttle, the 
regenerative braking mcrcases with the 
steepness of the.slope. An electric vacuum 
pump operates in die same fashion as 
'iiower-assLsted' braking in conventional cars. 

Personal Commuter 
Vehicles 
Toyota are producing a whole, range of 
■alternative* forms of vehicles. The personal 
commuter vehicle, die 'e-com,' is a compact 
2-seater car. it was designed for safety, 
performance, comfon and praaicaiity with 
advanced microcomputer control to' 
maximise energy efficiency. Once again 
scaled nickel-metal hydride tolterics 
(160kg), rated at 20Ah, are mounted under 
the floor, arid have a cruising range on a 
single charge of 100km. .Mi on-bbard 
charger allows charging from die domestic 
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mains supply. Tliis amounts to 2.5 hours for 
a 230V supply. Battery voltage is rated at 
2RSV (l-lgure 3). 

The drivetrain comprises a jiermanent 
niagnet motor paired with a three-sliaft, 
singles peetl 8.17 reduction gearfaox-.teik 
output at 2,200 to 3,500rpni Ls 19k\V with 
maximum tortjue, SON'm, obtained at 
2^00q)iiL Tiip sjieeil is IQOknvh. 

The Hybrid System 
In recent years a comprumise has been 
(ieveloped that combines two currently 
a\-iiliible power sources to produce a hybrid 
vehicle that combines the advantages of the 
internal combustion engine and the electric 
motor. Two such basic systems are available 
— the series liybrid and the parailel hybrid 
(see Figure 4). 

The series hybrid system uses the engine 
to power a generator, w hich produces 
elecrricity for the electric motor that drives 
the wheels. The low-output petrol engine 
operates almost continuously in its high- 
efBctency range, charging the battery while 
it tuns. One disadvantage is that the electric 
motor Ls larger and heavier than in the 
parallel system. 

Tlie jKiralfel hybrid system uses ixith the 
engine and the motor to drive the wheels, 
and allocates the power of each according 
to die driving conditions. The petrol engine 
can power the wheels and charge the 
banerics stmultatieottslvt 

'Ihe Toyota Hybrid System (Tf iS) 
combines the best features oflxith types of 
hybrid systems, ami uses a I6V J500cc 
petrol engine in conjunoion with a 
brushiess, ac, 30kW permanent magnet 

synchronous electric motor (Figure 5). 
During start-up and at low speeds the 
electric motor drives die wheels, but during 
normal driving, die engine provides riiost of 
die power to the wheels and dimges the 
nickel-metal hydride battery pack. When 
additional power Is used the elearic motor 
kicks in, powered from die battery pack. 
The distribution of engine and battery 
power Is computer contmlled, and will alter 
depending on driving conditions, ensuring 
smooth, responsive performance. Benefits 
of tills system are that the engine operates 
constandy in its peak efficiency range, and 
the battery pack never needs external 
charging. Additionally, in city stop/stan 
driving, the electric motor provides much of 
the jjuvver to the drive wheels so the system 
offers twice the fuel economy of 

conventional vehicles with,only half die 
cart ion monoxide, hydrocarbon and nitrigen 
dioxide emissions are up to one tenth of 
current regulations. The result is a medium 
sire vehicle with art nmazing S9mpg hi el 
consumption, and a top speed of lOOmph! 

Power Split Device 
A planetary gear arrangement is used to 
allocate engine owput lictwcen the drive 
wheels and the generator, and by 
controlling die generator race of rotation, 
the power split device functions like a 
continuously variable transmission. Engine 
output is directed in to the planetary carrier 
and out through the sun gears to die 
generator and through the ring gear to rhe 
motor and the drive w heels (see Figure 6). 
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Photo S. Honda powertraln. 

Engine 
In conventional petrol engines the 
compression mio and the expansion ratio 
are set die same, with the coniprcssion ratio 
set to prevent 'knocking.' in a high 
expansion ratio cycle engine, die 
compression and expansion ratios are set 
independently. A higher expansion ratio 
allows more of the cylinders expansion 
pressure to lie convened to drive power, 
and increase thermal efficiency The engine 
has a smaller comhustion diamber and uses 
inicliigent variable valve timing to 
continuously change the inlet valve opening 
and closing to match operating conditions. 
During die compression stroke die closing 
of the inlet valve,is greatly retarded which 
means the actual compression starts when 
die air intake valve is dosed. This makes the 
expansion ratio substantially higher than the 
compression ratio, linginerews is limited to 
a maximum of 4000 which not cnlv 

increases fuel efficiency lint allows the 
engine to lie made from smaller, lighter 
pans, than for corresponding higher retting 
engines. Tliis results in less friction, reducer! 

weight and improved fuel economy. 
Power distribution from the petfDl engine 

is determined by factors sudi as the amount 
of pressure tin the accelerator, vehide 
speed and batten' charge. The, proportion 
that is used for traciion is fialanccd with the 
need to generate electrical power. Electrical 
power produced by the generator may then 
lie used to operate the electric motor, 
which can help projiel the vehicle. When 
the vehide stops or decelerates at low 
speeds, the petrol engine automatically 
stops to conserve fuel. When accelerating 
from rest, initial power is provided purely by 
the electric motor, with the petrol engine 
coming on line later. Similarly at low speeds, 
or where the engine is operating at low 
revs, fuel is cut-off and drive is provided by 
die electric nioior. 

A by-product of using an electric motor is 

Ttansaxle 

c1''r 

Inverter 

Conlrol unit 

On-board 
charger 

DC/DC 
converter 

' c 
Balieoas 

Power 
conlrol unit 
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Figure 3. System diagram of Toyota *e-com' car. 
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« How THS works 

1) Slartlng out or moving under very low toad 

Ganeratot Inverter 

Petrol engine 
idling or stopped (A) 

Battery 

4) Decaleration at braking 

Generator Inverter 

Petrol engine 
Idling or stopped 

Motor 

(A! 

Motor 

Battery 

(A) Car propelled by electric motor. 

2) Norma! driving 

Generator inverter 

PcUol 
engine (G) T 

Battery 

A reiterative braking used to charge battery. 

5) Charging the batteries 

Generator Inverter 

LC-XM > 1 

(Bj y 

.. 

Motor 

Retro 
engine (C 

HZ 

(B) T 

Battery 

Motor 

(B) Engine's power drives the vehicle and 
(C) generates electricity to power motor. 

3) Full-throttle acceleration 

(D) If battery charge is low, engine power is 
used to generate elactriclty to charge battery. 

Petrol 
engine 

"(B) t 

Inverter 
Battery *[ I' 1 

1 1 (A> 

3 I Motor 

In addition to engine and generator, 
energy is taken from battery. 

Figure 5. Toyota THS system. 

thai it can be used to generate elect riciry to 
charge the battery pack. When decelerating 
or braking, kinetic energy from the wheels 
is convened back into electricity. When the 
driver applies the brakes, both a 
conventional hydraulic braking system and 
the regenerative brake system operate, with 
priority going to the regenerative braking 
system to maximise energy recovery. 

Toyota Prius 
The Toyota Hybrid System has been used in 
iheJPrius (latin for 'ahead' or 'advanced"). A 
sleek five seater saloon that has been on- 
sale in Japan since last December at 
approximately £9,200. Unfortunarcly, toy oca 
have not decided to sell the Prius in the UK, 
although it is their Intention to developed 
the concept for global introduction. Figure 7 
compares fuel economy and CO.* volume 
emission between the Prius Mid a similar 
conventional vehicles. 

Nest month we look at European efforts ax 
hybrid engines and fuel eel! electric vehicles. 
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Figure 6. Hondo 
'Prlus1 powertraln Genetalor WoJor Pfiircl Engine 
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Charles Webb describes how to greatly 

increase the versatility of a standard 

photographic flash gun. 

Introduction 
With PhotnFliLsh a standard 
photogruphic flash gun acquires 
a vcreaiilicy ilrai cm only be 
equalletl by the much more 
expensh-e units typically used 
by a photogntphic studio. 
Control of die flash intensity 
cither from the camera or 
manuaUy will expand the range 
of creative light ing at every 
photographer's conimantL 

Operation 
A modern flashgun lias three 
main contacts on its hotshoe. 
When the cenue contaa is 
grounded to the side contact of 
die shoe the flash will Ike whilst 
it will rapidly turn off when the 
quendi terminal is grounded to 
the stdc.contact. The chart 
(Figure 1), taken from 
manufacturers figures, shows 
that the longer the flash is 
allowed to fire die greater the 
iMwfcr output, and hence die 
more light pfoduced. 
PhotoFlash controls the power 
of the flash it)- vajying the time 
delay between firing and 
quenching die flash. 

PROJECT t 
RATING 

The lease expensive flashguns 
available have only centre and 
side contacts and no method of 
controlling the output. (Kiwer. 
They can only be fired at ftil! 
power. 'Ihc next range of 
flashguns liave an optical 
feedback or auto setting, where 
the light reflected, from the 
scene to the flashgun is used to 
control the flash output. 
PhoioFlash can fire both diese 

tyyie of flash guns but cannot 
control dieir output power. 

Flashguns that are dedicated 
to a particular camera have 
electrical contacts in the foot 
for fire and quench..Each 
particular camera range lets a 
proprieiari- method of 
arranging these contacts and 
the shoe drawn in Figure 2 Ls 
for a Nikon compatible gun. 
Other ranges will have diflereru 
configurations but will broadly 
0)ieraic in the same manner. 

A modem ctmera should be 
ecjuippet! with 'ITL (througii 
the lens!) flash conirol When 
the shutter Ls Ojiened, to allow 
light to reach the film, the 
camera flash will fire if there is 
insufficient anibient ligiiu As the 
camera flash fires a sensor 
measures the amount of tight 
jailing onto the film and turns 
off the flash when the cotrect 
exposure has been achieved 
When using a secontl or slare 
flashgun die slave flash should 
also lie ctintrolicd by the camera. 
With tiic 'right' camera, connecting 
cord and flashgun diis Is possible. 
Usually die equipment is limited 
to the products of one camera 
nianufacturerand fullcompaiibles. 

For non compatible 
equipment another method of 
controlling the slave flash is to 
moniror the camera flash and 
to fire she-slave flash when the 
camera Bash fires and then 
quench it as the camera flash 
extinguishes. Even if the slave 
flash is prodding the majority 
of the illuminatfon the TTL 
system in the camera will 
measure the amount of light 
fiiliing through Uielens and 
onto the film am! quench its 
internal flash, and thus die 
slaveunit, when sufficient 
exposure has accumulated. 

The infra-red (IK) remote 

handset controls the three 
functions of up to four 
PhotoFiash units. First, it enables 
die photographer to maniially 
fire the slave flash from a 
distance. This Ls useful when 
measuring the flash output from 
the position of the photographic 
subject. Second, it controls the 
amount of power put out in 
manual mode with 64 steps. 
Third, the enable control allows 
the slave flashes to be selectively 
triggered by the camera flash. 
Setting up a nmnlier of slave 
flashes is eased if the/ can lie 
fired individually or in groups for 
evaluation and then togedier for 
diefinal exposure. 

Circuit Description 
The system is' designed as an 
interlocking trio of subsystems. 
Each will wuck alone and the 
others can lie added at a later 
time when needs change. 

The slave flash fire and 
remote quench subsystem 
(Figure 3) consists of a light 
amplifier D4, lC6nr IC6b 
followed by two mono stables 
IC7a and iC7b, with IC7a firing 
on a (Kjsitive going edge and 
IC7b firing on a negative going 
edge. Wlien die camera flash 
fires and so sharply increases 
the light level diere is positive 
going puke produced oh the 
Output of IC6n, The increase in 
voltage is picked off by die 
Schmkic trigger IC6h and the 
positive edge of the output 
puke triggers lC7a which fires 
the flash ihtnugh TR1. When 
the light from the camera flash 
decays the resultant negative 
edge will trigger IC7b and 
quench the slave. Bash. 

TRI and TR2 in open collector 
mode are used to connect to the 
fire and quendi ciratits of the 

"3 Q-JO- 

• r <00 SCO 
DamtjOn 

T eoo 

Figure 1. Power Output Vs Duration of FJash. 
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slave flashgun. No voltages rrom 
the PhoioHiash controller are 
impressed on tlie slave flash.- 
Some older flash guns may have 
an output voltage on the centre 
'firing' pin of200V or so. In this 
cisc TR1 and TRS should be 
changed to say a .MPSA42 
(U129C), with a 30<5\' rating. 

The 3ms duration of Uie 
output pulse of IC7a simulates a 
camera mechanical shutter • 
opening of 1/250 second. The 
quench signal will only be 
accepted by some flashguns 
whilst the 'shutter is 'open'. 

I-'fbm experiment vefy simple 
circuics are suffidem to fire die 
slave flash but it is more difficult 
to detect a dean end of die liuht 

pulse froai die master flash. 
The manual power control 

consists of 1C2, IC5 and ancillary 
components. IC2 fa an 

Figure 2. 
Hotshoe 
connections. 

Frani 

■ Common 

Hre 

■ Quench 
Nikca Hotshoe (rom above 

ctearonica1Kr alterable potential 
divider with die output on pin 6 
a set fraction, in 6-5 steps, of the 
voltage between pins 1 and 4. 
When die slave flash fires D1 Is 
illuminated causing die output 
of IC5a to go iiigh. C1 
commences to charge towards 
die positive supply and vviscn its 
voltage exceeds that from the 
potential divider 1C2 die output 
from fC5h will go high so turning 
on thequendi transistor TR2. 

It is necessary to measure the 
firing ditnition of the slave flash 
from when the light Ls detected 
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IC1 =TSOP1838 
102 = 051869 
103=HT12D 
1C4 = 4081 
ICS, 6 = TLC272 
107 = 4538 
01 - 6 = BC548 
01,4= SFH2030 
D2.3 = 1N4148 

Figure 3. Receiver circuit diagram. 
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Figure 4. Circuit 
diagram for IR 
transmttler. 

TR2-5=BC548 

R4 
II. 

TR2 TR3 TR4 TS5 

sij ?5ij 

 PoiyHier Fibre-Opiic 
 Plaslic Vi'adge Attached to FSasti Head 

— Heat Shtlnk Tubing 
Figure 5. Plastic light guide and connection to Dl, 

sirux* ihcre is a considentljls 
delay (some 400iiS seems 
typical) l^erwcen grounding die 
centre contact and the (lash 
emitting light. 

The electronic potential 
divider IC2 is coniroilcd by the 
simulated push buttons TR3 
and TR-s, A momenraty closure 
of TR-i will increase the divider 
position by one notch whereas 
a closure on TR3 will decrease 
the position. If a push-button is 
depressed for one second or 
more then die divider will 
change by 10 positions per 
second until eidier die 
minimuni or maxinuim position 
is reached. If the remote 
control fiidlity is not required 
then TR3,4 can be replaced by 
mechanical push-buttons. 

Tke third subsystem is the IR 
remote contml transmitter 
(Figure 4 ) and receiver. The 
data is impressed u]>oa a 38kHz 
IR carrier to increase die 
efieciive range and data 
imegdty, the carrier being 
generated by dividing the 
455kHz of the ceramic 
resonator XIAI.l by 12. ihe 
HTI2B encoder also lias the 
facility of being in standby 

mode until one or more of the 
data lines are taken low. The 
low quiescent current (a few 
jtA) helps to ensure long battery 
life. When a key is pressed die 
connected data line is taken to 
within a diode drop of ground, 
thus turning on JC1, and at the 
same time the corresponding 
address line is also forced low 
As a result the columns of the; 
keyboard correspond to 
different addresses whilst the 
rows correspond to different 
controlled funaions. The IR is 
generated by TRI which passes 
a current of about 20mA 
through die LED. 

At the receiver, see Figure 3, 
the received IR is amplified and 
demodulated by IC1. QS 
changes die sense of the data 
and presents it to the decoder 
1C3. If four correct sequential 
transmissions arc received dien 
DATAsAI.tD is asserted and the 
new data latched on outputs DO 
to D3-IC4 AMDs the received 
Data with the DATWAIJD signal 
to force the three signals other 
than ENABLE to be only 
momentarily valid. The EKABLE 
llne is latched high to allow the 
flash, sensor to acttvarc via the 

ocS 

OCX) 
\ 

OCX) 

ooo 

Fold c-xxess conductor 
untlemeslh apfd allow to sdhere 
to keyboard and backing 

Remove Column 

Figure 6. Cutting down the membrane keyboard to 3 x 4. 

CLR inputs of IC7a, b. 
U-Dl will flash when valid 

data is received and turn, on 
continuously when the ENABLE, 
signal is high signifying that this 
unit will respond to an external 
flash sdmulus. 

Construction 
Coastruction of the units onto 
the PCBs should cause few 
problems though die prospect of 
soldering surface mount devices 
may cause apprehension. A earthed 
soldering iron with a 1 mm or 
smaller bit is required together 
with some 22S\X'7G solder. 

First mount the SM (surface 
mount) resistors and capadtors. 
Melt a small bump of solder onto 
one of the pads. Using a pair of 
tweezers manoeuvre the SM 
component into die correct 
position and then melt the solder 
The SM device will settle into the 
solder. The oilier end can then be 
soldered into drcuit normally. 

The same technique wil! 
work with IC7. On each of die 
16 pads put a small amount of 
solder and also tin the ends of 
each leg. Position tC7 with the 
correct orientation (if pin 1 is 

nor marked then the legend Is 
readable when viewed from pin 
I) on cop of these solder 
bumps. Applying a small 
amount of downward force on 
IC7 whilst heating each leg in 
turn should cause each kg to 
Sink into the solder mounds. 
Check all connections with a 
magmfying glass and a small 
point ( sewing needle or 
somediing equivalent) to make 
sure that they have bonded. 
The above is contrary to the 
usual practice of applying solder 
and flux to the heated Joint. 
However it appears to give 
reliable joints. 

On the receiver board the 
height of 1C1. LED! arid D4 
should lie controlled so that 
they line up with the 
appropriate apertures in the 
enclosure. The tegs on DI 
should be left long enough to 
bend it over by 90' as shown in 
Photo 3. D1 seems to collect 
chough light from the local 
slave flasli through the lid of 
the specified enclosure. Thc 
transmissicm can be made more 
specific using a polymer light 
fibre optic, as shown in Figure 
5. to transmit the light from the 
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Figure 7. Component overlay for transmitter PCB. 
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Figure 8. Underneath copper layer for transmitter PCB. 

slave flash. The fibre can lie 
fasiened to the PCB using hot 
melt glue; and the enclosure 
may tie painted on the inside to 
make it opaque, 

Tlie flash sensor D-i should 
only receive light from the 
camera flash. Tb this end the 
phoiodiodeis mounted in a 
short aluminium tube and tire 
Joint is sealed with a piece of 
heat shrink tubing. Hie oiien 
end of die tube should point' 
towards the vicinity of the 
controlling Hash when die unit 
is in use. 

Generally, all die non 
semiconductor parts should lie 
soldered in followed by die non 
CMOS semicondutior pans 
followed by the CMOS parts. 
Chcck carefully that the power 
supph'and ground josnis on die 
top of the board have been 
KOklercd where retjuircd (v.ith a 
larger soldering iron to achieve 
soldering temperature). Hie 

Ptsoto 2,iDiscrete;Keylioard''andTx'enclosure 

banety dips need to be firmly 
soldered to both sides of die 
IxxirI. and any Uirough 
connections must lie soldered 
hodi skies. The IR ditxie Ol on 
the tcinsmiuer should lie 
checketi with an resistance meter 

for correct electrical odentaiion. 
Hie keyboard for the IR 

transmitter is specified as a 4 x 
4 membrane assembly and the 
connection trace for this will 
have to be brought down 
through a suitable slot cut.in 

& 

- I 
rirCftrrrlt-' 

11 

-7 

Photo 3, Bx Interior showing Aluminium tube for flash sensor 04. 

the top of die box. Hie top of 
the specified box is only wide 
enough for a three column by 
four row keyboard and the 
membrane unit inay lie cut down 
to fit. Take great care not to cut 
any of the rihtion cable traces and 
refer to Figure 6 before wielding 
die scissors. In a like manner the 
key board may be reduced to 
one or two columns. Purcliasing 
a ready made keyboard of the 
correct sec may mean that the 
row and column connections are 
not compatible widi the PCB 
layout shown. 

My own experience suggests 
that the membrane keyboard 
(Photo 1) though good looking 
is not; totally reliable and this 
effect is compounded by the lack 
of tactile feedback associated 
with membrane switches. As an 
aiiemative discrete key switches 
cross wired and mounieti on a 
piece of O.lin. perforation strip 
board which in tuin is mounted 
to the lid of die ixis may not 
look as professional (Photo 2) 
but it is more pleasant to use and 
has proven reliable. 

Before powering up for the 
first time check visually that 
diere are no solder bridges or 
dry joints and that an ohm 
meter indicates a con short 
circuit across the power lines. 

Hie firsr rriechanical 
consideration of the receiver 
unit is die provision of a 
connection to the foot of the 
flash gun. Usually a suitable 
shoe an be purclvased from a 
pie used camera shop or by 
buying the correct cable for the 
make of flash gun and 
modifying the connections 
accoFclingty; Alternatively, a 
simple shoe can lie bought and 
modified by adding additional 
contacts. With basic metal 
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Photo 4, Receiver & flash gun on tripod. 

working lools and patience a 
shoe can he fabricated from a 
piece of lin, wide brass snip. 
Wlien all else fails die foot of 
the flashgun enn lie taken apart 
and an additional 3-pnle socket 
added in wherever there is 
space. Be aware that the 
internal generator in a flashgun 
may produce several hundred 

volts across a heftv-cipacitnr: a 
nasty shock can be the result of 
not checking it is completely 
discharged prior to 
commencing work. 

Mounting the receiver 
assembly to a lighting stand or 
tripod is done with the 
photographic industry standard 
l/-lin. 20 turas per inch (tpi) 

VCItitwonh threstded nut 
fastened to the other edge of 
die enclosure (Photo 4). The 
nut used is a piece of 
aluminium drilled and tapped 
to size but it should be possible 
to find a suitable nut and using 
ejKKv' glue fasten it. to the 
inside of tlic enclosure. Some 
form of auaciuuent ability is 

useful both for positioning the 
PhotoFlash assembly and 
because the flashgun tends to 
make the whole rather top hetny. 

Testing and Use 
The IR diode in die transmitter 
should .emit a [ust visible glow 
when a key is pressed The 
current consumption should 
rise to around 10mA. If there 
apirears to be a feulr check the 
keyboard and diode for correct 
connections before 
investigating ftinher. 

In the receiver set all the 
address switches to the on 
position (shorted) and dien 
open the switch corresponding 
to the address required. The 
switch net"rest to the battery 
end corresponds to channel 4. 
When the address Is correct die 
LED should flash as data is 
received. !f. the LED stays on 
w-hen the appropriate enable 
transmitter key is pressed then 
the Remote Control svstem is 
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Figure 9. Component overlay for receiver PCB. 
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Figure 10. Underside copper layer for receiver PCB. 
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probnbly w orking correctly. A 
response range of about lOni 
should i)e obtainable, Atrach a 
flash gun to the shoe and 
measure die to!rage on the fire 
and quench pins. These should 
be in the region of 15V and 5V 
Fire1 the flash using The remote 
control to check that the fire 
circuit is operational. 

Set S\V3 to the local position 
and confirm that the flash puts 
out a vntiafale amount of light 
depending u|X)n the setting 
imparted to IC2. If this does not 
appear to work check the 
orientation of DX and for any dry 
joints around IC5. hi a low light 
emironment check that a nearly 
zero voltage Is present at 1C> pin 
1 and piii 7, and that the. remote 
control can alter the voltage on 
pin 6 of IC5. Put a bright 
continuous light dose to Dl and 
check with a TOitmeter that a 
logic high propagates through 
the circuit elements culminating 
in the turning on of TR2. 

Use the1 remote control to set 

the 'enable' iine high, 
illuminating LED 1. Set S\V3 to 
the femote position and Ere a 
flashgun so that it can be seen 
by the sensor Dk The slave 
flash should fire iasyndirony. 
If not check die integrity of the 
connections around iC7 and 
measure the voltages on each 
pin looking for shorts or open 
drcuits. Check that the enable 
line & holding piris 3 and 13 
high. It is difRcult to confirm 
the operation of !C6 without a 
scope but a voltage blip (as 
seen by a voltmeter) should 
appear on the output pin 7 in 
response to a flash fired at D4. 

The remote quendi may 
checked by forcing it to 
respond to a long or short flash 
pulse from the camera. Set up 
die caniera and PhotoFiash so 
the flash units ofhotli will 
illuminate a nearby white 
surface. Taking a picture of this 
surface should produce a very 
low power flash from the slave. 
Keplacing the wliite surface by a 

0 O 

Figure 11. Topside copper layer for receiver PCB. 

black one should cause a more 
powerful flash. Errors suggest 
that the connections around 
1C7 are faulty. 

As an. example of the use of 
the system imagine that you are 
going to rake photographs at .a 
party held In a large room with 
a white ceiling. Place one or 
more PhotoFiash units in the 
room set to illuminate the 
ceiling and adjust their 
positions for the most even 
iliuniination reflected onto the 
guests below. Set eadi S\V3 to 
the remote position and set 
'enable' oh-At the party use 
vour camera with its built in 

flash as.nonnal. The slave 
flashes will illuminate the room 
that is beyond the camera flash 
and should give you a set of 
pictures without that inky dark 
background/Careful 
arrangement can make it 
appear as though you did not 
use a flashgun at alii 

The manual mode (set S\\'3 
to the full or local positions) is 
of most use when illuminating a 
Still life (or perhajls a poitrall) 
where the ratio of illumination 
from various light sources 
needs to be fixed. A flashmeter 
will be found to lie a useful 
adjunct in this situation Hii'i- -1 

1 
TRANSMITTER 1 

RESISTORS 
R1 22R Mih Res M22R" 
R2 IK Min Res M1K 
R31 iOM Min Res M10M 

,34, 5, 6, 7 1M Min Res M1M 
CAPACiTORS 

<C1. lOOnF ,WW41U 
C2.3 lOOpF aX28F 
Semiconductors 
ici 'HT12B JA33K 
TRl BC547 QQ14Q 
TR2, -3, 4,5 BC548 QB73q 
MISCELLANEOUS 
XTAL1 455kHz Ceramic' Res UL61R 

•LED1 SFH4a7 .CY88V 
SKI.* 2 ,3; 4 AAAPCBGBp GU65V 
:swi 16-W Kerpad Xi'04E 
saw .Type,Sml LH90X 
j Bail Hpfder AAA X 2 JB83E 
iBattenes AAA tjpe, 2 feqd. JY50E 
-PCB 
Assorted Screws • 

RESISTORS • 
Ri, 2, 3, 4.5, 6, , 
S.-lOi 16.15,17, 
23, 24; 27; 31 10k Surface Mount DJITt 
R21.22.28, 
29. 30, IDOk Surface. Mount DJ22V 
R32 220k Suiface Mount DJ23A 
R33 33k Surfece Mount DJ19V 
R34 ' 68k Surface Mount ■DI2IX 
R7.12: Ik Min Res M1K 
R8 2k2 Min Res 'M2K2 
Rlfh 14 ■33K Min Res M33K 
R13 •300k Min Res M330K 
R25 68k Min Res M68K 
R26 .10k Mih Res MIOK 
CAPACiTORS 
Cl, 2 lOOnF WW41U 
03, 4, 5, o ;47nF DH99H 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
TRl; 2. 3, 4,-5; 6 BC548 QB73Q 
iCl :TS0P1838 NU67X 
iC2 DS1869 LE21X 
1C3 :HTi2D AEISU 
104 4081 QV/48C 
ICS. 6 TLG272. AVSSY 
IC7 4538 . AB23A 
Di, 4 SFH2030 CY90X 
02, 3 1W4148 qLSOS. 
I£D1 RedLED CZ3.U 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SW2 Quad OIL Sv.ilch jHoai 
SVi3 IP SPIT FH01B 
SV/4 SPOT, Sv.ilch FH0QA ■ 
SKI, 2,:"3f 4. 5, 6 AAA PCB Batter," Clip ■GU55V 
Box Type D009 ZB02C 
Batteries 
Pffl 

AAA,type .S iegd. h'SQE 
t A.O 
Screv/s 
Connecing Wire 

| Whrtvwrth l/4in 20tpi nut 
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An Astervwi Strike 
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Steven Spielberg's new blockbuster movie - with its 

computer-animated interpretation of a comet striking 

Earth - promises to be a big hit at the box office. But 

computer scientists at Sandia National Laboratories are 

creating some big hits of their oivn. Stephen Waddington 

reckons that they may have a better approximation of 

what a real asteroid catastrophe would be like. 

Using virtual realiiy 
techniques, decades 
of experience in shock 

physics, advanced computer 
programs, and the world's 
fastest computer, scientists at 
Sandia National Laljonitones 
have recently complcteti one 
of liie tugesi hypervelodty 
impaa ph\"5rc5 calculations 
ever performed. 

Asteroid Hit 
In the latest corhputirig 
scenario, an asteroid a little 
under a mile in diameter strikes 
the Atlantic Ocean 25 miles 
south of the US East coast, lb 
model the event the scientisLS 
broke up a 120 square mile 
space that roughly approximates 
the New York City merropoliian 
area, die airalxive. and the 
water and earth below, into 100 
million sepai'.tte cubes, or grids. 

S. India's leraflops 
supercomputer tlien calculated 

witat happened inside eadi 
cube as the asteroid splashed 
down. The cubes were 
reassembled to produce a three- 
dimensional moving picture of 
the collision. Hie Terailops. 
ciiirentlv the world's fhstesr 

computer, performs more tlwri 
one trillion mathematical 
operations per second. 

The simulation is no video 
game; the calculations take into 
account die real-world laws of 
physics governing time, 

Photo 1- Comptrter generated lmage'hy Sandia National 
LaboratoriGs' sclL-rrtiste shows the'ImpaOt of a.dkhi cotnet 
hiWng in the open ocean: "Ihe comet and 300lt6 500 cahlc 
hUometers of ocean water woujd be vaporised neaHy 
Instantaneously by "the tremendona energy offhelmpact. 

i»RI 

hi 5-t 

Specta I 

temperature, pressure, gnivuy. 
the densities of water and earth, 
and hundreds of other 
considerations to create art 
accurate prediction- Vvhat s 
more, the resulting computer 
simulation can Be explored 
using interactive virtual reality 
techniques.. 

The sitmilalions in Quick 
Time format, odier iUustracions. 
and Imk^ to information alwnt 
other Sandia comet modelling 
work are available on the \Xeb at 
http;//sherpa.safldia.gov/asteroid/ 
and http ://«<«.cs,sandia .gov/ 
projects/ccoet.htnl. 

Tlie work sitpjxirts Sanciia's 
US Depannient of Energy 
(DOE) mission to use the 
world's highest-performance 
computers to develop 
compurer codes that ran one 
day model the extremely 
complex physics that occur 
during a nudear weapon blast. 
In the absence of real-world 
nuclear testing. DOE and the 

• vV 
Photo 2. Five seconds'after a 1,4km wide asteroid crashes Into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Now Yatk, an Impnct plumo 
caninlnfng superheated wnter,'earth, and other debris blankels major portions of Long Island. Thd vldwpolnt Is from ortiltal nltltude 

'• from a tqcatlon about lOOkm west of New York City looking oast, long Island trails off In the dtslarick Manhattan and Staton lalfliids 
are In the foreground. -s . - , 
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Photo 3. Eleven seconds after impact, the Now York shoreline is engulfed in debris 
and suporhonted stoam/aitd much of the material In the upper portions of the Impact 
plumo Is on suborbital trajectories.: In this picture, like Photo 2r water Is blue, land Is 
brown, water vapour Is white, and hot material (greater than S.OOO'C) Is orange. 
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weapons labs are developing 
continually more powerful 
supercomputers and computer 
codes to simulate the complex 
3-D physics involved in nuclear- 
weapon performance and to 
accurately predict the 
degradation of nuclear weapon 
components its they age in die 
stockpile. SimuLtting comet 
impacts provides an opportunity 
to test and improve the codes. 

How Did 

Spielberg Do? 
So what would happen during 
such an impact, really? 
According to the simulation, the 
impact would vaporise the 
asteroid, deform the ocean floor, 
and, eject hundreds of cubic 
miles of su|>erheaied water 
vapour, melted rock, and other 
debris into the upjter 
atniasphere and back into space, 

"Much of the debris would 
then rain down over the worid 
for the next several hours and 
also form a high global cloud," 
says David Crawford of Sahdia's 
Computational Physics and 
Mechanics Deparrmeni. 
Assuming the impaa was on the 
l-itsc Coast of die US, the shock 
wave from the impact would 
level much of the North East. 

The heat would incinerate 
cities and forests there 
iastantancousiy. The global cloud 
wotjjd then lower temperatures 
worldwide, and a global 
snowstorm would likely ensue 
and lasr several days to several 
weeks, initiating a 'nuclear 
winter that would create more 
hardships for earth's inirniriuuus, 

"An impaa of this magnitude 
can lie expected to occur on 
Earth about once every 300,000 
years ;uid approxiftmtes ro what 
scientists consider to be the 

global catastrophe threshold," 
said Crawford. 

So how close is Spicllierg's 
interpretation of the event to 
the Teraflops' virtual predictions? 
"The movie makers didn't have 
the Ireneik of the wodd's fastest 
computer, but they produced 
superior visuals that appear 
remarkably realistic," says 
Arthurine Bteckenridge of 
Sandra's Computer Architectures 
RepannrenL 

in the movie preview, the 
comet strikes at an angle and 
raises a symmetrical steam 
doud, she says, which probably 
wouldn't happen. "We now 
know that the vapour cloud 
produced by an impaa is 
initially asymmeiric, sending 
more material in the direction of 
the ricochet." The movie does 
realistically depict a tsunami that 
would surely Follow an ocean 
impact, she says. 

Unrepeatable 

Experiment 
The Teraflops simulations 
employ "massively parallel 
computing," a computing 
approach pioneered by Sandra 
in rhe Jate 1980s. In massively 
parallel compiiring, thousands 
of discrete computing tasks are 
assigned to several hundred 
separate compudng "processors" 
inside the supercomputer. The 
computing tasks arc 
accomplished simultaneously 
and their results reassembled.. 
All of tot lay's high performance 
supercompuring employs a 
massively parallel approach. 

in the most recent 100 
million-cell calculaiion, the 
Teraflops used 8,192 of its 9,000 
processors. The entire 
calculation lasted 18 horns. 
Sandia has done similar 

calculations on its high 
performance computers, 
including a 54-million-cdf 
simulation of a comet sulking 
die ocean, in 199^, Crawford 
and Sandia scientist Mark 
Boslough accurately .simulated 
what would liappen when 
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 
plunged into Jupiter's 
atmosphere. Months later, the 
wodd's astronomers watched 
die Sandia-predicted event 

unfold In real life through the 
Hubble sjxtcc telescope. 

"A lot of major breakthroughs 
in science are going to come 
from these kinds of 
calculations," Boslough says. He 
notes tliat the impaa 
simulations are something that 
can't be done,any other way: 
It's almost like doing an 
experiment - one you could 
never do. One you would never 
want to do." Mi'n.fd 

SHOW m 

N ow in it% Sixteenth.j«sr. The Hi-Fi Shoiv '98 is Europe's biggest 
hi-fi .and home entertainment show. Those-aHending the show 
on the 19th and 20th September at the Renaissance and 

Excelsior Hotels in Heathraw will be treated to'the latest technoioa' from 
top cbmpanTes such as Pioneer and Sony as well 'as the tatest- 
(nnovations and breaMhraogt .which can be seen forthe first time-at the 
show. Along with DVD players there will be CD-RW -.the long-awaited 
^■s'lein vihich allows you to record on CDs lime and time again - 
and Jin thick plasma TV scrseris. 

There ere. 25 paits of tickets to van — so fill in the coupon and the 
first lucky 25 names drawn will rbceKu a pair of tickets. 
The draw will take, place, 
on 1st September, 

Send your entries to: 
The Editor, Bectronks 
& Beyond, RO Box 777, 
Rayfeigh. Essex, SS6 8LU. 

Name 
- Address ISHOW 

• rPiBtCoda' 

Ail employee of Maplin BECtJonics:are excluded form entering, 
multiple entries v.iil be disqualified. You may photocopy this coupon. 
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PROJEufb AND MAPUN 

MODULES FROM ELECTRONICS 

PUMECTS 

SENTINEL FAN FAILURE ALERT 

FEATURES 
*: Automatic,detection of expensive CPU copiing fan failure 
★ No special connections or mounting-required 

★ Suitable'for beginners 
★ Clear audible warning 
★ Compatible with most PCs 
★ Plugs into PC power supply 
★ Accessibifltyopfion 

APPLICATIONS 
★ CPU overheat protection 
★ Power supply protection 
★ Other fan cooled equipment 

3 

Ct 

NATIONAL 

LOTTERY 

PREDICTOR 

FEATURES 
★ 'Ideal beginners 

project* 
* Generates random 

numbers 
★ Simple to use - one 

switch operation 
* Automatic switch Off 

saves batteries 
A- Full source code 

available 

c 

APPLICATIONS 
* Use to choose your 

lottery numbers! 
* Excellent introduction 

to microcontrollers 
■* Produce random 

numbers for games 

' LU73Q 'Fan Failure Alert Kit £.ie.99 LU61R Lottery Predictor Kit £9.99 

MODULES 

■i, 

418MHZ AM TRANSMIHTERrAND 

RECEIVER MODULES 
APPLICATIONS 
★ Pagers 

'•★►Car alarms 
FEATURES. 
TRANSMITTER (GT39N) 

Transmitting range up to 
100 metres. 

★ SAW controlled frequency 
stability 

* No adjustabfe components 
* Only two connections 

NW43W 418MHz AM TxRx i 

★ Domestic alarms 
★ Garage door openers 
★ Nurse-call systems, 

RECEIVER icHrss) 
★ RF sensitivity typically - 

105 dBm 
★ Extremely high .'accuracy 

laser trimmed inductor 
★ Receiving range 30 

metres typically 

sir £14.99 

STAMP 

BUD KIT 

FEATURES 
* Fully autonomous 
* Collision detection 

and avoidance 
★ Folly illustrated 

construction .manual. 
★ Approximate'size 

200x50x150mm. when .completed 
APPLICATIONS 
* Educational --robotics and simple 
*• Hobbyist - 'great introduction to embedded 

control and robotics, 
★ Novelty - thrill friends and family 

NW34M 
NW23A 
NW25C 
NW32K 
NW33L 

Stamp Bog 
Dev Kit 1 
Dev Kit 2 
Basic Stamp 1 
Basic Stamp 2 

£86.95 
£98.70 

£122.20 
£32,90 
£51.70 

1.3GH2 SUPAVISIDN VIDEO UNK 
FEATURES 

Easy connection 
Lotv power consumption 
Automatic control of video 
Learns video commands 
Optional PIR activation 
Licence exempt 

APPLICATIONS 
★ Remote security surveillance 

Covert surveillance 
* Building security 
NW24B Videolink 
NW20W Case 
NW39N Antenna 

£199.99 
£25,99 
£6.99 

©RSFR NOW! 

.Tel: 01702 554000, Faxi.01702 554001,-E-mail: Sa!es@fnaplin.co.uk. Or write to Maplin 
Electronics. P.O. Box 7.77; Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 SUJ. Or .Tel: 01702 554002 for details of your 
nearest Maplin store. Please quote Priority Reference Code MA0G7 When ordering. 
Eiar ffljfeij p.et £30;oo inc VAT gootb Ere.fepattted {rse of cCar^s. A snail ontef cJisngfi.of £3.95 Inc VH.is cppfed to 
onteis isSs Itan £30.00 Inc VST. AS Kens subject to sveteMity. AS F-TCes se ItjcfcsriE of VAT sad am SibjEct to cfange. SOE. 



Newnes Factfinders 

• e • • ®o©o«»i»e©©»®«e»«oee©««oo®»©© 

Titles from the Newnes Pocket Book Series are now available 

onjloppy disc, we loaded tip two titles and took a look. 

Radio 
Blfaneer 

Oecimnic-s 
Ensjineefs 

% 

The Netvnes Pocket Ifctok 
series !me provet! fo lie 
highly successful and 

provide the reader with a 
wealth of fundanientaJ 
information, facts and figures. 
Butierworth-lieihemao are 
now pnxiucing tides from the 
series on two 5-5in floppies. 
Hie first two titles are the 
rlecnvnic Engineer's ieictjiiuler 
by Keith Brindley. and 
Radio Engineer's FeiciJT/ider 
by John Da vies. 

Loading 
and Using 
installation is simple, ninrting 
the set-up program on disc 1 
praiides a Pact fm tier folder 

FACTFINDERS 

u« 

OiA ta »t? 

ready for the program to be 
run. The Factfinder library can 
be built-up title by title or 
instnlled several titles at a time. 
The opening Factfinder screen, 
or BookseLf as it Is referred to 
within the titles, allows you to 
select the desired tide. Buttons 

for Facdinders not yet installed 
link to tide inlbnnation and a 
printable order form. 

Newnes have used the 
Windows 3.1' Help engine, 
which makes die tides 
compatible with Windows 3-1, 
Windows for Workgroups, and 
Widows 95. The program has 
been optimised for a 16 colour 
display with a 640 x -ISO pise! 
resolution. A 486 processor is 
the minimum requirement, 
arid each tide takes up just 
2.SM1) of disk space. ThentuaMy 
the series will build into a 
complete electronic dataliase 
titat is easy to are, Ixilts on to a 
basic PC, and provides 
convenient, economical and 
low memory access to a wealth 
of engineering data. Each of 
die Faafindenj buikls up in to 
a coherent data library with die 
ability to search for a topic or 
item of dam across all the 
Factfinders purchased. 

Navigation 
Tile master search button, 
located on die Bookself 
screen allowsathi to search 
by a keyword across itll the 
titles that have been, installed. 
1 lypcnext links allows die 
user to navigate dieir wtre 
around chc niatcriai quickly 
and easily. labels, buttons or 
highliglited tea provide links 
to related topics. 

Additional explttnations. 

diiigrams etc., are .sometimes 
providetl as pop-up tapics 
wiiidi ap|)ear on clicking the 
pop-up lafiel and cunccllctl if 
the mouse is clicked a second 
time. A hand cursor indicates 
that there is a hypertext link. 

Format 
The Factfinder screens are 
arranged so that the Contents 
listing Is visible at all times 
along side the main window— a 
very convenient feature. 

Where a table in the 
Factfinders extends beyond the 
visible page, the topic window 
can be maximised and the 
Contents dosed using the 
closed button. This is.also 
useful should a full screen 
display be required for 
demonstration purposes. 

The WiriHelp Annotate 
thdliry permits user notes to lie 
associated and saved with the 
FflCTfinder. Tile hutton-hor Print 
button or File/Print menu 
allows printing of a page to a 
suitable configured printer. 

Contents 
The Electronic Engineer's 
i'actfinder covers transistor 
characteristics, ICs and pin- 
outs, all basic dectronic 
fomiube, data and circuits and 
systems. Tills package is 
intended for electronics 
engineers, designers, senice 
engineers and students of 
electronic engineering. 

Radio Engineers Fticdmdef 

fl iriTv •  
1 j t'*-! -4* I n 

The Iraniiitor 

covers all aspects of radio and 
cominiiiUcacitiEi engineering, 
and includes wave priadples, 
the decibel scale, 
instrumentation arid power 
supplies, equipment types arid 
encryption methods, 
ccmneciors ami interfaces. The 
Factfinders are intended fur 
radio ami electronic engioeerx, 
designers, service engineers, 
students of RF engineering. 

I T~r: 

r« '*='« i*. r r rr Ex I* > • »je*rv i* 
— v-Jxr H-T 

SKI <UJ ep; ( B) 

31 i-M -2* aL*t zs- 

....... I... I.-,,. . - iqi« 

ConcBusion 
This package from Newnes 
(BurtenvortlvHeinemann) 
presides a very convenient and 
useful source of fundamental 
facts, figures and data, that can 
sit ori your PC hard drive, 
occupy the minimum of space, 
and ran be accessed quickly 
and easily for reference. If L 
have one gripe it has to be that 
the UHF television channel and 
transmiuer information could 
do with updating - where s the 
Channel 5 information? 

It is hoped dial later diis year 
Maplin Electronics will be 
Slocking the'Series. 

" ^rw ■ rf»**r,n;irm i nx«u- 
n Brr r_af Ir -»-i B-n t-» 

H. l» rr—tCLttn in—rritr* .itno wt 
c*]< Xi-tn Zrrcrt xrd real gz^trt co-r« zfj> 

We have five copies of eadi of 
the Electronics and Radio 
Engineer's Factfinders to give: 
away — just fill in the coupon, 
not forgetting to tick the one 
ynu would like, and theiirsi 10 
drawri from the hat will receive 
a copy. Send yquf entries to; 
The Editor. 
iElcaronics & 
BevtMuVl'Q Brix 
777, Ravleigh. 
Essex. SS68IU. 

iFACTKINOERS 

-Name -co 
Address 

IVist Code- 
n Radio Engineer's 

alt cirifdrntE^.of Stiptiit taxiroiiiaarif 
erfatfal ibiEi cnreriiig. muispie emres wifl te 
disqiGtrjoj tiAi n':jy p- x:-loa)py lIL- liXiMi 
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Diary Dates 

&ery possible effort has beer, made 
to ensure thet infoirnstion presented 
here is conect prior to publication. 
To awjld disappointment dua to fate 
cbangas or amendments, pteass contact 
erenl otgenisasions to confirm dstaiis. 

August 1996  
23 to 28 August pjrepean Otofereooe on 
Aretts! fntetsgsnce, Unftesiycf Susse* 
sad Uni-.ssty of ergrlcci. ErgitDn. 
fek (01273) 678 443. 
September 1996 
1 to 4 September CCTibcl Ccrtfererce, 
Urftsss!/ cf V.efes, Sv-aEea, EH. 
■fet 10171) 2401871. 
1 to 4 September UK«2: CCWTROL S3. 
Ure.asSj' aSVfssss S.tBreea, (EE. 
fa; 10171) 240 1871. 
2 to 4 September ESectifcsl Genestcr 
Appsretnits, '.fea&so Schod, Eud^i 
Court, ti;ogtoGfts.-g» Ure.erety. EE 
Tet (0171) 2401871. 

rSyaareOoACbip, 
(Moqscum, UriastyCcfe® CubOi. tEE 
tet 10171) 2401S71. 
7 to 9 Septentoer Emtedded S>Sens 
Ccrfiererce Europe, Roi^Asrct, Bat-eMre, 
■fefc (0181) 855 7777. 
8 to 10 S^ttsnber tsrtaougi ItstBtona 
reciritto^CcrsefSTue-tjchrS^Sr 
Busrasftl^Bga.CorfeEnoe, Sa.oyRtce, 
tcndto, EElt (0173) 240 i87L 
9 to U September SwJi UK A'aJaPatos 
fiatun [ntemasorvBi! Cortfesnca t.SKtetoas 
38, Hotei Rar^isus ConSsrcoce Cefije. 
So.Oe, Sf.eS=n. iEE Tsb (01713 2401B7L 
11 to IS September KemasBsi 
BrcecfcasO-ig Ccrr.sntot, ISC 98, m. 
fsrssMsm. IEE Tet (0171) 2401871. 
13 to IS September S^etyCdScai 
Sysera, ttecon Setwd, lbs Cense, 
Cantrris, !EE Tet (0171) 2401871. 
14 to 17 September Uacason School on'. 
CcrrarenicsDQa ftetr.ok Etesgn, vaesian 

OasSfttjito Ccfege, Ca'tebury , 
(0171) 240 187E 

Scl-obf. 
EETst (0171) 
15 September liSaret ErafcJsd 
f.taradactairg-tte Qiter FecSory. 
CoSxjJtim, Lmsdjs, iirfcsgev.tfe, 
Urxfco, IEE -fet <01715 2401S71. 
16 September Ftrd f.fvtor Ccmpany 
Dunham, Da^tem, Esie-. )E£ 
H: (0171) 2401371. 
17 September Rafe Ajnatsur Course. 
600cm n room 172 - Tons' Efcck, ITgTssy 
Cc®es, ftatsrouth. la: (01705) 2S3212. 
20 to 23 September Raadsnfel Course oo 
Urv.etsJ h'.d&e Raito ComimnceCars. 
Readsrnial Course PemtnSe coteffi, 
OctU, IEE Tel; (0171) 240 lS7ir 
21 to 23 Septente- ftr.'fir Becsmncs and 
tteehte Speed Dir.es, Conrererics, Saor 
Race. London, EE Tel: (0171) 240 ISr'l. 
21 to 23 September Se-.Bith Imenatcnal 
Confererca on Fteer Bscstrris &\'sV4ie 
Speed Or.es. Se.w Race, Lcrxtoo, IEE 
Tet 10171) 240187,1. 
22 to 23 Septentoor Entaptsein 
TiBrsScrcTtreOtmtncft.'.ea'th InsituS, 
Kecsmgoo. Lcfdca Hi (01S0S) 373311. 
23 September Tie Fume Use of 
t-'-cger! Automstol axt RcfaoKs in'fi-e 
USr,1 Industry, ObjOQtfcm, ffath sstet 
Vasr labgatcfes. V&fltogcn, IS. 
Td: (0171) 240 1371. 
30 September STtiLft,van fcrteerce, 
Uri.srsy crmEETet (0171) 2401S7L 
30 Sept to 2 Od [ntemaljOrtS Oatfectce 
cn SrtijabT. hroyKiDfi TrtoOgfi Srrtfe*Crt, 

EE Teh (0171) 240187L 
1 October Ptssicfeta tnaugiat Address by 
Or J MTaAK SSidy Bare. Urdco, IEE 
Tat (0171) 2401S7E 
5 October "fa,■.am Safer Besafea) 
IrstsfeMrs, CaScqwm, Sff.oy Ptece, 
Ltrdcn, 1£E Ht (0171) 2401S7L 
5to SOctoberftaaK^B-jtlBds and 
De.fee ftet.'i-orK ftacccs for Ehgaeers, 
Umrfoa TsS (0181) 355 4014. 
7 October Ajgfciai InKS^nce-Bsed 
e^ftj^'xrs for the ffa/.er fodu^iy, 
Co&xrjjum, Sa.o/P^oe. Loodan. IEE 
Tet (0171) 2401371. 

Whafs 
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London Plays Host to 
Biggest Ever ECTS 
As an. array of raseaith confirms that the 
interactive entertainment industry is at a global 
ali-time liigh. over 1,000 new games and home 
software products are expected to tie unveiled in 
l-oridon in the Autumn as the European 
electroniG entertainment industry gears itself up 
for its biggest event of the year. 

Taking place at London's Ohrapia between 6 to 
8 September, KCTS Ls Europe's.premier trade 
evjK) for the games and consumer software 
Indusirtt ECTS 98 will feature more exhibitors 
than ever before across Its three halls. More 

piay5tatl0 g 

SOVY 

irnportandy, it will also provide the trade and 
press with a soeak preview of the games and 
consumer software and hardware technology 
that will rake the games industry into the new- 
Millennium. 

Interest has been heightened by the ioteraciive 
entenainmem business storming to a new all 
time high on the back of the Sony Playstation 
phenomenon, the emergence of Nintendo 64 
and the continued strong growth in the PC 
sector. Combined industry revenues are now 
topping those generated by either the 6Jm or 
music industries. Sales of PC and console games 
in the UK alone are anticipated to pass the. 
.tl billion mark iii 1998. 

A report recently published by business 
analysis Coopers & Lybrand predicts that die US 
market will expand by around 30% in 1998, 

making it a S7btllion temtoty. 
Similar growth levels are 

expected in Europe, which 
i accounted far5<t,4billion 

of the world's games 
market last year and 
where Sony will IxKtst an 

installed base of 
Ti,000,000 
PlayStations by 
January 1.1999. 

The global total is 
expected 
to hit 

50,000,000 
by March 
31511999. 

m-i .; 9j ■ i;.-i-ui a' 
■ .. ^   

(£«« 

Sony is expeaed to l>e one of the key anractions 
at liGTS 98, with a new wave of software plus new- 
marketing plans due to be revealed. However, 
global rival Nintendo will be determined to give 
the company a run for its money with the very 
latest K64 games on show for the fiist time. 

Other major exhibitors include Acclaim, 
Cendant, Eidos, Hasbro, Inlbgrarnes, Intel. 
Lucas Arts, Microsoft and Psygnosis. Toy giant 
Lego will also te launching its new-software 
division. M~th products aimed at the 2 to 16 year 
olds market. Lego Media International Is thought 
to be planning a major presence in software as it 
seeks to fulfil its parent's ambition of Irecoming 
the world's most powerful brand amongst 
families with children by 200>- Readers cm 
register online for ECTS 9S at <www .acts, com5. 

Electronic Commerce 
98 Preview 
Hectmrac Commerce 98 <wrfff.e-c<Hiisrceshaw.ca3> 
wlii be held at London's Oiympia from 13 to 15 
October 1993. This three day exhibition and 
conference will make electronic commerce 
understandable to non-technical managers, ant! 
includes discussions on die application of leading 
edge technologies. Conference diemes include 
the growing use of the Internet, opponunitiev 
for supply chain collaboration and taking 
electronic commerce to the consumer- 

Electronic commerce is transforming the way 
business Ls conducted, improving speed and 
efficiency and fundamentally clianging the nature 
of business relauoashups. Tiie dramatic increase 
in die use of the Internet underlines the growing 
importance of these new ways of working for 
businesses of all sizes and across all sectors. 

■si" opn-'li Alsiai Ti 
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New Prcducto 

FROM THE FHIIIGOMIHR 
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Mobile Satellite 
Systems from Maxview 
Masxiew have introduced a range of 
mobile satellite systems with a choice of 
either 55cm, -18cm or 60 cm dishes. Hie 
Omnistat 35 (order code NEOTH," £149.99) 
comes with a 35cm dish, enhanced LN'B, 
suppoit arm am! fixing accessories; Hie 
unique elevation adjustment system and 
the zone location map on the back of the 
dish make disk location and alignment 
[Minless. Primarily intended to be used with 
your existing- receiver/decoder, the system 
is supplier! with comprehensive fitting 
instniciions for quick and easy installation 
and removal. A self-adhesive bracket (screw 
holes are provided for permanenc 
installation) is available, for fixing Omnistat 
35 to the side of a touring vehicle (order 
code NBILM, £-10.99). 

Onmistat 48 (order code .NUOSJ, £-225-99) 
is supplied with a 4Scm dish, universal LNB. 
tlylead, ir connecu'Cias and fixing 
iasmiaions. Omnistat 60 (order code 
NB09K, .£259.90) is the 60cm version. For 
eidier version, the dish is intended for 
pemianentiy fitting to the Omnistat 
'Tlimugh the Roof Fixing A last." This unique 
and ingeniou-S mast (oixler code N'BJOL 
£64.99) is designed to mount inside the 
wa rtlrobe of a to uring vehicle. The liorizonra! 
and vertical adjustment system aHovvs you to 
align the satdlite disli from inside the 
vehicle. Ihe mast can easily be recraaed for 
travelling- Again you will need to use an 
existing receiver/decoder with either system. 

RDS Radio 
Tills stylish ponableJFNi/AM radio with 
illuminated LCD display features the latest 
ir»RDS technology, v.ltli PS and PTi' 
buttons Uwt allow you to display the 
station name and/or station details (order 
codc:NA25C, £-34.99)- 

Dlgital Tape Recorder 
This anrdctive, state-of-the-an digital 
recorder is offered ara great price - no 
waiting ibr tapes to rewind, as clear and 
repeatable recordings are now instantly 
available, with time, date of each recording 

and the total number of messages readily 
displayed. The flash memory scores up to 
60 minutes of recordings, indefinitely, plus 
recordings can l>e easily downloaded to 
your PC for long term storage and use. 
'VOX" (voice activated) recording is 
standard (order code NA63T, £129.99). 

NA60Q (SI99-99) is the kit version with 
two connectors for recording telephone 
calls. Tiie WTttson mike fits comfonably in 
the ear for recording from all phones 
including mobiles, and the modular 
handset connector plugs into suitable 
handsets for recording calls automatically. 
One extra feature is a unique auto-reverse 
fadiity that allows you to continually record 
die last 45 minutes, so you can always refer 
back to your conversations. 

Printers 
This catalogue sees the introduction of a 
wide range of quality printers that start 
from as little as £-100. The Canon BIC-250 
(order code LXS2D. £99.99) is an A i colour 
pririter with 360 s 360dpi colour resolution 
in a compact size. This law-cost, versatile 
primer is ideal for home and small 
business, and with Canon's unique BC-09F 
fluorescent airtddge (order code, KX6IB, 
£-28.99) you can pririi bright fluorescent 
colours for maximum impact. Prints on to 
A4. B5. A5, letter, legal letter size and even 
DL envelopes. .Measuring just 316 x 215 x 
171mm means the printer will fit into the 
smallest study, bedroom or office. 

For those requiring a more sophisticated 
printer, at a realistic price, then die-HP 
DeskJet 690C-P (order code IX7SK, 
£179.99) is hard to beat. This A4 colour 
printer feamres a 600 x 600dpi resolution 
with a print speed of 5ppm for 
monochrome printing. Now you can 
produced high impact documents, reports, 
graphs, charts, brochures and banners with 
pictures and graphics in minutes. 

When only the quality of a laser printer 
wiB do, then the HP Laserjet 6L (order 
code IX77J, £299-99) must be die first 
choice. This (jutflity lasetjei vvtl! print on to 
paper, envelopes, labels, postcards and 
even transparencies, with a 600 x 600dpi 
resohitiqaai upto 6ppm. 

If you need to prim to A3, then the 
Canon 8IC-4650 (order code PQS1C, 
£-279.99) is the answer. This great easy-to- 
use foil colour bubblejet printer will work 
with a PC or Apple Mac. The range of 
cartridges available means you can create 
all kinds of professional looking 
documents. The high quality dye b;ised 
inks in die resistant colour cartridge are 
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water-fast, smudge-proof and fade resistant, 
which means you can print on to a variety of 
media - glossy photographic paper, 
transparent film, plain paper and envelopes, 
plus even T-sliirc transfers ancl fabric sheets. 
A resolution up to 720 x 360dpi can be 
obtained, with a print speed of 4.8ppm. 

Knalk die HP OfficeJet 590 (oirier code 
LX83E, .£349.99) is a cost-effearve, mutli- 
funaion machine for home or office. 
Featuring a high quality graphics colour 
printer,';! fax machine which uses plain 
paper, a copier and a 300dpi scanner vldi 
T^AIN interface, this sniish machine will 
SiTori become an indispensable piece of 
office or home equipment. 

Bor multimedia applications, a 32-speed 
CD-ROM (LQ93B, £69-99) is ntrar the norm, 
and to vastly improve graphics, the Voodoo 
3D Graphics Card (order code PQ75S. 
£S9-99) is a inusL Working in series v.ith your 
existing 2D SVGA card, this card is based on 
the famous 3D fa chipset and produces' truly 
stunning graphics. For those who need just a 
PC! bus video card then die -iMh 55 Vlrge 
Graphics card can't be beaten - offering 
16,800,000 colours at 1024 x 76S pixel 
resolution (order code KMS^ii, £39.99). 

Gecting on to die Internet could nor bcr 
easier v.lth this 56k camera ready, internal 
modem (order code PQ76H, £89.99). A 
Windows 'plug-and-play' modem that can 
be used as a answering machine, fax 
send/receive, fksback and file transfer. 

OTO (digital itttsaiile disk) has now 
arrived, and people are beginning to take 
notice. This truly digital medium lias a 
opacity of up to 37Gbyies of data on a 
single disk and delivers the very best audio 
and video quality This new Creative Inbs 
Encore DVD ROM drive (order code PQS3E, 
.5199 99) will read bodi new DVD and the 
older CDs, and features die latest picture 
enhancemem .technology for fiigh definition 
and smoother full screen video images. 

To take advantage of all diis new 
hardware that offers the best video quality, 
requires a monitor up to the same 
standanis. A 15in monitor is now 
considered a minimum, and the one 
stocked by Mapiin (order code I.X4SC, 
£149-99) from LG Electronics fits the bill, 
offering a 1024 x 76Spixel display with 
0.28mm dot pitdi and digital cqmruls. For 
those, who require a bigger screen, then the 
17m monitor (order code 11X490, £299)99) 
also from LG Electronics is on of die liest. 
Again this monitor features 0.28mm dot 
pitch, up to 1280 x 1024pLxel display and 
digital controls. 

Long Life, Low Energy 
Fluorescent Tubes 
These compact fluorescent lubes are a 
direct' replacement for standard light bulbs 
(015), but with the added bonus of lasting 
up to 10 rimes longer and using up to 80% 
less energy compared to conventional 
bulbs. By using an elearonic ballast they 
have a quick.start, and are available in either 
bayonet (BC) or Edison screw (ES) fittings 
In various power rating. 

Addioonaliy. you can pick either the 
normal double loop type, or the more 
compacrshocter but slightly wider version. 
All arc attractively priced at £7.99. 

Continuing die low-energy long-life 
lighting theme is this sty lish black finished 
desk lamp with n 11\\7 fluorescent cube. The 
lamp has an adjustable spring balanced arm 
with p. lamp that adjusts in all directions, and 
features an integral on/off switch. One 
additional advantage of using a replaceable 
fluorescent lamp is that it runs at a lower 
lempennure than convemional bulbs (order 
code PH36P, £29.99). 

ilcime electrical safety is a key issue now, 
and a plug-in RCD adaptor (order code 
PG/IN, £14.99) is a very affortfable solution 
for using with portable electrical equipment 
such as lawnmowets, hedge trimmers and 
power tools etc. Rated at 230V ac 13A 
(3kW), with a trip current of SOrnA arid a 
trip speed of typically 40nis. 

PA Loudspeakers 
Mapiin have stocked Eminence 
loudspeakers for some time now, and 
the latest rimges from this renown 
manufacturer continues the high 
standards and performance that 
we have come to exjvect from 
them. All tyjies feature a kapton 
coil former with a polymide-iinide 
coated copper voice coil, APS 
fcrrite magnet, a jMper cone with a 
solid composition pajjer dust dome 
and a plasticiscd doth (lined) cone 
edge: The speakers are designed to be 
used in the most demanding applications 
from lead guitar, keyboards, vocals to Ixtss in 
clubs arid sound reinforcement systems. 

The 'Beta' range have a pressed steel 
chassis and are rated at 150\X: Available in 8in 
(order code XG©^; £41.99), lOin (order code 
XG46A- £42.99). 12in (XG49D, £39-99 ). :md a 
12in dual cone oaendetl resixjnse (onlcf 
code XG50F, £49.99) and 15in (order code 
XG52G, £52.99). The 'Delta' range again have 
a pressed steel chassis, but ate rated at 300\\7 

Available in lOin (order axle RC92A, £>4.99) 
and 15in (order code XG53H. £61.99). 

lite 'Kappa' Ipin speaker is rated at 400VV 
and features.either a pressed steel chassis 
(order code RC9;iC. £S-199), or a die-cast 
aluminium chassis ("Kappa Pro' order code 
AB90X. £119.99). The 600\V 'Omega Pro' also 
has a aluminium die-cast diassis. and is 
avafialile in 15in (order code RC95D, £-164.99) 
or 1 Sin (order code RC96E, £-169.99)- For 
those who prefer die 60s::eleciric rock' 
sound, then die 12ui lOOW 'Guitar legend' 
(order code XI51F. £46.99) is die answer. 

Double Loop Type all at £7.99 
Qfder Code 

Fitting EquivTilBnt 
BC ES Power Power Lengtti 

HM45V PG21X 9VV 40W 140mn\ 
HNdSV PG22Y liW 60V/ >155mm 
HN4TB POZSA 45W 75W 183miil' 
HN48C PG2'5B 2QW 100VV 200mm 
Compact Type all at £7.99 
Otder.Code 

Fitting - EqutvaJonl 
BC ES Power Power ■ Length 

PG25C PG2eF "15VV 7.5V.' 143mm 
PG26D PG29G 2CW lOOV/ 153mm 
PG27c FG30H 23VJ 120V/ 165mm 
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Books 
Mapim have iraditionnlly stocked a wide 
and diverse range of elecironics and 
lelacetl books. Tv-o interesting music 
related hooks are the Atol'/z/g Music 
with Digital Audio (order code ID27E) 
which discusses why digital audio gives 
you more .flexibility, higher quality, and 
more creative power than muld-uack 
tape recorders, and Recording the 
Guitar (IB22y) which is a must foral! 
budding and experienced guitarists. 
Both books are from PC Publishing 
and are at the special price of £8.99. 

Buiterworth-Heinemann are a 
■well established publisher of 
technical and electronics books, 
and Mapiin have introduced the 
Made Simple., series of books 
retailing at the very affordable price 
of £8.99. For a very readable guide 
to electronics for GCSE, "C&G, and 
GNVQ students, then Electronics 
Made Simple (order code LD23A) 
by ian Sinclair is a must. For those 
who need to find out more about 
multimedia and the Internet then 
Intentei Made Simple (order code 
LD26D). and Multimedia For 
Windows95 Made Simple by Simon 
Collin (order code iJ520\V) are 
worth a read. The series even covers 
Windows AT. written by lilian 
Hobbs (otdercode LDisU). 

There can be very- few of us who 
have not read a book Frofn 
publishers Babani, and several new 
editions have been added to 
extensive list from Maplin. 'Ibe world 
of PICs is intelligently explain by Bob 
Peafbld in Introduction to PICMicros 
(otdercode NT82D. .£5-99). Owen 
Bishop's book Practical Remote 
Control Projects (order code NP7LN, 
£-5.99) provides a wealth of circuits and 
drcuit modules for use in remote control 
systems. For those who want a more 
gentle introduction to the world of C+ + 
programming then M. Walmsley's book 
Programming in C++ (NTSSV£6.99) is 
an ideal choice. 

The Dummies series from Traasworkt 
have been universally successfully with a 
style that has been both amusing and easy 
to read and enjoy. If you need more 
information about the year 2000 problem, 
then Year 2000 Solutions For Dummies 
(order code LD93B, £-23,99) may well 
provided the answers. Small businesses will 
find three books in the series extremely 
useful in improving productivity and 
enhancing sales and services - at £-23-99 
each with a CD-ROM they offer excellent 
value. For those using Office 97, Small 
Business Office 97 for Dummies (order 
code LD89\V) is essential reading. The 
modern office lias to share resources, so 
Networking For Dummies Small Business 
Edition (order code LD90X) helps you 
plan, build and run an affordable network. 
Finally, how can the small business not 
afford to have access to the Internet - 
e-mail, video conferencing and 
marketing are just a few of the benefits 
that can be gained. Small Business 
Internet For Dummies (order code 
LD91Y) will be indispensable. 
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Unless you are a confident machine code 
programmer, microprocessor development is at best 

hard work. But it needn't be the case. As zve saw 
last month the BASIC STAMP architecture uses a 

dialect of BASIC as its development language. Here 
Stephen Waddington take a closer look at the I/O 

capabilities of the STAMP architecture. 

Remember thai last month we learnt dial 
binary numbers can be used within PBASIC 
by placing a percentage sign (%) in ftunr of 
the number. 

Of die possshie tttiys of setting die I/O 
pins for input and output, the dir register is 
the preferable expression, since it enables 
all eight I'O pins to be set simulraneously. 
For example to set bit 0 to 3 as outputs and 
bits A to 7.as inputs, use the expression: 

eic. = %00Q01ill 

Haling configunxi pinO as an input, the 
oexi task is to develop an electronic circuit to 
create either a 0 or 5V input: Figure 1 shows ti 
double pole switch used to connect between 
ground and zero. Note that input piris on the 
STAMP doicc should alwavs lie tied to either 
0 or 5V to prevent a floating error, 

Reading off a value from an input pin is 
very stniighiftirward as the BSi assigns a 
register to all its iiiputs. '!{> reati a single pin, 
use the i£T command as .shown below. 
Remernbef that use of the expression Lt7" is 
optional, llie. microcontroller reads the value 
ofpiuO and stores it in the variable stauts. 

stgtus = piuO 

IfpiVid was connected to 5V when its value 
was recorded, status would read 1. If on the 
other hmd.phiO irqiut was connected to OV 
when its value was recorded, then status 
would read 0. This techniuue if most often 
used to trigger an //•.. .THEN conditional 
loop as shown below. 

Last month we took an initial look at the 
specification of the BASIC STAMP 1 
(USl) and BASIC STAMP 2 (BS2) 

devices. In this article we'll look at the I/O 
control feature of the BSI. The BSI has eight 
tristace l-'O pins each of which cm be defined 
individually as a high impedance input. 0V 
output or 5V The state of the. pin can be 
changed at any point within a program. 

As we leamr last month, STAMP devices 
can be programmed using a dialect of 
BASIC, called Parallax BASIC (PBASIC) 
which is far easier to understand than any 
form of machine code. Table I provides a 
summary of die BSI instruction set, with 
individual instructions grouped according to 
their functionality. The majority of the I/O 
commands will be covered in this feature. 
For further derails of the BS1 instruction set 
check die 'BASIC STAMP 1 Manual", a copy of 
which canbe downloaded in Adobe format 
from the Parallax Web site - please refer to 
the resource list at the end of this arude. 

Input 
Rise off let's take a look at how to use the S 
I/O pins of the BSI as inputs. The first task is 
to define which pins are to be used as inputs. 
This is adiieved in one of two ways; either by- 
using the INPUT and OUTPUT commands, or 
by using the setting the dir register. 

To set pinO as an output using the OUTPUT 
command simply use the following expression: 

OUTPDT 0 

To achieve die same effect using the dir 
register, the follow expression canbe used: 

dir = *00000000 

BRANCMING BRANCH SSnrii a sTckess speciFad by offea. 
i G0SUB Bisrcb a aifcfouira at address. Up.so 16 resed GOSUB'sas slaved. 

GOTO asreb a aci^ss. 
! IF...THEN srd ccraiicna?/ fctsndi. 
:: RETURN RStisn tansutxiajiifie. 
: LOOPING FOR...NEXT EstECSsh 2 EQR...NEXT loop. 
| NUMERICAL LEI Use of LEI ccvranayd s cufcrel. PeRoais v=risb!e naripiaBn, such as A-5, 
• B=A-f 2, etc. PtEsSfe coejg3sr.5 are add; subtect, traitpjy, i&kia, nsv. Emt. irtn. brU, 
: srd tegjES cperatiBflS AND, OH, XOS. AND KOI OH NOT, End XCH NOT. 
: LOOKUP Ifiutup dsa spedfed by cieet and data b vansife. Tns assuueom pfexfas a 
: meais uTnaTa a toSaip tat/e. 
; LOOKDOWN Brd arga's n®Kh ir jrier (0 to n) srd stars in vsaSe. 
i RANDOM, Gasrataa pssudd aTanifcrn ra-T&f. 
s DIGITAL tO OUTPUT (.late pin an outpot 
i LOW f.faiS pin output totv. 
: HIGH Mala j/n an ajUxi? bigh. 
I TOGGLE Msis fin an cv<pjx and's^a stats. 
| puisour ' Output a Bne-a puise bj mattifiga pn fcf sars bms. 
| INPUT f.tai-s psi an yput 

PULSIN Meaaire sn input pvfcs. 
: REVERSE tf pih s sn nutpis, rrei'S it an irput If pii fe si input; ihaka ft an culptit 
! BUTTON OspounceBUTTav. pafttm auto toispeab-ana Sxareti w address iffit/nON ts in 
: isfgetsiate. 
j SERIAL I'O SERIN ' Seel input w-.Tcp&nal qua§5e« and vsfebtes tor swage irf ricerrsd data. U 
: . qvaSSas ars gsea, then Use tebuctisn wfl 'Aatural ttey a® racasd fcefas Sfcg. 
; lErefctes cr c&'iiirOTg to tte nea imsnjaoa. Ssud rats of 300,6C0,1.20O.-and 
: 2,400 are js3ss®a. itea.rersf.ed "irast te v.rJi ro pariry. 8 dss lis, anal step bt 
2 SEROUT" Sand Oss sermty. Saa fe sent st 300.500. 2200, a 2,400 Eaxl, n'.tn no pant/, 

8 data tes. end 1 s!^> St. 
ANALOG 1-0 PV/7.1 Output R'.T.t, ihea reran pn tn input Used as output are'sgje '.oteges (0 to 5V) 

2 ussng a capacter and resistor. 
2 SOUND Ptsy'rvnss.Wma 0 fe Sencs. rets 1 to 127 ereascaitrn tcnes; snt notes:i28 
2 to 25S 2® Mr.e iwses. 
i POT Read a 5 to SOW! piSendatietsrEna sca'e'reaiL 
2 EEPR0M ACCESS EEPS0M Store d3t3:in EPSOM tseibre rfonTiJcstiirg Bf£lC prcgern. 
2 READ . Read EEPfiOM t?jta into vertsiile. 
2 WRITE Wnta (?,te inlo EEPRQf.t 
j TIME PAUSE Pease' evsospn for Q to 65,535 irtfSsecofxfe: 
2 POWER CONTROL HAP Hap for a sbort pencd, Fontf censinptiKj is reduced 
2 SLEEP SS~p for 1 E> 65,535 secondi Poi.'/f eon-Vjfnpljon is reduced ta apprc-»3iiats!y 2QfA 
1 END Sleep until &e ponsr eye'es «tr.p FC CGrascts, Foth caaanqtfon is reduced w 
2 SMfodmateiy 2tVtA. 
! PROGRAM DEBUG Send vanaNes ta.FC fcr vferifcs. 
: DEBUGGING 

| Table 1. Summary of the BASIC STAMP instruction set. 
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Figure L Connecting a switch to the STAMP to demonstrate 
usage of the INPUT command. 
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Figure 2. Connecting an LED to the STAMP to demonstrate the 
OUTPUT command. 
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Figure 3. Example circuits using the BUTTON command for active-high (downstate = 
1) and active-low (downstate = 0), 

If scctus = L Lhcii srairii Drocirginnie 

Here die program reads status and then 
jumps to the ItxutTon slcinj)iYx>mmiw if 
the pin is high. 

Output 
Now let's look at how to use the BSi for 
output. Again the first task is to define 
which pins are to lie used as outputs. And 
again, this can be achieved either by using 
the INPUT and OliTPUT commands, or by 
using die setting the (Ur register. 

lb demonstrate OUTPUT command 
connect an LED and a 47012 resistor to pin? 
of the BSI as shown in Figure 2. Now try 
Jje following commands. 

OOTPOT 7 
KIGE 7 

If we had cormecied the I .ED and resistor 
comhintiiion to pin5 instead, we would have 
written: 

OOTPOT 5 
HIGH 5 

Buttoning Down Inputs 
There are aiways a couple of ways of 
approacliing a design problem with the 
STAMP For example another type of input 
command enables a switch to be read 
directly. TheliWlTOiVconmiand tests the 
state of a push-button or latchcd-switch. 
The command Is incredibly versatile since it 
delxiunces the input, performs amotrepeat. 
and for a program branch if the BLTTTOW is 
in target state.BUTTONciraiits maybe 
aaive-to-low or active-to-high as shown in 
Figure 3. 

When you press a button or flip a switch, 
the contacts make or break a connection. A 

burst of electrical noise occurs as the 
contacts liounce against each other. Hie 
flDTTO.V command debounce feature 
prevents this noise from lieing,interpreted 
as more than one switdi action. 

BbTTOS' also enables die STAMP to react 
to a BUTTON press the way a PC keyboaitl 
docs to a key press. When you press a key. a 
character appears on tfte screen. If you hold 
the key down, there's a delay, then a rapid 
fire, stream of diaraciers appears on the 
saeen. BUTTON'S auto-repeat function 
configured to work the same way. 

The only difficuky with using Uils 
command Ls the complexity of its syntax. 
The Bl/TTON command requires no less 
than seven variables to be preset by the 
programmer: 

BUTTON pir., downstate, delay, 
a-ste, bytevarlable, targetscats, 
address 

+ Pin is a tari-ible'constani (0 to T) that 
specifics the I/O pin to use. 

❖ Downstate Is a variable/constant (0 or I) 
tliat specifies which logical state is read 
when the BUTTON is pressed. 

^ Delay is a variabic/conscant (0 to 255) 

that specifies how long the BUTTON 
must be pressed ijefort auto to repeat 
starts. Tfte delay is measured in cycles of 
the BUTTON routine. Delay lias two 
.special settings: 0 and 255- If set to 0, the 
routine reiurns tile BUTTONsiatewitlt 
no delwunce or auto to repeat, if set to 
255, the routine perfocnis 
debounce, bur no auto to repeat. 

4? Rate is a vadable/constanc (0 to 255) 
that specifies the auto to repeat rate. 
The one is expressed in cycles of the 
BUTTON routine. 

❖ Bytevariable is die workspace for 
BUTTON, it must fie cleared to 0 before 
being used by BUTTON for die first time. 
Taigetstate is a variable/coiLstant (0 or 1) 
thai specifies which state the BUTTON 
should be in for a branch to occur (0 = 
not pressed, 1 = pressed). 

❖ Address Is a label that specifies where to 
branch if die BUTTON is in die target sratc. 

Button Action 
BUTTON is designed to lie used inside a 
program loop. Each time through the loop, 
BUTTON checks the state of die specified 
pin. When it Srst matches downstate. 
BUTTON delxnmces die switch. Then, in 
accordance with targetstate, it either 
branches to address (targetstate = 1) or 
doesn't (targetstate = 0). 

If the switch is kept in downstate, 
BUTTON tracks die number of program 
loops that execute. When this count equals 
delay, BUTTON again triggers the action 
specified by targets tatc and address. 
Hereafter, if the switch remains in 
downstate, BUTTON waits rate number of 
cycles between actions. The important thing 
to remember about BUTTON is that it does 
not stop program execution. In order for its 
delay and auto-repeat functions to "work, 
BUTTON must execute from within a loop 
as shown below 

IKP.UT 0 'xG=.ke pinQ arid input 
OUTPUT 7 "iiiak®-, pin? an output 
b2 = 0 'clear workspace variable to be used by 

• the EUTTOH ■ cbtraaanii 

but tQD_loDp: 
BUTTON 6, 0,200,100. b2,0 skip "Go to si-lip unless pii50=0- 
TOGGLE 7 ' Invert LED fcbb'nec.Ceu to piriO 

.. . • Other instruefcibns. 

skits: 
GOTO but tOli_IOop '.Skip, toggle aria go back to BUTTON_iQop 
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Figure 4. Using Input and outpirt to build a simple control application. 

Here is a case in point, lb output an 
audio sound, you merely connect a 
capacitor and loudspeaker combination 
to one of the i/O pins as shown in. Figure 5 
and then use the SOUND command as 
shown below: 

SOUND 
piri, |noes,.duration, note, curation) 

^ Pin is a cariable/constant (0 to 7) that 
specifies the I/O pin to use. 

^ Note(s) ate enables/cons tan is (0 to 255) 
which specif;' type and frequency. Note 0 
Is silent for die given duration. Notes 1 to 
127 are ascending tones. Notes 12S.to 
255 are ascending white noises, ranging 
from buzzing (128) to hissing (255). 

This program is intended to operate In 
conjunction with the circuit shown in Figure. 
4. it toggles (inverts) the state of an LED on 
pin7 when die active to low- switch on pinO 
is pressed. When the switch is held down, 
BUTTON waits, then rapidly auto-repeats 
the Toggle instruction, making die FED flash 
rapidly. When the switch is not pressed, 
BUTTON skips the Toggle Instruction and 
die LED on pin? is unallected. 

Programming 
Now let's look at developing what we have 
learnt so far into a program and introduce 
the PAUSE command. PAUSE holds program 
esecution for the spedfied number of 
milliseconds iietween 0 and 65,525. 
Consider the program below. 

OUTPUT 7 
HIGH 7 
PAUSE 2000 
LOW 7 
END 

With the LED/resistor conneaed to pin7 
and the program loaded, the LED will light 
for three seconds and then extinguish. The 
pause command merely inserts a pause of, 
variable length. At the moment once the 
program has execute the BS1 stops. Let's 
make a small modification to make thing a 
bit more interesting: 

OUTPUT 7 

loop: 

HIGH 7 
PAUSE 3000 
LOW 7 
PAUSE 3000 
GOTO loop 

END 

Now die LED will light for three seconds, 
extinguish for three seconds and then light 
For (^iree seconds. The process will continue 
until the battery is disconnected or another 
program Is loaded into the STAMR 

Other Flavours of I/O 
So we're in control. What next? Well the BS1 
is not limited to single bit input or output. It 
can handle audio, pulse width modulation 
(PWM) and serial pseudo RS 232 
communication. Anil on the input side, it 
can measure puke widths, read serial 
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Figure 5. Connecting a loudspeaker to the STAMP to take advantage of the 
SOUND command. 

communications and read a variable 
resistance of between 5kf2and 50k£2. 

Audio Output 
Hveryihing about the BS1 is so 
Straightforward. PBASIC contains a number 
of sophisticated commands which could not 
otherwise lie emulated using a 
microprocessor without a considerable level 
of machine code level experience. These 
commands such as PAUSE. SOUND, POT, 
SERIN and SEROUT are almost like macros 
which the programmer can call upon to 
acliieve a desired lunction- 

^ DuradQn(s) are variables/constants (1 to 
255) which specify' how long (in units of 
12tns) to play each notc. 

The notes produced hy SOUND can vary in 
frequency from 94.8Hz (1) to 10,550112 
(127). If you need to determine the 
frequency corresponding to a given note 
value, or need to find the note value that 
will give you best approximation for a given 
frequency, check the BS1 manual. The 
program iielow shows an cxamplc or the 
sound command. Here rhe command steps 
through ascending tones from 0 to 256 and 
outputs the tone to pinl. 

FOR b2 -= 0 CD 255 
.'SOUND 0 . {62 ,10) 

NEXT 

'Generate an ascending tone (i>2) on pinO 
"with LOas duration 
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Figure 6. Configuring the STAMP for analogue output using the PWM command. 
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Figure 7. 9 and 25-pin serial connection to a PC. 

PWM 
PWTM cm be used 10 generate analogue 
wltiges (0 or 5V) tiirough a pih.cooneaed 
to a resistor tmd caparitor to ground; the 
resistor - cajjadtor junction is the artalogue 
output as shown in Figure 6. Since die 
capadtor gradually discharges, PWM should 
lie executed periodically to ujjdate andtbr 
refresh "the analogue voltage. The PWM 
sratas Ls as follows: 

Pi'it'i pin, duty, cycles 

♦ Pin is a Mtriablc/canstam (0 to 7J which 
spedfies the I/O pin to use. 

^ Duty Ls u nrriable/constam (0 to 255) 
which specifics the analogue level 
desired (0 to 5 volts). 

+ Cycles is a variable/cnnstant (0 to 255) 
which specifies the number of cydes to 
output, larger capadtors require 
multiple cycles to fully charge. Each cycle 
takes aiioiit 5nis. 

PWM emits a burst of Is and 0s whose ratio 
Ls proportional to the duty value you specify': 
If duty- is 0, then the pin is continuously low 
(0); if duty is 255. then the pin is 
continuously high. For values in between, 
the proportion is duty/255. For example, if 
duty is 100, die ratio of Is to 0s is 100/255 = 
0.592, approximately 39%. When such a 
burnt is used to charge a ctpadioc arranged 
as shown in the schematic, the voltage 
across the capacitor is equal to (duty/255) * 
5. So if duly Ls 100, the capacitor voltage is 
(100255) *3 = 1-96V 

Tliis voltage will drop as the capadtor 
dLsdiatgcs tiirough whatever load it is 
driving. The rate of discharge is 
prbportional to the current drawn by the 
load; mare current equates to faster 
discharge. Vou cati combat diis effect in 
software by refreshing the capadiors 
charge with frequent doses of PWM. 

Serial Communication 
Here IS another great example of rhe ability 
of BS1 to implement a sophistioited degree 
of iunctionalicy in a single command. S&thV 
and .9£7/OD7' allow die programme to sent! 
and read scrtai data nt speeds of up to 2.400 
baud. Data can be sent and received with no 
parity, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bit. To send 
serial data, the command svhuk is as follows: 

SEROUT 
pin,baudmoce. f (sjoata, (iildana, .. . J 

♦ Pin is a variable/constant (0 to 7) that 
sjiedfies the I/O pin to use. 
Baudniode Ls a variable/constant (0 to 
15} that specifies the serial jxirt mode. 
Baudmode can be cither die # or 
symbol shown in the table. The other 
serial parameters are preset to the most 
common format: no parity, eight data 
bits, one stop bit. 

^ Data is byte vTiriables/conataiits (0 to 255) 
that are output by SEROUT. If preceded 
by the # sign, data items are transmitted 
as text strings up to five characters long. 
Without the #, data items are 
transmitter! as a single byte. 

SEROUT makes die sjiecified pin a serial 
output port with the cliaracteristics set by 
baudmode. Ir transmits the specified data in 
one of two forms; either a single-byre value, 
or a text string of one to five characters. 

Here are sonic examples: 

SEROUT 0#N2,400,{65} 

SEROUT transmits the byte value .65 through 
pinOm 2.400 baud, inverted. If you receive 
this byte on a HC m lining terminal software, 
the character "V will appear on the screen, 
liecaiisc 65 is the ASCII code for 'A". 

SEROUT 0.1/2,400,1 = 65) 
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Figure 8. Connecting potentiometer to the STAMP via a capacitor to ground. 
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Photo 1 Calibrating a potentiometer uslng the STAMP PaASJC edrtoi 

SliROUT traiKmits the text string "65" through 
pinO at 2,400 baud, inverted. If joti receive 
this bpe ba a PC running terminal software, 
the text "65" will appear on die screen. When 
a value is preceded by the # sign. SEROUT 
autDmaiiaillv' converts it to a form tliat reids 
mrrccrly on a terminal screen. 

To send data to a PC serial port <rom the 
STAMP iall you need is some wire and 
connectors, and terminal communtattidn 
software. Wire the connector ss shown in. 
Hgure 7 and use the inverted baud movies. 
Hie STAMP'S serial output can only switch 
between 0 and not legal 30V RS 252. 

The syntax forSERLV is very similar to 
the SEROUT command. The SERIX 
Command itself is'fast enough to catch 
multiple hvtes ofvtaia, no matter how- 
rnpidly the host computer semis theni 
Hovvever. if your program receives data, 
stores or processes it, then Icnips back to 
perform another SERl.V, it may miss data or 
receive it incorrectly because of the time 
delay. Use one or more of the following 
steps to compensate for this: 

^ Increase the number of stop hits at the 
sender from 1 to 2 

+ Reduce the baud rate. 
^ If the sender is operating under the 

control of a program, add delays 
between iransmLssions. 

+ Reduce'the amount of processing that 
the STAMP performs between SERLVs to 
a bare minimirm. 

Going to POT 
The final command we're going to look at 
in this article, is to measure short pulses a 
stage further, and to enable die RSI to read 
analogue inputs/The POT command allows, 
the BS1 to read a 5 to 50kO potentiometer, 
thermistor. Photocell, or other variable 
resistance. The pin specified by POT must 
be connected to one side of a resistor. 
whose other side is connected through a 
Capacitor so ground as shown in Figure 8. 
The STAMP measures the resistance by 
liming how long it takes to discharge die 
O.lgF capacitor through the resistor. If the 
pin is an input whenfOT'executes, it will 
be changed to output. The command 
syntax is as follows: 

FOT pin,scale,variable 

^ Pin ts a variable/constant (0 to 7) that 
specifics the I/O pin to use. 

^ Scale is a va ri able/cons lam (0 to 255) 
used to scale die instruction's internal 
16-1im result. The 16-bit rattling is 
multiplied by (sciiieX25tj). so a scale 
value of 128 would reduce the range by 
approximately 50%, a scaic of 64 would 
reduce to 2535, and so on. The Alt-P 
option, outlined below, provides a 
means to find the best scale value foe a 
panictilar resistor. 

+ Variable is used to store the final result 
of the reading. Internally, the POT 
insirucuon calculates a 16-bit value, 
which is scaled down to an 8-bit value. 

The amount by which the internal value 
ttiust be scaled varies with the size of 
the resistor facing used.. 

To calibrate the post and find the best scale 
value, connect the resistor to lie used with 
the POT Instruction to the STAMP and 
connect the STAMP to die PC. Press Alt-P 
while running die STAMP'S editor software. 
A special calibration window appears as 
shown m Photo 1, allowing you to fine! die 
best value. 

^ The window asks for the number of the 
TO pin to which the resistor is 
connected Select die appropriate pin 
(0 to 7). 

^ The editor downloads a short program 
to the STAMP 

^ Another window appears, showing two 
numbers; scale and value. Adjust the 
resistor until the smallest possible 
number is shown for scale. 

Once you've found the smallest number for 
scale, you're done. This number should lie 
used for the scale in the POT" instruction. 
Optionally you can verify the scale number 
found alwve by pressing the spacebar. This 
locks the scale and causes die STAMP to 
read die resistor continuously. The window1 

displays the value, if die scale is good, you 
should lie able to adjust the resistor, 
achieving a 0 to 255 reading for the value. 
To change die scale value and repeat this 
step, just press the spacebar. Continue this 
process until you find the best scale 

Once you've detennined a scale, you're 
ready to include the command in a 
program. The example below shows how 

to include the POT command ■within a 
program- The code below reads the 
potentiometer and then outputs the value 
over a serial output at 300 baud. 

Resources 
The Web is packed with information 
relating to the STAMP environment. Visitors 
to the Parallax Weh site at 
www. paral 1 axinc. com can download data 
sheets, instruction manuals and project 
examples. 

Milford ihstrufnents in Leeds is the UK 
distributor of STAMP praduCLs. You can 
reach the company by telephone on 
(01977) 685665, tar write to Milford 
Instruments, Milford House,120 High 
Street, South Milford, Leeds LS25 5AQ. 
Alternatively check out the Milford 
instruments' Web site at 
www.mi It nst.demon.co.uk. 

Vou can leam from other users that are 
developing on the STAMP environment, 
join the e-mail mailing list tun by Parallax, 
'lb join this list simply send e-mail to 
majordomoeparallaxinc.com. and type 
'subscribe STAMPs' in the body of the 
message. If you prefer, you can subscribe 
using the online subscription form on the 
Parallax NX'eb site at tsww.paral 1 axi nc. com, 

Next Month 
La die last article in the series next month, 
we'll look at how to incorporate the BS1 
into an dearonic system mid examine a 
series of control applications. 

pot_cc<3e; 

POT 0,i00,b2 ' Read potentiometer oa. p'inO 
S'saodT 1;23300, (b2) 'Send nocsntibiseter reading over a 300 baud 

'serial output 

GOTO po£_cods ■Repeat the process 
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Making Music 

ill si DIGhmL illil 
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For readers who are interested in music and 

digital audio, this fascinating book by Ian 

Waugh shows how to make direct to disk 

recordings on the PC. We have reproduced 

a chapter to give yon a flavour of the book. 

The last 10 to 15 years have 
seen a remarkable increase 
in die numlier of 

'akcrnaiive" music markers, 
especially for the computer 
musician. For example, in the 
1980s, who would have thought 
that you .could make a living 
Mailing music for computer, 
games, creating sound effects, 
recording and designing sounds 
for sample CDs, creating MIDI 
files, scoring QuickTime movies 
or writing music for company 
presentations? liven selling 
music software is big business, 
and if you can talk as well as 
play-and heck, you don't even 
need to be able to play very 
well! — there are jobs in sales 
and as demonsirators. 

Computer-based music systems 
have brought liigh quality music 
making to everyone. Biit:« well 
as 'traditional' funcdotis sudi as 
writing songs and music, 
computers have brought us 
music for another putpose — 
multimedia. 

What is 
multimedia? 
Multimedia became a buzz, 
word in the earfy 90s, it was 
unered v.-idt careless abandon 
and few of the so-called experts 
wh6 used it titen knew what it 
meant! But now we do. 

Multimedia Is simply a 
combination of different types 
of media - sound, gcapiilcs, 
text, video, animatiDtt and so on 
—wrapped up in one big 
homogenous package. There is 
usually some sort of interaction 
within the program allowing the 
user to click on items on-screen 

to see new infnmiau'an, watch 
movies and hear sounds. In 
ihet, the term multimedia could 
now be applied to a wide range 
of software from games to 
encyclopedias. 

Multimedia audio 
One tiling mast multimedia 
packages have in common Is 
poor quality audio. Not 
necessarily poor quality music, 
but audio which fa the lo side of 
hi 11 This lias been true since the 
early days of multimedia. Ar that 
time, most people were running 
a 386 - a 486 if thev were rich — 

jisuumm 

and compromises liad to lie 
made in order to play the videos, 
do die animation and play some 
audio all at the same time. 

Video was compressed and 
played back at less than die 
ideal frame rate. Early audio was 
often S-hitwith a sample rate of 
I L025kHz—or 22.05kHz If you 
were lucky Many of these habits 
have stayed with the 
multimedia business, partly to 
allow older machines to play 
multimedia .software. However, 
many developers are now 
upping the quality and, of 
course, die minimum PC spec 
required to play the tides. 

HIilC 

WwWw 

an<*i«i ■>11:33 iQ||P|o 
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Figure 13.1 Normalising may not make much difference to 
overall level of this file. 
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Figure 13.2 A linear fade. 

INFO 
Many titles now have 

CD quality audio 
although the user 

does, of course, need a PC 
system capable of playing 
it, and that Includes good 
speakers. The politics of 
the situation will doubtless 
be discussed until we all 
have a Pentium 500, but as 
music developers it's our 
job to do the best we can 
wfthin the (imitatroris of the 
situation, and that means 
producing the highest 
quality audio whether its 
24-bit, 16-bit or 8-biL 

One odd aspect of multimedia, 
however, Is the relit ire 
imponance placed on video and 
audio. If someone asked you 
whether you would rather watch 
a video with poor picture quality 
and excellent sound or one with 
excellent picture quality and 
poor sound, what would vou sav? 

Without trying it. it's protehly 
a difficult, question to answer 
but research has shown lieyond 
any doubt that we can put up 
with very poor quality video as 
long as we can hear what's 
going oil. Audio has a fee greater 
influence on our perception of 
an auilioAlsua! ptesemation 
than docs the video - anil the 
multimedia developeis liave 
ignored this for years. 

Getting the right 
balance 
If you are producing a lot of 
files for a project, it's important 
that all their volume levels have 
the same perceived volume. It's 
amazing how many projects 
have bad files which played at 
different volumes levels. This 
doesn't happen much now with 
commercial titles. 

Normalising is a good place to 
start but ir doesn't automaticaUy 
do the job. If a file has a strong 
[teak but a low average volume, 
normalising may not make 
much dillerence to the general 
level asyou can see from Figure 
13-1. Normalising, this file will 
barely have any effect. 

Dynamics processing such as 
compression and loudness 
maximisation can lie used to 
good effect, however, hut don't 
overdo it—you may need to 
use it again if you have to 
convert die sample rate. 

It's important to rettlbe the 
difference between the actual 
level of a file and the peredved 
volume. As we know from 
Chapter 2, bass frequencies, Ibr 
example, can have very high 
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Figure 13.3 A logarHhmic fade. 

fe-eb but wc mav not penreive 
them as iKingren' loud. The 
poteh-ed volume is something 
you need to d teck with your ears. 

If some files have to be 
louder than others, see if the 
program itself can control the 
playback volume. If you reduce 
the gain of a file, the noise will 
increase, too. 

Use a logarithmic fitde rather 
than a linear fade to reduce 
noise. If a piece fades slowly; a 
linear fade. Figure 13.2, will give 
the audio lots of time to get lost 
in the noise towards the end of 
the fede. A logarithmic fetle. 
Figure 13.3, fades more slowly 
at die stair and more quickly 
towards the end giving less time 
for noise to become evident. 

Space savers 
If you're creating music for 
multimedia, the first thing to do 
is to persuade die pnxluccr 
that high quality audio is 
important. Perliaps they will 
agree but. the systems intended 
for playback won't allow it. Not 
much you can do there. 
However, if they aren't 
convinced of the importance of 
good audio, create a little 
presentation yourself using 
various combinations of good 
and bad video anil audio and 
see what die reaction is. 

But if, for one reason or 

INFO 

ArcWvers are widely 
used on the Net. They 
make it easy to group 

lots of files together for 
distribution and compress 
them en masse: The 
compressed archive 
doesn't take as long to 
download as the individual 
uncompressed files would, 
and grouped files help 
ensure that odd essential 
files don't go astray. 

another, you need to reduce 
the file size or quality of the 
audio, there are two options 
you can look at either singly or 
together - audio compression 
and file conversion. 

Sometimes the choice will be 
determined by the systems the 
project is expected to play on. 
For example, the systems may 
not support 16-fait audio, tbey 
may have a mono speaker or 
they may not be powerful 
enough to deliver high quality 
audio along with other 
demands such as the video. Or 
it could Ik that the media the 
project will Ik distributed on 
doesn't have enough space for 
16-fait 44-IkH2 files, in which 
case you ought to look at 
compression- 

StereO vs. mono 
if it's a question of space, stereo 
files takes twice the space of 
mono files so it may be worth 
considering sacrifidng stereo 
for smaller mono filcs. 

But you can do so much with 
a stereo recording. The careful 
placement of sounds can 
heighten the overall impact of 
the music, and efieos such as 
the SI Stereolmager can 
enhance a normal stereo image 
considerably. Active panning 
can add to the excitement of a 
piece, too. 

The decision obviously 
depends on the content of the 

1 WinZip (tlmegisteied) audio zip larara 
fife Actions Options Help 

■1 
Hew Open 

ma 
Add 

eaolc 
Extiect 1 

Skfti 
View Checkout 

Name Oeie -Time- Size Ratio Packed; Path 
m Playb.wav 08/0&38 15:15 20.384.212 m 16.9S4.845 
^£] RevdubO.wav 
Sjj Tec-bass.wav 
43 Tec-mkwav 
f^JazzOTwav 
33 Euio02J.wav 
if| atSemus.wav 
33 Shhhkwav 

08/08/88 
25/04/35 
D3/DS/97 
21/11/95 
21/11/95 
28/04/97 
09/08/37 

17:15 276,792 
03:17 28,424,100 
10:01 14/352.428 
10.07 534,475 
10:03 523,680 
2258 19.377,520 
19:56 1,048,634 
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24.843.601 
12,938,407 
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533,734 

17,725,054 
669,173 

Figure 13,4 The WJnZIp compression utility can be used to compress 
any computer data incfuding programs and Wave files. 

audio files, but if you want 10 
stick with stereo there are other 
options to look at. 

Sample rate 
and resolution 
conversion 
Most of the issues regarding'the 
downsampling of files have- 
already lieen covered but here's 
a summary. If a file has to Ik 
reduced to a lower sample rate 
and'o c resolution, the ttsual 
method is to proceed as shown 
at bottom of page. 

Audio 
compression 
Another option to consider is 
compressing die audio. There 
are two approaches to this — 
compress the audio data files 
on the distribution medium for 
die user to decompress on 
installation, or use a system 
which compresses the audio 
data itself and decompresses it 
during playback in real-time. 
There are several systems of 
compression in Ixith camps. 

If you want to keep your 
audio :i5 high quality a passible, 
youTI want a Joss-less 
compression system, w'hicli 
means that the data can be 
compressed and then 
decompressed hack to its 
original form without losing any 
informadon at all.. However. 

♦ Get the level right as described in chapter ll of .the book. 
♦ Convert the .sample rale, say from 44,1kHz to 22.05kHz or, 

if you must, to 'iLL625kHz. Referiing.to the Nyquist limit 
(Chsp.ter'-3), you'll notice a drop in the high frequencies. 

♦ You may like to tun the signal through a compressor or 
loutfness maximiser at this point And apply, a touch of EQ to 
make up for those trequencies which were .lost, but don't 
overdo it-you are v.oritingwith more sohically-limited material. 

♦ Convert the sample.resolution, if required, to 8-bit. Using a 
processor such as the LI Ultramaximiser v/iil maximise the 
volume level and make the most of the downsampling with 
its dither facilities. 

most systems which offer this 
don't compress the data by 
much or else cannot be used in 
reaJ-dme. There's usually a 
uadc-off somewhere. 

WinZip 
You can compress audio files 
off-line using an archiver 
compression utility such as 
WittZip, Figure 13.4. This can be 
used to compress any computer 
data including programs and it's 
a. loss-less system. WinZip is 
actually a sheU'which makes it 
e.tsy for Windows users to 
access n range of compression 
systems which include 2iP, AJtJ, 
I7.H, ARC and TAR. ZIP Ls far 
and away the most comifion 
compression system. 

WinZip is useful if you need to 
jiack a lot of data into as small a. 
space as possible for inclusion on 
a distribution disk or over die 
Wei), for example. 'Ihe 
installation routine, which the 
programmer would write to 
install the multimedia application, 
onto die user's haid disk, would 
decompress the files. 

However, as you can see frons 
Figure 13-4, diis form of 
compression docs not save a lot 
of space, maylK aixxit 11-12 
percent. The savings depend on 
die content of the file. If there 
is a lot of silence in it, the file 
will compress very well The list 
file in the illustration, Shhhh, is 
mainly silence ami it has 
compressed far more, effidemly 
than the other files which 
contain music and vocals. 

INFO 

l odec: short for 
compression/ 
decompression 

(although some sources say 
it stands for coder/decoder). 
It's a routine which 
compresses audio as it is 
recorded and decompresses 
it while it's playing back. 
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Figure i3.5 Typical list of codecs. 
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Figure 13.6 Adding codecs to your system. 
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Figure 13,7 Sound Forge's Save As ... dialog 
offers a range of compression formats. 
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Figure 13.S Selecting a codec 
for use In Windows 9S. 

The other disndvnntage of 
thfc form of compression is that 
the files cannot tie compressctl 
or decompressed on the fly,so 
as a real-time playback system, 
it's no good at all. 

Codecs 
The other option is to use real- 
time compression and 
decompression - a codec. And 
there's no reason why you 
couldn't use a codec and also 
wrap die whole thing tip in a 
ZEP archive, too. 

The nice tiling aliout codecs 
is that the major ones come 
with Windows 95- Open die 
Multimedia Conucil Panel, select 
the Advanced tab and click on 
the -r in front of the Audio 
Compression Codecs entry; ibu 
should see a list similar to that 
in figure 13-5- If yours is 
different, it just means you have 
a dirlerem set of codecs to the 
ones installed on my machine. 

If there are no codecs in your 
system, open the Add/Remove 
Programs Control panel, select 
the Windows Setup tab, 
highlight the Multimedia option 

« 

M 

-"iSt I 

Figure 13.9 The RealAudio Player. 

and dick on the Details button. 
T'ou'U see an Audio 
Compression entry there, 
Figure 33.6. Click on the box, 
dick on OK and follow the 
prompts wliidi ask for the 
Windows 95 CD or disks. 

Codecs are handled by the 
ACM (Audio Compression 
Manger) w hich is similar in 
concept to plug-ins in that any 
program which supports the 
ACM can use any of the codecs- 
Sound Forge, for example, 
hooks into die ACM and when 
you select Save As, you'll lie 
offered a list of compression 
formats. Figure 13-7. If you add 
more codecs to your system, 
they'll appear hem, too. 

Codecs can compress and 
decompress data on the fly 
However, Sound Forge does 
this off-line when loading and 
saving files. Abu probably won't 
notice any time difference but, 
as there is no hurry to 
compress a file, the program 

'(j; Mtciosofl Nets how Pldycr 

r<JSfRealAudjp Playei 
File View Ctp Sites Hsto 

£fe -go yiew Help 

I OffOO.O !)- 

Will aj 

Tilla: ffhank you It* imtafing the RealAudio Hayei 

Aulhor. iThe R e a'AudoT earn 

CbpyrigW: 11396 Piogtessive Nelwoiks 
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[Ray/ig 14.4focal file ' ottoao/oaooo 

Figure 13.10 NelShow supports Microsoft's ActlyeX technology. 

can perform the optimum 
compression which ought to 
ensure die Jje.st quality file 
possible. 

Compression usually takes 
longer than decompression so 
while you may need a nippy PC 
to compress on the fly, 
decompressing can usually be 
done in real-time on most systems. 

There are video codecs, too, 
which you'll also see in the 
Advanced section of the 
Multimedia Properties page. 
Whea video started to become 
popular as one of the. 
ingredients of multimedia, it 
was necessary to compress die 
'files because they were so large, 
especially when users didn't 
have such powerful computers 
as we have today. 

Different codecs are suitable for 

Figure 13.11 
Configuring 
codecs In 
Windows 95 

Codec Format 
Size of file required 

Comments to play for 1 sec 
PCM 
Aopa.t 
COTT 
GSM 
TmeSpeech 

44.1KHi IS-bit. st«E<J 
aAJJ-Hz, 4-bit..stEJeo 
44.1.kHz. 8-brt. stereo 
AA-VtHz, mono 
D-OZSMte, l-bit. mono 

tbss-tess, stsndard 'CO qaefty* 172K 
Riputer codec suitab!a for many ^r.eral uses 43Kn 
Good (pianty, suitabie for many files including music 86Kb 
Not idea] for higfi quality muse 8Kb 
Vep' low qualify,: resily cnty suitable for speech 2Kb 

Table showing some common codecs. 

different puqxses; PCM (Pulse 
Code Modulation) is an 
uncompressed format used by 
many synthesisers which use 
wavetable or sample-base sounds, 

ADPCM (Adaptive Differential 
-orDelta - PCM) stores the 
difference between samples 
radier than tile sample itself, 
and it uses mathematical 
algorithms to reduce the 
number of bits required to store 
the dam. The result doesn't 
sound as if It had been 
recorded on a 4-bic system! 

There is more, than one 
method of ADPCM and they 
aren't always compatible. Two 
of the most common are 
Microsoft's ADPCM and IMA's | 
(International Multimedia 
Association) ADPCM. 

The CCITT (Consuitative 
Committee for International 
Telephony and lelcgraph), 
based in Genva, lias given its 
name to several standards 
including one for audio 
compression which reduces the 
files to 8-bii. 

Die GSM (Groupe Special 
Mobile) srandaidwas initially 
for mobile phones and in 
19S9 responsibility was 
transferred to the ETSI 
(European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute). 

The table on the left shows a 
brief summary of some 
common codecs; 

So there is a wide range of 
codecs suitable for a variety of 
purposes. But there are trade-ofS: 
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♦ Most codecs are lossy types, as opposed to tiie.loss-less 
compression of WiriZfp. That means' the quality will not be as 
good as the original. 

♦ Although, codecs can work on-therfly, they do take time so 
you may have to allow more time-forthem being opened 
and played. The exact time depends on the codec algorithm 
and the system it fs running on. 

♦ The systenv.the file is. to play back-on must have'the "codec, 
too. which means this must'be ascertained before 
distribution or the codec, must be distributed with the 
software v/hich could prove difficult if the codecs rire 
copyrighted. Even, though a codec is freeiy a\railable ftpm a 
Web site, it doesn't necessarily mean anyone cart distiibute 
iL And not all audio software can use compressed files. 
Sound Forge, for example. stipports all ACM-compatible 
systems but other softv-efe may not. 

Using codecs 
To use a codec, highliglit it in the 
Multimedia "Prrjpertles list. Figure 
13.5, and dick on the Properties 
btinon. Utis will open a Imx 
similar to tivn in Figure 13.8 
which lets you decide whether 
or not it can Ixe used. It also has 
a priority number which you can 
change. If two or more codecs 
could be used In a panicular 
situation, then Windows uses 
them in order according to their 
prioriiy numl>er. 

Click on the Settings button 
and you'll seii a window 
simiiar to that in Figure 13-9." 
In the Compression and 
Decompression boxes, select 
sample races from the drop- 
down menus. 

If a file has a sample rate 
lower than that in the 
Compression box, then the 
codec will compress the data in 
real-time. However, be aware 
that higher sampling rates 
require more processing power 
and if your computer can't 

handle tire compression there 
may t>e breaks In the sound. 

On playback, any file which 
has a sampling rate lower than 
the entry in the Decompression 
box will be decompressed in 
real-time. Again, if your 
computer can't handle it. the 
playback may suffer. The Auto- 
Configure buiion sets the two 
boxes to values which are [test 
suited to your computer. 

Audio files for 

the Internet 
The Web is making increasing 
use of music and is alive with 
graphics, animations, video and 
audio contenr. All these types of 
data arc large and require time 
to download by the user. Most 
people aren't prepared to sit 
and wait wliile a file downloads 
so companies have developed 
compression technologies for 
streaming this type of dam over 
the Web. The most well-known 
arc Progressive Networks 
RealAudio, Microsoft's NetShow 

and Macromedia's ShockVCave. 
They work in similar ways. 

The audio is saved in a special 
format which is transmitted 
over the Net when the user logs 
on and accesses the Web page. 
You need a special player or 
plug-in for your Web browser to 
play it. The essential pan of the 
process1 is that the player plays 
the audio as it Is arriving — the 
user doesn't have to wait until 
the complete file has been sent. 

The RealAudio sysrem, for 
example, uses an encoder, 
available from the RealAudio 
Web site (see Appendix for 
details), to convert Wave files 
into RealAudio format. The 
RealAudio Player, Figure 13-10, 
plat's the file using familiar 
record and play controls. 

NetShow, Figure 13.11, 
supports Microsoft's ActiveX 
technology and plays ASF 
(ActiveX Streaming Format) 
files and live ASF streams. The 

Summing up 

INFO 

» A Jfrib a streamed 
ofuu audic file, the player 
V W plays the audio as it 

fe amving ~ the user doesnt 
have to wait until the 
complete file has been sent 

files can be played locally or 
from a NetShow or HTTP server. 

Shockwave can stream 
graphics as well as audio data 
and can be used for animated 
interfaces, interactive demos 
and games as well as for speech 
and music. Again, the 
Shockwave player is free from 
die Macromedia Web site 

As die Web develops, tills type 
of streaming technology will 
liecome more common. 
However, you stil! need a last 
and uninterrupted connection to 
get the most from these systems. 

Many of the problems surrounding the creation of music for 
friultirnedia are to do with the 'low level' system it is assumed the 
final users will have. We can do almost anything if the PC is 
powteriut enough but we must bear in mind that everyone does 
not have the latest technology and we should create compatible ■ 
audio with that in mind. 

This ts'also a major area of concern with audio for the Web. Most 
Web designers and the companies which create streaming software 

• have direct Net connections and seem to forget that the average user 
id linked da a 8T line via a 28.8 modem or possibly a siower one. 

So, when you are considering the final file format for your 
audio, consider what,sort of system your target audience fs likely 
to have and cater for thelowest common denominator. If there is 
room on the distribution media or system, indude two sets of 
data - one for the LCD and one for a more high-end system. That 
way, those who have the power will be able to more folly 
appreciate your work. 

Making Music with Digital Audio is one of many books on music 
technology published by PC Publishing. 
Tel; 01732 770893. emai 1: infoPpc-puhs .demon.co.uk 
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frith A\$\taV 
Making Music with Digital Audio 

by Ian SVaugb - Maplin Order Code LD27E only £8.99 - £5 off die normal price . 

WE HAVE SIX COPIES OF IAN WAUGWS .BOOK TO (GIVE AWAY TO 
THE FIRST SIX REPLIES PULLED FROM THE HAT ON SEPTEMBER 4TH! 

Send your entries to; The Editor, Electronics & Beyond, PO Box 777, Raylcigh, Esses, SS6 SLU. 

T N N 
Name 

Address, 
V c 

.Post-Code 

All empinyees of Maplin Electrnnira are exclutied ftrim entering, multiple entries will be disqualified. Nsu may photocopy this coupon. , j 
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Wanted 
SAA1Q43P unh-arsal^nc generator 
1C and TDA13.52A receiver 1C bo lit 
wanted utgenUy. Conusct Barnard 
Tei; (01424) 420324. 

For Sale 
iCEPlC2-Dai7C/PlC17C4X DnugMor 
Board, nearly new £150 Tel; (0973) 
22S 629 (London). 
Hitachi V-1050F Oscilloscope, dual 
trace. 100MHz delay1 timebase. Good 
condition £200 ono Tel: (011 A) 
9668S01 (Bsrhshire). 
Collectors Office Computer System 
complete with all onginal manuals 
and software. CPU 3(0. WordStar, 
CaicStar, DatsStar etc. Includes: 
quality dot matrix printer. £100, or 
swap for mint condition Sinclair ZXSO. 
Tei; (0151) 842 3862, 
Teiequipment Oscilloscope 
Instruction Manuals for D67Aancl 
D51A, £10 plus postage- The Modem 
Hectronic Manual Vol. 1 and 2, £12 
plus postage. Tel: (01959) 575764, 
To Clear 2 * PCs Epson 236 4- 
40MB, Amstrad 1S40 -i- 30MB. 
moniiors, 2 x printers Epson laser, 
Seiko dot matrix, Bcckman LCD 
multimeter TiOO, 4 x 5.25in disk- 
drives, 200M3 tape streamer, R3232 
tVbox. ICS, 2764 EPROMS x 10 nevr. 
unused, £100 Uie lot. Tel: (0181) 
2036023 (N. London). 

Club Corner  
ARS (Aberdeen Amoteor Radio Society) 
rossts on fiiday awiinis in the RC Hall, 
70 Caimgorm Crcscem, WncorUt. 
For details contact- Martin. (CMOJCN). 
Tel; (01569) 731177. 
The British Amateur aeclronlcs Club 
(founded in 1966), (or all mietestEd 
in electronics. Fan nensietlers a year, 
help for msmbsrs and riysre! UK 
sutecriotidn £8 a year (Junior memSers 
£4. meiseas ir'-mfeeis £13.50). 
ftf fjrtiier details send SA_E- to; 

Secretary, Mr, J. F. Oavies, 
70 Ash Roed, Cuddington, Nonhvnch, 
Cheshire G',3 2PB. 
Bury St. Edmunds Amateur Radio 
Society. Meeting held at Cuitbrd 
Sciraol, 7.3!>h"1 fcr S-OOpm on the 
Oiiro Tuesday of each rnontii, unless 
oihsr.wsa staled. Furtiter deteiis 
tram Ke.tn Walerson, (GIG'.I). 
20 Csdcgan Road, Bury St. Edmunds, 
Suflcik IP33 3QJ. Tel: (01284) 764804. 
Crystal Palace and District Radio 
Society meats on the ttiiid Setutday 
of each nxsnth st AS Saints Church 
fereh Rooms. Seuiah Hi9, London SE19. 
DetaSs (ram Vffif Teyfor, (G3DSC). 
Tei: (0181) 699 5732. 

assi te 

Placing an advertisement in this 
section of Beclronfcs and Beyond 
is your ctiancs to'tell the:readers 
of Britain's best magazine for 
olecironlcs enthusiasts what you 
want to buy.,or sail, of tail them 
about your, club's activities - . 
Absolutely Free of Charge!.We will 
puhilsh as many.advartlsements 
as we have spaco for."We wll! print 
the first 30 words fraq, but there-, 
after the charge is lOp per word 
(or each added advert per reader, 

Placing an jHtvertiseme'nt is easyi 
Simply write your advertisemant 
clearly in capital fetters, on a 

Derby and District Amateur Radio 
Society meets aery Wednesday at 
730pm. st 119 Green Lane, Derby. 
Funher derails frorrc Richarri Buckby, 
(63VGVJJ, 20 Eden Bank, Arnbe.-gste 
DE3S 2GG. Tel: (0IT75) 852475. 
Electronic Organ Constructor's 
Society. Details of programme 
magaane. membership and details of 
piowsonal dates of ragpoal meetings 
for1993 fram; D«i,Hray (Hon. Sec.), 
34 Etherton Way, Seafeid, Sussex 8N23 
3Q3. Ted; (01323) 894909, 
Fee 01323 492234. 
E-O-G. User group for ail 8-fcit Atom 
Micros. Since 1991- Still going strong. 
Pn®5tTinBr.g. ne.'.s, inforrnatSm, sles. 
Comae c E,U.G., 25 Bsrtis Road, 
Southsea, Hants. P04 SIX. 
Tei: (01705) 781165. 
Itchen Valley Radio Club meets 
every ■2nd and 4Ui Friday of month 
(not Aug.) at Scout Hut, Brichiistd 
Lane. Chandlers Ford. Hants. Details 
from Sheiia Wiinams 60V,Ni Te): 
(01703) 813827. 
The Lincoln Short Wave Club 
meets every Wednesday n^rl at die 
City Engineers' Club. VStsrsde South, 
lihcoin at 8pm. All welcome. For iurther 
dolails contact Pam. (64ST0) 
(Secretary)- Tei: (01427) 78S35S, 
The Lincoln Short Wave Club 
Meetings ever/ Wednesday from 
7,45pm at Lincoln Raihvay Sports and 
Social Club, Trie Ropewalk London. 
Uhcoin Hamfest 98 on Sunday 13th 
Septsmber. Contact CBff Mswby 

postcard or sealed-down envciopo. 
Then send It, with any necessary 
payment, to: electronics Classified, 
RO. Bar 777, Raxk-igji, Essex SS6 SID. 

Advertissmenls will be 
published as soon as possible, 
space allowing. No responsibility 
Is accepted for delayed 
publication or non-Inclusion 
of advertisements. 

Headers who have reasonable 
grounds' to believe they have been 
misled os to the nature'o( on 
advertlsemant ere'advised la 
contact the Publisher and thalr 
local Trading Standards Office. 

63ESH. 25 Sudbrocke Lane, 
KetUeham. Lincoln. LN22RW, 
Tel 01522 750637. Packet BBS 
G3EBH ©gbTcUx,#26.gbr.eu. 
MHRG? 2 first class stemps (or 4 !RCs) 
to John weal. 23 Chapel Street. taxJey, 
re? 3IAV brings you a aJbstaritial 
introduciDiy pack to the Model 

■Eteoirtxw. Railway Group - ecth-ety 
sppfjing electivrt'cs and computers to. 
the model railway operation. 
7th Northern Cross Rally - Sunday 
15th Febmary. 1998 - large, hall 
venue - Thames Par",-. AthleBcs 
Siadium, Wakefield - Details: Pete 
Smith GQBQB Tel: 01924 218217. 
Preston Amateur Radio Society 
meea every Tnursday ei«nir.g at 
Trie Lonsda'B Sports arxl Scoia! Ciub, 
Fuh'.ood Hall bare, RiKwxid, 
(oh VibUrng Sireat Road). Preston, 
Latxashire PR2 40C- Tel; (01772) 
794455. Secreta/v: Mr Eric Eastwood, 
(GIWCO), 56 The t.iede. FtEckteton 
PR4 US, TS; (01772) 686703. 
Science At Your Fingertips. 
Want to meet ftisrsds intsrested in 
Scisnce? Send an SAE10: Daniel Gee, 
SAY.F.. 37 South Road, Wstcriet 
Somerset TA23 OHG, or Scab Mason, 
S-AYE, 58 Park Avenue. Devon port, 
Plymouth Pll 4-3R fcttpi/Zhccepages. 
eriterprise-rsat/iCEdragon/says-hte. 
SEEMUG (South East Esf-x Mac User 
Group), meet In Sauthera), e.ety second 
Monday of each month. For de&ils 
Te): Mshae! Fby (01702) 468062. 
or e-mail to cecfelVafoy.dsrron.co.ul:. 

Southend and District Radio Society 
meets at trie Dnrld venture Scout 
CentiEi Southsnd. Essex e.sry Ihureday 
a! Bpm. For furihar derails, contact; 
RO. Eo* 88, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 &MZ. 
Sudbury and Disliicl Radio Amateurs 
(SanDRft) meet in GL Cqmard, 
Sudtany. Suffolk at 8.06pm. 
Mrr.v members are xrsy wsiconte. 
Rfifnsshments are available. Fot 
details piease contact Tony. (G80Y), 
Tel: (017871 313212 before JD.OOptn. 
TESOG (The Eliropoan Sateffile Usa; 
feoup) for all satsffite TV embusestsl 
Toally independerL TESUG pro.-des 
the most up-to-date; news available 
(through its monthly •FaQlprint' 
newsletter, and a teletext senfee 
on the pan-Eiitopcan "Super Channel'). 
It also prcr.idBs s wide variety of help 
and informfltion. Contsct: Eric N. 
Wiltsher, TESUG, Hd Box 576 
Otpingion, KerH BR6 9WY 
Thanet HlectionTcs Club. For school 
age Hem Radio and Etectronios 
enthusiasts, enters its 16ai Year. 
Meetings held erery Monday esxjning 
from 7.30pm at The Quarterdeck. Zfen 
Plies, Margate, ItenL For further derails 
coiitact- Dr. Ken 11 Smith, (G3JI*>, 
Tel: (01304) 812723 
Wakefield and District Radio Society 
meet at 8.00pm on Tuesdays st the 
Commuritiy Centre, Prospect Road, 
Ossett. West Nbrkshire. Contsc! 
Sob Firth, (63VAVF). (QTHR). 
Tei: (0113) 282 5519. 
The (Wigan) Douglas Valley Amateur 
Radio Society meets on the fast and 
third Tnuisdays of the month frcm 
8.00pm at the Wigan Sea Cadet HQ, 
Tiaining Ship Sceptre, Brookhouse. 
Terrace, eff Warringjon Lane, Wigan 
GoniscC D. Snaps, (G46,i'.'G), 
Tsl: (01942) 211397 (VAgan). 
Winchester Amateur RatCo Club 
meets on the third Fndsy of each month. 
For full programme contact; G4AXD. 
Tei: (01952) 860S07. 
Wirrat Amateur Radio Society meets 
at the hy Farm, Amj.-re Park Road. 
Siikenhasd e.=er/ Tuesday evening, 
and formally on the die first and tftoJ 
Wednesday of evay month. DetaSs; 
A. Seed, (G3F00), 31 Wilhert Avenue, 
BebTnglnn. Wirral LS3 5NE. 
Wirral and District Amateur Radio 
Society mesls.at the trby Cricket Cub, 
Irby, Wins). Or^nises vsb.DF hunts, 
xlsm&Tstialiors and junk sates. 
For fimher details, plaasa oxitsct 
Paul Robinson, (QOJZP) on 
(0151) 648 5B92. 

Please write.your classified advert using one word per box holow, 
Adverts of 30 words or under will be printed free of charge, but thsrasfffir tns cnargs is lOp per word, pft 
CPjTnerit for extra words ■with your advert., 

s.lnciude shy 

Name 
Aridr 

Daytime Tslephons, :. 
ftetum your ackert tn: Efectoxs Oassrfef, 
P.O. Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex. SS6 811). 
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Your PC screen doesn't have 

to look the same as everyone else's. 
Tins month Mike Bedford looks at 

customising Windo ws 95- 

In all pmhaliilirv, ilwonerall 
:ippearan(33 of W'mtitjws SJ5 on 
your PC Ls eacriy the same as 

when you first rook the PC out of 
iis lax. U so. soull hare a 
greenish-blue deskrop, all die 
windows will be predomidamh' 
grey and the loollxir will ix? at the 
bottom of die screen. In other 
words, ii'U look just the same as 
everyone else's PC: But it doesn't 
have to be this way Tiiere's lots of 
scope to personalise Windows, ui 
diange dungs eidter to fit in with 
sour personal preferences or to 
echo a corporate klenniy. In a 
single page, we can't expect to 
cover every area of customisation 
hut when you've tried out those 
thins; which we describe here, 
you might be inspired to discover 
other areas for vourselE 

m. 
f 1 Ti&p> 

rVM.1t* 1(21 

Mmaa Ir' 

■V - . .-Ctn- . 
ttr-=;Bj : '•» 

la 
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Changing Colours 
The desktop is what you sec 
when you're not displaying any 
windows or when yotir windows 
ttre not occupying the fui! screen. 
And since diis occupies the. full 
screen, it's one of die major areas 
for cttstomfeacinn. 

The mast obvious change you 
can make, is to the colour of the 
desktop and this is very 
straightforward. Simply move 
the mouse (winter over the 
desktop and press the right 
mouse button. Select 
'properties' from the menu 
which is disphryed and the 
Display Properties window will 
appear. Now sclectthc 
Appearance tab and you'll see a 
window like dial shown above. 
This is the page fmm which you 

can change the colour of die. 
desktop on for that matter, die 
colour of most other elements 
of Windows including menus, 
buttons and title liars, If you 
change the colour of die 
desktop you'll probably also 
have to change some of these 
other colours to get a co- 
ordinated colour scheme. Try it 
out now to get a fee) for liovv it 
works. In passing, not 
everything you have access to 
on this window affects colours 
although everything docs affect 
the appearance of Windows. 
Other variables include test 
sizes and fonts, icon spacing 
aud even the scroll bar width. 

As an option to changing 
each of the items individually, 
you are also presented with a 
number of 'schemes' of 
co-ordinated colours, text sizes 
and so forth. Some of these are 
quite tasteful alternatives to the 
default scheme, whereas others, 
like the one shown, arc most 
decidedly acquired tastes. Some 
are dearfy intended for the 
visually handicapped. 

The Desktop 
Returning fur a while to the 
desktop, picking a different 
colour is only one of the options 
available here. WTien you first pull 
Up [he Display Properties 
window the first Lib presented Is 
dedicated to properties of the 
desktop. Spediicaliy, you can 
select a pattern or a wallpaper. 

The de&ult selection Is no 
pancfn and no wallpa|ier so the 
desktop ends up as just the 
single colour wiiidt we've already 
experimented with. However, try 
selecting different patterns fmm 
die menu and you could even try 
creating your own pattern using 
the edit option. Note, however, 
that you don't ga averygood 
impression of the appearance of 
a.patiem in the stnail preview 
window, lb get a real feci for a 
pattcriv vduH have to apply it 
and look at the actual desktop. 
Of course, if you don't like your 
sdection, you can'always return 
it to its original setting. 
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The patterns have a 
reasonably small repeat area and 
are essentially monochrome 
(based on die desktop colour) 
so they really just apply a 
texture to the desktop. To get a 
more sophisticated pattem. you 
need to use wallpaper. A 
number of wjlipapers are 
provided but you can also 
supply your own. A wallpaper is 
simply a .BMP file" arid the most 
appropriate directory in which 
to pitcc it is /WINDOWS/ since 
it will then appear immediately 
iii the menu on die Display 
Properties window. 

You can make the J3MP tile 
the hill size, of your screen - 800 
x 600.1024 x 76S or whatever, 
depending on your selected 
display resolution - or ynu can 
make it smaller than this. If the 
wallpaper Is smaller than the 
screen, you can select either to 
display it just the once in the 
centre of the screen or to tile it. 
that is to repeat it to fill the 
screen. Do be careful with your 
useofwallpaperx, however, as 
you can easily end up with a 
very muddled looking screen. 
Ptritijis die most successfiil 
type of wallpaper lias a plain or 
textured background wid) a 
smallish logo in the top right 
hand comer. The follow-ing 
screen shot shows the use ofa 
wallpaper based on the 
PJec!roi tics and Beyond logo. 

The Taskbar 
Tlie taskbar Is die official name, 
of the bar at the bottom of the 
screen which contains the Stan 
button and into which 
application buiiQim appear. But 
did you know that it doesn't 
have to sit at the bottom of die 
screen? fn Fact, if you want to he 
able to make use of the 

iiuia Active Wind... j 
Normal Disabled 
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complete screen area, it doesn't 
have to be disphyed at all. 

Moving the taskbar from its 
usual position at the bottom of 
the screen couldn't be simpler. 
Move the mouse pointer'into 
the taskbar, hold down die left 
mouse button and drag die 
taskbar to either the left, top or 
die right hand edge of the 
screen as required. 

NXiinta bigger taskbar so that 
von can you can display more full- 
sized applications buttons? Easy, 
click with die left mouse button 
in the nskharand then moveilie 
mouse pointer over the top edge 
ofthe taskbar (or the appropriate. 
edge if die taskbar is no longer at 
the houoni of the screen) and 
vduH notice dat it dianges to a 
double-ended arrow. 1 told down 
die left mouse button and drag 
the pointer to expand the taskbar. 

If the taskbar is taking up too 
much screen area, even at its 
default Size, you can configure it 
to appear only when you move 
the pointer near to where the 
taskbar would be- displayed, lb 
do this, click with the right, 
mouse button in the taskbar and 
select 'pixipsrties' from die menu 
to display the 'lisklxir Properties 
window. Nnw select Anlo bide. 

Other Areas 
There are lots of oiher waw ynu 
could customise Windows and 
as always, my suggestion is to 
experiment. Other areas to 
investigate are customising the 
Start menu, using screen savers, 
alieripg tile screen resolution 
and'or the number of dlsplavred 
colours and changing- the 
sounds associated with 
Windows events, i'il leave you to 
figure out exactly how to make 
these changes. 

And finally everything in tiiis 
column relates to Windows 95 
but this is jusinbom to be 
replaced by die much-hyped 
Windows 9S. No dmilu it will be 
'all change' so we may well 
return to customisation once 
Windows 98 has liecorae 
properly established. Him- -t 
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White the long promised, dieap, 
high capacip' solid-state recording 
medium rerasins promisetl, mid 

Optical recording is still in its infancy, 
magnetic based recording continues to be 
dtvdopeti and reiined- 

Audio/video tape 
Magnetic tape has the longestiiistorrvgoing 
hack more than sbcry years, for much of chat 
[line it had complete dominance of audio 
recording, and still retains tire lion's share. 
With video ir has always been dominant and 
only now is it beginning to face challenges. 
Only with computers has its role been no 
more than a peripheral one: its linear nature 
making it unsuitable for anything other than 
data backup and, briefly, program carrier. 
For while it can store large amounts of 
analogue or digital information very cheaply 
in small cassettes that can easily lie carried 
around, access to that information is 
coifiparatively slow. 

Video tape provides die best example. It 
must endure die greatest stresses, being 
wrapped halfway around a spinning drum 
with two or more heads indenting the tape 
and passing diagonally over it at writing 
speeds of several metres per second. Yet 
must accurately record the luminance, 
chrominance, audio and control signals, and 
be able to read the tape many times without 
noticeable loss of picture quality or 
svn chronlsation. 

Composition 
Ir is composed of four basic components — 
base film, magnetic particles, binder and 
backcoat. The base film will usually be either 
polyester or for diinner tapes, stranger 
polyethylene naphthalate (PEN). Until 
recendy all the magnetic particles were 
either ferric oxide, probably doped with 
something like cobalt to improve their 
magnetic properties, or chromium dioxide, 
whidi has good magnetic properties in its 
own right. However, only VHS/S-VHS 
continues to use these conventional tapes; 
the trend to narrower tapes and tracks, 
paraculady with digital fotmats, has meant 

that all other formats have had to adopt 
either metal particle (MP) or metal 
evaporated (ME) tapes whose greater 
magnetic efficiency compensates For the 
inevitable loss of performance due to the 
reduced area available for magneiisatioh. In 
addition, the size of the magnetic panicles 
has had to be reduced and their quantity 
increased over the yean? both to improve 
the general perfoimancc, and to allow the 
recording of ever shorter wavelengths 
resulting from die use of smaller head drums. 

Magnetic particle 
structure 
Magnetic particles are composed of 
chemically grown magnetic crystals (Figure ! 
shows an ideal representation of a 
conventional particle and Panasonic's 
particles which liave enlarged magnetic 
crystals to reduce enetgy loss fay minimising 
Wasted space). Tlus udcular shape is-the 
mostellective for a panicle. The smaller its 
axial ratio - longer and narrower—the 
weaker is die internal demagnetising field 
and so die more induced magnetism can be 
retained. The actual length of these particles 
is about 0.3pm or less. While their overall size 
is expressed in terms of specific surface area 
(SSA), which represents the total surface area 
of one gram of magnetic particles — for a 
basic VHS tape about 30 square metrei'gram. 

Bndi oxide and MP rapes require a binder 
to hold the particles, in the latter case die 
particles must be coated with an oxide. layer 
first to prevent them rusting away Hie main 
ingredients of a binder are a wetting agent 
to separate die panicles which would 
othetwlse dump together - particularly 
smaller ones; solvents to maintain Buidiiy 
during coating; lubricants to reduce die 
coefficieni of friction, commonly iatty acid 
or fatty acid ester; non-magnetic abrasive 
polishing partides that, help keep the head 
free of dirt, smooth over minor scratches on 
the head surface, improve tape to head 
contact, and help protect the tape surface 
from head impact; possibly carbon partides 
to prevent deccrical chaiging; and 
elastomeni to give flexibility, adhesion, and 
cohesion characteristics (Figure 2). 

The dispersion is then coated onto a 
'jumbo' roll, of base film about one metre in 
width. This will have a thickness of 5-Hum, 
depending on the format jand how much 
tape has to be eventually squeezed into the 
cassette. The same applies to die thickness 
of the coating: bur the occurrence of 
thickness losses at the short recorded 
wavelengths limits it to a maximum of about 
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Figure 1. 
Magnetic particles. 
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Figure 2. Composition of the magnetic layer. 
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Figure 3. Perpendicular particle orientation. Diagram showing 
the magnetic field output form the recording head, and the 
magnetic pattern recorded on the tape's magnetic layer. 

6frm. aiuf it is generally twcwhirtls thai or 
less. The panicles are then aligned in the 
desired orieniaiion by passing die tajie 
through a magnetic field wliilsi drying. For 
VHS-S-VHS this will normally lie 
longitudinally; but for the fomiats dun use 
MP tape with wavelengilis of around 0.5," m 
the orientation will iiornrally be diagonal 
when viewed in cross section - tilted 
relative to die surface. This is because the 
magnedc field from die recording head 
con rains peqiendicular elements (Figure- 3). 
and as the wavelength gets shorter these 
eleraems become more important tint!, in 
vector combination with horizontal 
comjionenis, result in an increase in the 
number of diagonal components. 

The jumbo then undergoes a calcncleting 
process liy passing-through rollers that 
produce high pressure and temperature to 
give the sutlTice a smooth finfah (Figure 4). 
Tills improves the uniformity of 
magnetisation, reduces the noise level and 
enhances the carncr-noisc ratio (ON) — the 
difference between the carrier signal output 
level and background noise measured in 
decibels. Tapes are also given a hackcoaung: 
for as calendering reduces fiiction on die 
surface so the friction of the base film 

gi fj.irj rat 

Figure 4. The 'calendering" process to 
conirol surface smoothness continuously 
passes a coated tape between a high 
temparalure, high pressure metal roller 
and an elaslc roller. 

becomes greater by comparison, causing 
instability while running - backcoating 
reduces die coefficient of ffiaion. It is 
composed of carixin jKinicles and various 
pigments, and Is generally less than Ium in 
diickness. Because it reduces fnctron 
backcoating also reduces the generation of 
stadc elearicity; Other funaions are to 
protect the base film from physical damage, 
and to make the tape fast wind and rewind 
more evenly The jumbo roll is then passed 
through a slitting machine that cuts it into 
the required widths to be wound onto reels 
and placed into cassette shells. 

n 
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Figure 5. The metal evaporation process. 
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Metal evaporated tape 
With metal evaporated tajje die only 
similarity is die jumlxi rail, the slitting and 
die winding onto feels, otherwise the 
process is completely different. It is 
manufactured using a vacuum oblique 
evaporation process that deposit.s a thin 
metal film of about G.2pnt thick onto the 
base film. The process takes place in a 
vacuum chamber (Figure 5): the alloy of 
mainly cobalt and nickel is fed into a 
crucible where it is heated to several 
diousand degrees Celsius by an electron 
beam causing it to evaporate. Oxygen is 
introduced tin ring evaporation to produce 
oxidised cobalt, and dre evaporated material 
condenses onto the base film which is 
turning on a chiDed drum. The metal 
builds up in columnar structures (Figure 
6), giving an extremely Jiigh packing 
density to maximise recording of the less 
than 0-5pm wavelengths. This metallic layer 
is then covered with a lianl carbon 
overcoat layer to provide physical 
protection; which, in turn, is coated with a 
surface preparation layer to provide 
lubrication and to prevent the metal 
rusting, lastly, the base film is backcoated- 

Co-Ni alloy thin film 

2000A 

Figure 6. The columnar structure of metal evaporated tape. 
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Figure 7. Double coated metal evaporated tape. The digital signal is 
recorded on two vapourated thin layers to give a powerful output and 
lower noise. 
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Ngure 8. B-H curve. 

Double layer tape 
Recently, there:has been a trentl towards 
applying double lasers of magnetic material 
to cope with the different frequencies and 
their depth of penetrauon into the magnetic 
medium. In VHS/S-VHS the rccottlcd signals 
are, in descending order of frequency and 
peoetmtion depth, video on an FVI carder, 
depth multiples audio on two FM carriers, 
direct recorded colour under, and linear 
audio. The upper layer therefore uses fine 
panicles to accoinodate the high and mid- 
range frequencies, and die lower layer has 
larger panicles for the low frequencies. Fuji 
was the first to achieve this, and is still the 
only manufacmrer-ro coat the two layers 
simultaneously (a technique Ixiriowed from 
their colour film production). Smm/HiS does 
not use depth multiplex auciio recording 
with separate heads but records EM (or 
PCM) audio through the video heads, 
^though linear audio fesjiecified iris never 
used Ixicause die magnetic layer of .MP and, 
more so,ME is too thin to give an adequate 
S'N ratio, Fuji has also applied double 
coating technology' to produce a lajie for HiS 
tliat combines die durability of MP witli the 
enhanced performance of more expensive 
ME rape. In this case a thin upjrer layer of; 
fine magnetic particles Is applied over a later 
of non-magnetic sphericii titaninm particles 
about one-sLxth the size of the former. This 
tough later provides the foundation for an 
extremely smooth surface layer which, after 
high pressure calendering, is packed down 
to just O.Jfim. This high packing density 
provides die low ami mid-range resjxinse 
tliat aimplcmenLs the high frecjuency 
jierfomiance provided by the thin layer and 
smooth snrtice. It was originally named 
Sujier Double Coating, but now goes by the 
name of Advanced sujier Tilin-layerand 
liigh-Output Metal Media -ATOMM, for 
shon. Digital recording rcc|uircs greater 
recording (tensities and bandwidtli titan 
analogue recording. For its Digital Video 
(DV) tapes Sony lias introduced a double ME 
layt*- (Figure 7). 

Magnetic properties 
Thectitica! properties of a magnetic medium 
are expressed by its residual magnetic flux 
density or retenthuy (Br) am! its coeravity 
(He) - in milliTesias (mT) and kjIo-Am|tetes 
per metre. (k-Vm) respectively Tlie former 
iieing the amount of magnetism that the 
material can retain after the record current is 
removed; die latter being how much external 

Figure 9. 
B-H curves 
for oxide, 
MP and 
ME tapes. 
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magnetism is required to reduce the 
magnetic flux density to zero. In the case of 
double layer rapes, the upper brer will have 
higher figures than die lower brer. 

Magnetic recording makes use of the non- 
reversible pmpcrries of the magnetic 
medium, illustrated by a graph called the R- 
H curve. Figure 8 shows the principle: the 
external magnetisation H is increased in the 
positive direction from the point of origia 
(AC demagnetisation point); during this 
process fkcx density B is increased as 
indicated by curve 1 which is called the 
initial magnetisation curve; there is virtually 
no further increase in B after H reaches a 
certain value (Hm), the value of B at this. 
point is called the maximum flux density 
(Bs); if His then gradually decreased from 
this point die B decreases as shown by 
curve 2 instead of going back down curve i 
— the magnetisation at H = 0 is the residual, 
flux density (Br)-. if H is then applied in the 
negative direction B decreases as shown, by 
curve 3 until it finally reaches zero - die size 
of H at this point is die coercive force: if H 
is further applied in the negative direction 
saturation is reached at a point Hm 
symemcally opposite to Hm; increasing l i 
again in the positive direction results in B 

following the curve indicated by 5 through 
7. The curves 2 through 7 form the 
hysteresis loop. The ratio of the residual 
magnetic flax density (Br) to the maximum 
magnetic flux density (Bs) in the B-R curve is 
called the squareness ratio (Rrdis). and is an 
indication of how much rnagneusm remains 
in the magnetic material after the enema! 
magnetising force is removed. Figure ? shows 
8-H curves for oxide. MP and .ME tapes. 

Floppy disk 
Die 3.5111 floppy disk (or diskette) is similar 
to basic video rape in diat it uses an oxide 
coating—although only aliout 0.9pm in 
thickness. This is applied to both sides of a 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate; 
giving a total thicknes of 77um (Figure 10 
shows the surface derail of Sony's Micro 
Floppy Disk - but then the company did 
invent the format). As the disk spins it 
becomes rigid. Its smooth rotation is aided 
by the disk liners (Figure 11), which also 
help to clean die disk surfaces. Data is 
written to die disk as changes in magnetic 
flux and read as induced electrical pulses by 
a combined read/write head. 

Die floppy disk is beginning to move 
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hej'ond die confines of die compiuer. Sony, 
for example, has a couple of digital still 
cameras that use it for image storage. The 
Digital iMavica can store 30-40 .[PEG 
compressed images in Standard mode or 
13-20 images with less compression in Fine 
mode- both at 640x 4S0 VGA resolution 
and 24-bic RGB colour depth. 

But die ibmiaued capacities of the Double 
Densiip(DD) and High Density (HD) floppy 
disks of720kB and 1.44MB are now looking 
decidedly meagre in the face of e\-er 
increasing amounts of data, Tne 2.S3MB 
Extra Density (ED) disk just did not offer 
enough extra capadty to make it success fill. 

The super disk 
Anyway, it was soon edipsed by me 3.5in LS- 
120 SuperDisk'with its 120MB capacity and 
drives that, could also read and write 
conveadonal floppy disks. This was 
devetopetl bvCompatj, Imarion (3M), 
.Maisusitiui and Mitsubislii. It employs it laser 
in die drive to ensure the necessary tracking 
precision for the head to read and write the 
condensed data on die 15-120 disks. 

The Latest attempt to increase the capacity 
of the floppy disk is HiFD. due to be: 
launched this year Joindy developed by Fuji 
and Sony, it will combine Fuji's ATTOM 
technology with Sony's drive technology to 
give a lOOMB capacity. like the IS-120, it will 
betapable of reading and writing standard 
DD and I ID floppy disks. To this end it lias a 
dual discrete gap head with a fine gap to 
read and write the condensed data in the 
HiFD ATTOM coating and a standard gap for 
ordinary floppies, plus it is a flying head 
type simitar to the heads used in hard disk 
drives (with no laser required for tracking). 

Other flexible disks, such as lomega's Zip 
and Jaz disks, are not compatible with 
floppy disks. But die latter does offer up to 
2GB capacity, thus rivalling many hard disks. 

- 

Photo 2. 
Sony Digital Mnvlca floppy disk camera. 

Hard drives 
Which, as the name implies, have a rigid 
substrate. This can be metal, plastic, ceramic 
- even glass Ills been used. For low capacity 
drives an oxide coating provides the. 
magnetic medium, vvidt an exceptionally 
smoodi finish. However, most hard disks 
use a dtin film of cobalt alloy applied either 
by sputtering or eieciropladng to achieve 
much greater storage densities and smaller 
disk sizes. This can be as little as 2m, but is 
generally 2.5,3-5 or 5-25in. Whatever the 
size, the surfaces are generally lubricated to 
minimise wear during drive stan-up and 
power-down — although the heads do start 
and finish in -a data-free landing zone at the 
innermost location on die disk. Once the 
disk begins rotating an air bearing is formed 
and the heads fly about lOOrnn over die 
surface. The rotational (or spindle) speed is 
usually 3600,3400,7200 or lO.OOOrpm (the 
last three being first achieved hy Seagate). 

Figure 12 shows a drive, with the 
hesid'disk assembly (HDA) containing the 
key components; heals, voice coil actuators, 
disks and fninie, k is known as a voice coil 
actuator (or motcir) liecnuse of its similaiiR* 
to a loudspeaker coil, with the coil currents 
reaciing with the magnetic field to move the 
actuator iissenibly and head- five numbers of 
discs and read-Wrifc beads varies according 
to application and capadty, but cut lie as 
many as 14 and 28 respectively (there are 
heads for both disk surfaces). 

The iiigher capadty dLsks employ 
rruigiietoreslstive (NUf) read heads instead of 
the normal induction type. MR heads rely 
on dianges in resistance to sense magnetic 
fields; unlike induction heads they are not 
speed detiendent and so dam can be written 
at the same density across die whole disk, 
and the more sensitive the MR head die 
smaller the data bits it can detect - hence 
the increase in storage capadty; 

Digital disk recorders 
As with floppy disks the hard disks ore 
moving out of computers and into other 
applications, thanks to their rapid access. 
Digital disk recorders (DDR) are beginning 
to challenge analogue and tiigital recorders 
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V.Vre Figure 11, Micro floppy disk - exploded view. 
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combination of magnetism Mid heai —thus 
data cannot be erased by external magnetic 
fields. Hie MD uses a magnetic field 
modulation direct overwrite process. The 
heat comes iirum a 7B0nm laser mounted 
uncier the disc which is mmed up to about 
4-5m\X' (Rgure 13)- This raises the 
teniperanire of the magneto-optical layer to 
just above die Curie (Xiim (in this rase ISOfC, 
although other MO discs can be up to 200°Q 
causing the perpendicular magnetic dipolcs 
to loose tlteir alignment The non-contact 
magnetic head above the disc then realigns 
them; applying a magnetic field strength of 8- 
24kA'm depending on the appUcation 
(portable cievices wiD lie dose to the 
inininuim levd). As the disc rotates and.die 
heated area mo\-es away ftutn (he laser beam 
die ieni(}eraiure drops below the Curie point 
and the magnetic alignment is fixed. Reading 
Is adiia-ed by the laser alone—turned down 
to about 0.6niW so diat it does not heat die 
layer. Hie process relies on the Ken- eficcr. 
The laser light is polarised as it is reflected by 

(audio and video) as die cost of.gigabytts 
fall and disk capacities climb into the tens of 
gigabjies. Hard disks have also made an 
appearance in cameras. In die broadcast 
field Avid can supply 2.2 or 4GB removable 
drives, giving up to forty minutes of 
component, video with four -SSkHz audio 
channels, and full editing facilities in the 
field. While, in the consumer and business 
markets. Hitachi's MPRG camera uses a 
260MB PCMCIA disk to store up to.20 
minutes of MPEG-1 audio and video or just 
under 3000JPEG stili images. 

Magneto-optical 
Magncto-opcica! (MO) is die bridge between 
magnetic and optical media. And enables 
storage-at great density due to 
perpendicular magnetisation. There are 3.5 
and 5B5in npes specifically for computer 
data and, more widely known, Sony's 2.5in 
MiniDisc (MD) used to ram- digital audio 
and computer data - making it a good . - 
example of die MO principle. 

Writing can only be achieved by a 

thedata bit. with the axis of polarisation 
rotating slightly depending on the magnetic 
nlignmem (Rgure 14). The laser beam then 
passes through a polarising beam splitter 
which distributes it to one of two photo 
detectors where it is assigned a '0' or' l". 

The disc consists of six layers (Figure 15). 
There is a substrate of polycarbonate resin — 
as used for CDs; die amorphous magnetic 
later composed of mainly cobalt, ferrite and 
terbium-, this is sandwiched between two 
dielectric layets diat protect it from 
urmdspheric substances and ion particles 
released from the substrate under high 
temperature and humidity, arid also serve as 
an optical enliancer; a reflective layer that 
absorbs heat when writing and reflects die 
laser beam when leading; sttid a top 
protective layer. Giving a total thickness of 
!.2niiii. The dielectric, magnetic and 
reflective layers are together just OBiim 
dilck and are applied to the substrate using 
a sputtering process: while the lOtun 
protective layer is svtlisecjuemly coated on 
and, hardened by etposure to UV light. 
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Figure 12, Hard disk drive 
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Photo 3. Hitachi MPEG PCMCIA rtUk cnmQm. 
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Figure 13. Writing data on a magneto-optical disk. 
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Photo 5, Denon MtnlDisk recorder. 

Ditno communicator 
Geiiing away from .MiniDisc, Olympus lias 
launched its 'dimo' cornniunicator rhat 
enables any of its digital still cameras to 
directly download images to its 3-5in 250MB 
portable MO time. It is interfaced by 
RS232C to the camera and by SCSI-2 to the 
drive. Two buttons on the device transfer 
either all images or Just the last one taken to 
the disk. Up to 10,000JPEG compressed 
images can be automatically indexed mid 
stored. Thus making it ideal for those users 
who need to take many images on location 
shoots. MO is also used as the means of 
storage in some DDKs. 

Poifirizati&n Ajds 
Mfionelic Directoo S l.tagnelic Direction M 

/ O \ / User x 

Recordable MD Playback 

Figure 14. Heading data from a 
inagneto-opffoal disk. 

You will notice lint the disc has a spiral 
groove (Figure 15 again). This is used to find 
places on the disc when wilting and reading 
and to maintain a constanr linear velocity 
(CI.V). It can do this because the inner walls 
of die groove ate not parallel (Figure 16) 
and tints 'wobble' to give a 22.05kH2 carrier 
frequency at die scanning velocity of l,2m/s; 
and this carrier is then modulated with the 
positional information. The gtodvealso acts 
a* a tracking guide for the laser. 
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Figure IS. Construction of 
MiniDisc. The Recordable 

MD Is based on the 
Magneto Optical Disk, from 

which the MD's own 
features were further 

developed to give ft 
superior audio use, and 

high product quality with 
stability and retlabflity. 
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The future 
Although magnetic and magneto-optiaii 
ieclinolfjgics are being challenged by optical 
ones, advnnces.in technology :ire indicating 
that the potential of magnetism has barely 
liegiin to be realised. For. just as thin film 
technology lias allowed considerable 
increases in recording density, so films 
consisting of just a few atoms thickness will 
push it up to new heights. And the 
unconvetiiional magnetic properties of such 
ultra-thin films, or combinations of films, 
should create many new applications. 

Figure IS. Wobbled groove on HlniDfsk. 
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In this final part, Mike Holmes looks at HPJs, 

Pop-Ups and 'Help!' 

The Basics 
You will need the follow ing tools and files to 
create even die simplest Winclcnvs help file; 
tLThe Wlnl lclp application itself, 

WIN'11 lilJfEXE. When you create a help 
system, you are actually creating a resource 
file that is used by the WinHdp application. 

2. A suitable word processor for creating the 
topics in tiie correct format, and which 
must be able to save files in Rich Text 
Format (.RTF), and create footnotes that 
arc identified by the custom marks $, 
K, and +. Tv-jiicilly.Microsoft.Word for 
Windows1" seems to be a common choice. 

3. A wtjni processor or test editor that can 
save files as ASCII text, for creating the 
help project (.RPJ) file. Wintiows own 
NotePadcan do this. 

4.The .Microsoft Windows Help Compiler 
HC51.EXE (or ft>r Windows 3-0, 
HC30.EXE>. This compiles the .RTF 
sources and links any bitmaps used to 
create the final help file used by WinHelp, 

5.The error message resource file 
HC31-ERR. This contains the warning and 
error messages dial WinHelp produces if 
there are any problems during the compile. 

Tools for Advanced 
Features 
6.Microsoft"* HOtspot Editor (SHED1EXE). 

This creates SegmeiHeel HyperGrnphic 
(.SHG) files. Tliese are tlerived from 
bitmaps (.BMP) that have been 
segmented into hoLspots. such that 
when the user dicks on one of lite 
defined segments, either a pop-up or 
another topic is displayed, or a WinHelp 
macro Is executed. 

7. Drawing or painting sofav-are for creating 
bitmap illustrations and custom buttons, 
and which can save them as .BMR 
(Besides bitmaps. WinHelp can also use 
Windows metafiles (.WMF).) 

Creating A Simple 
Help File 
These are the Itasic steps for creating a 
simple help file; 
1. Write the topics that make up the itelp file 

Save them as Rich Test Format (.RTF) files, 
2. Write a Cotuerus topic. This is thejfirsc 

one displayed by WinHelp when it loads, 
and is typically a list of topic jumps, like a 
contents page. Save it as a Rich Text 
Format ( RTF) file. 

I JAM ^ Tt»«p iwr* 19*1* 
PaMdlttg Search CipiblUtfM f— 

•revxK 

Figure 1. Writing the title of a topic 
In a typical' word processor. 

Q] Tlit XBMrt tfxnf* tool# 
PrcnSdJnq StJ/ch Csp^fcllldes 
ra »n*** KT+Uftri **>} 1 ■wsl «tMU 
mSrr*<r Jaftr+ir>i< tcrrii 1 PoAd »JC r t tr# 

•; «f ixrd4 
f tguie* 
1 etVmiX* 
f— 

Figure 2. Finishing the body of the 
topic and adding a page break. 

3. Write the help project (.H PI) file. Save it 
as a text file, but it must have the 
extension .HP], not .TXT. 

4. Compile the topics into a help resource 
(.1 il.P) file by running HC3IIEXE fn a DOS 
window, giving it the name of the .HP] as 
a following parameter, The .HP1 
determines which .KIT and .BMP files are 
to be indudecl in the final help file,, and 
how it is to be organised, hue let's try to 
concentrate on one thing at a time. 

5. If writing for Windows '95, >ou may also 
create a Windows '95 compatible 
'Co.Vlcnts' (.CNT) file. This will pnxluce 
die 'Contents' start-up window, containing 
a topics list tagged by the little book and 
jMge icons, that is peCTiliar to Windows *95- 
(Actually you can make one for any other 
'old' help file too. More of tills later). 

Writing A Help Topic 
Using the word processor, write a title on 
the first line of the topic as demonstrated in 
Figure 1. Titles serve the same purpose 
online as they do in print, to identify die 
topic (orchapter) and describe Its contents, 
lb make the title stand put, it can lie 
emboldened using a different type size, 
emphasis or colour 

Below the title, write the text for die 
topic, as shown in Figure 2. Tbu need riot 
worry atKiui line length for paragraphs; the 
text in the compiled help file wraps 
automatically when, it readies die right-hand 
edge of the display window. 

At the end of the topic you must insert a 
page break (die only exception being dm it 
is the last topic In the document). Page 
breaks tell WinHelp where the ends of the 
topics are. These are not 'pages' in die true 
sense, as the}'would be printed, but 

* i L I Old* 
llJuy « 9 Mi* AM*. 

I CJlrf CM* 
lb UrtMMlCttM 

   

Figure 3. Adding the Topic header' to 
the title using a series of footnotes. 

separate topics in tile same document; they 
can equally be very short or very long and 
have nothing to do with paper sizes. 

Ybu shduld l.ic able to format die text as 
vou would for any other document, using 
different fonts, type styles, colours, lines and 
boxes - but rememlier that this informauon 
v.iil lie viewed on the momtor. Moreover, 
you can only employ fonts such as will exist 
in the final user's system. Therefore, one is 
typically restricted to the-Aim/ ot Times New 
Powan fonts that come as standard widi 
Windows. Any "odd ones' will lie converted 
to the nearest equivalent by WinHelp. 

'Topic Headers' > 
Inserting Footnotes 
WinHelp uses a system of custom Jboinoies 
to identify topics arid to provide navigation 
controls. It precludes dial the word 
processor used nmsl be able to make 
footnotes. These are called 'custom' 
footnotes because they are not identified by 
sequential numbering as may be more 
familiar to footnotes' writers and users. 
TvpicalSy, you will have four standardised 
footnotes for each topic, in die form 
foolnote-cbaracter used to Identify « 
purpose. These are: 

# Context string - uniquely identifies 
the topic. 

? Title - appears as die topic dde in the 
Search Dialogue window and in die 
History list. 

K Keyitxinls (with optional phrases) - these 
will appear in the Search Dialogue window. 

-F Browse setjueiice - Determthcs the order 
of die topics when the user browses 
through diem asing the bmwse buttons. 

For each topic you must do the following: 
1. Move the test insertion point to where 

you want the footnote identifier to be 
placed, typically before die first character 
of. the first line of die tdpic. 

2. Specify which footnotemark to use (#, J. 
K, or -F), and insen the footnote. (W'ord 
for Windows" provides a dialogue box 
for specifying the fbomqtc identifier). 

3. Move the text insertion point to the 
footnote itself, if it lias not already been 
moved there by die word processor. 

4. type the appropriate irifarmadon for the 
footnote.: Examples are shown in Figure 3. 

Adding Hotspots Or 
Topic Jumps 
Now that topic headers exist, a 'hotspot' or 
"topic jurap' can be made as text or a graphic 
that the user can click on to initiate some 
action. It can initiate:1, jump to another 
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Figure 4. 
a: How a topic Jump or 'hotspot' Is 
written and linked to a topic context 
string created with a '#' footnote: 
b: what It looks like In WinHalp, 

topic, display a topic in a different winiiow, 
or execute a macro. Most often simple 
words or phrases are sumed into hots pots. 

lb create a hotspot that jumjas to a 
diffcrcnr topic: 
i-lvpe the text or insert the graphic you 

want to appear as the hotspot. 
2.Highlight die text, and apply r/cw/fcfe- 

uiideiiiw fomvatting to it. In Word for 
AVuidows ". tiigliiighi ilic wonl or wort Is 
and display die Cliaracter lomiac dialogue 
box, then choose Double from the 
U'lt/erliue sclcctroii list. 

3. Immediately following the text or graphic 
from step !, type the coute.xt siring df die 
destination topic assjiedfied by the # 
footnote for the 'topic header'. 

4. ibu rfcw'/ want the context string to show- 
in the final help file, so highlight the context 
suing pan anil apply hkkfeu text formattiiig 
to it (in Word for Windows"% highlight it 
then dick die Hidden check box in the 
Characier formal dialogue window). 

To create a Qintents topic for yourheip . - 
si3ieni. you need to create a first topic that 
contains all die titles of your topics. Then 
you make, each tide into a hensjjot that 
jumps to the topic named: see the example 
in Figure 4a. In the final help file,, die hotspot 
apjiears as imderliimf grsm lexl as shown 
in Figure 4b (regardless of what colour it 
was at die document formatting stage). 

A contents topic is a topic dial lists the 
sections of your help system. Eadi item is 
hot, so that the user can dick it to display 
the named topic. 

Winl lelp assumes there is a main 
contents topic. By default, every help 
system has a Contents button on the button 
bar. and WinHelp assumes that the first 
topic in die first of your help source files is 
this Contents topic. When the user clicks 
that button, the main contents screen is 
displayed (except Windows '95 if a .CNT file 
exists). How sudi a comenes page should 
work is illustrated in the schematic Figure 5. 

Prior to final conipilation, the document 
must he saved in Rich 7bxt lonnat (.RTF). . 
this being the only format that the help 
compiler can understand. It must have an 
.RTF file name extension, but it is aiso a 
good idea to save source documenis in die 
native file format used by vour word 

're. 

r fVQ rKiHTflfeJ 

t*f'i FjtsK*sa 

Figure S. Schematic showing how a 
list of topic Jumps on a 'contents 
page' link to different topics (usually 
shown in the same primary window). 

sections wnuld typically be [OmONSJ, 
(CONFIG|, iFOisj, |BITMAPS|, [MAP]. 

Example: 

processorns w-eli. This makes it easier to 
return to the files for further editing later. 

About Rich Text Format 
Rich Text Formal (.RTF) files consist of (Jure 
ASCD text contaiiung no control diaracters 
of any kind. Formatting information is 
provided by a means of format kevwords' 
describing die format, with text to which 
the format applies enclosed within braces 
('{}'). The code words are preceded by a 
tack-slash (Y) interpreted as the start of a 
control characterscquence. 

Tlie basic purpose of RTF is to allow 
fomiattetl files to be transponed between 
different typesetting or DTP applications, 
whose generic file types are not otherwise 
compatible: also across platforms, for 
example PC to Macintosh, etc.. 

Writing the Help 

Project File 
Before the help file can be compiled, a 
project file must ta created, which is a text 
file containuig information that the help 
compiler must use to coastruct the final 
help file. 

The layout of this is very sihitkc in aspect 
to a Windows mitlalisaaon file. The minimum 

; Help project tile for Kitaows Help 

10?TIQS3] 
CBJiTE'ffS-KsiB COC 
5TrLE=My Windows Help 
RRHOF? OSMfiSS?.. ~CG 

fCOlIFIGi 
Srowseaut.tcss () 

T0C.5.TF 
SSTSTiiST:. STF 
i'SEGS-ST? 

tcITHAPSJ 
; r.or.e 

- ■ 

IKAP] 
£difc_WindoW 
Controljfanu 
K2xi3ize_Icor. 
JrinizLiz^ Zcon 

0x0001 
0x0002 
OxOSS: 
0x0004 

[OPTIONS] Section 
This should contain at least: 

CONTENTS = contaxijiliing, which is the 
context siring of die main contents topic. If 
you do not include it. Win Help uses the first 
topic in the first file as die contents topic. 

TlHii = title, which is the name 
that appears in the title bar of die niain 
help window; 

ERRORIOG = log Jitcnamc, where errors 
are written if any occur during compilation. 
This log is a useful reference for debugging 
your help system. When you include this 
line in die project file, HC31-EXE creates the 
file autoniaticiUy when you compile. 

HPJ [OPTIONS] Section Summary 
BWHOOT ' Spednes.tte ouectoty containing the bitmsp fflss.nsmsd in the tune, brrj and bmr statemsnts 

in icpic fifes and lifflficS in tfe [Sm.WPSl secton. f.'av for V.'indows 3J_ 
BUILD Srecyias.vi-tBchtoc^to'iMiKiSinthebtpa. 
OIATIO-X Spe-cifiess string that is sppeoded to topics Usst are cooled from Wmdavs help Instead of she 

COFYRICKT stiing. Kav far Wfidcnvs 3.1. 
COMPRESS Spedfies the type ot congjfeslcn to Use curing She txjiid, 
COMFKIS Specifies the contet string of the Cotssis topic fix a help fSe. New for Winriows 3.1. 
COPYHiGHT Arids a uo^i/s.copitight message fix the lieip file in the 'AtouT cteogue.bi'. IKs was new for 

Wincfaws 3.L 
EHRORLDG Puts compaaSon enofs in a Sis tiuriog the bulk?. Was new for V.iiaSOws 3X 
■ ORCEFQMT RMcas.a.'/ authorod fonts in (he topic fifes to eppear m ths.spedfled onreEnl font whan 

displsjed In the help v.traJow. 
ICON Spcdfles lhe.ioon file to he,dfep<a>s<i vvften the hstp file'fe rnlnimiad, N'ew'for Vtteiows 3,1- 
LANGUAGE Specifies a ifiBefefit sotting orisr ftir help fi!« authored in a Scandanavian language. 
MAPFOffJSlZE Maps 6 spedfisd font sze In the .topic file to a drfferent foot size In the compiled help file. 
MUmilEV Specifies an aSamafee t^word labte to use for mapping topics, kajed to a footnote character 

other than ■K'. tjie defeuit 
OLDKEYPH.RASE Spscifies whether the oomptier shoua use the r-Cssng tey-phraSe table or crests a new one 

during fce Iwiid. New for VfiodcMS 3 J_ 
OPICDROM OplimSss the help file for CO-ROM use. New for VtotJows,3X 
REPOBT Controls the dispiay.of screen messages during the boia process. Can ba 'Off or 'OFF: 
ROOT Speciiies the driecuafes ceotafoing the topic fiies listed in die iFILES! sec&n. 
TI71E Specifies the text tCspJsyed in the lifia bar of the help mndp.v when the file is opened. 
WARNING, Spsifies the level of enor-message icpotorcg toe cothpisr Is to display during.ihe bdild. Can fce 

■r (fetat only) to 3" (XetooseT 

op'Jons can appear in any ordsr.k.ithin toe. lOPTlQNSI section. Table 1. 
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The options section ran have a large 
variety erf different entries. A more, complete 
list of ail the possibilities is shown in Table 1. 

[CONFIG] Section 

BmwseBniiousO- 'f >"uu include this line, the 
browse hunoas *>>'t(Nest) and '<<' 
(Previous) will beatldetl to WTnHelp's 
button Imc T<> implement browse sequences, 
you mast also add browse identifiers to the 
topic headers asfootnotes. 

Tile [CONFIG] section basicaiiy executes 
WinHelp macros at sian-up 
('BrowseBuaonsO' is a macro). It would be 
here that customised menu and toolbar 
button creation macros would also lie put.. 

[FILES] Section 
RTJ'Ji/eiKinie it is the name of an .RTF 
source file. Include all the .RTF files that 
make up your help system. List each Die on 
a sejiinue line. They can be in any order, 
except, if you do not include a 
CONTENTS = line in the project file, 
WinHcip assumes tliat this will be the first 
topic in the first file in tfiis list. 

[MAP] Section 
Consists of a series of definitions in the 
form co/n&\t-siii)it> coi/iaxt-m/Jiiber. but 
only applicable if a # footnote exists for 
each topic listed. 

The comext number corresponds to a 
value that the parent Visual Basic 
application passes to Windows help in order 
to display a particular topic. This is opuonal, 
but in previous examples I've dted for 
invoking WinHelp as an API rail, the API 
function also needs the contest number 
passed as a long integer. In the above 
examples the hex. numbers '0x0001' etc. arc 
not quite correct for this function or even 
the common dialog object. 

Hence the [MAP] secu'on supports two 
additional statements for sped tying context 
strings with associated context numbers; ; 
The first variation has die form; 

trdefine context-string contest-numher 
The context-siring (# footnote) and 
comexi-number parameters provide 
numeric aliases needed for contest sensitive 
help and by WinHelp as an API call: 

Context Context 
Saffiber Titla 

ItHPl 
; Contest 
j String 
; 
=da£ine TopicOlOO 21100 ;Scare 
"define Topic0002 21002 ;Ccncents2 
lieflr.e rcpicQOOS 2I0C3 iCoBtestsS 
=define Tapic0004 21004 :Coate.nts4 

whereupon die vb API call statement "X = 
WijiMe!p(Me.hWnd,App.He!pFilc- 
lilvl.P CONTEXT. Cliig{21001))' begins to 
make more sense. 

An alternative is; '#inc!ude.',IilenanieTO, 
where itie filename parameter, which can 
be enclosed in either double quotation 
marks or angle hracket5(< >). specifies the 
name of a file containing one or more 
#define statements. 

In another variation you can define the 
context strings listed in the (MAP) section 
either in a help topic or in an [ALIAS] 

section. If you use this it must precede the 
(NiAFj section in the help project file. 

[ALIAS] Section 
The [AIJAS] section assigns one or more 
context strings to the same topic alias: 
context-string = alias, wherecontexi-slriiig 
specifies the context string (# footnote) 
that identifies:! particular topic 

Alias specifies the alternative string or 
alias name. This siring is provided in an 
additional T foomote. Thus an alias siring 
has" the same form and follows the same 
conventions as die topic context string. 

Contest suings must be uilitjue for each 
topic and cannot be used for any other topic in 
the help project; the [ADAS] season provides 
a way to delete or conifaine help topics 
without re-cditing your files. The following 
section example creates several aliases: 

: The Primary Window 
Ordinarily, the primary window is the 
default help window. (Although the 
application that calls help can be 
programnied to open help in a setoridaiV 
window.) If you do not specif}- any posraip 
windows or secondary windows, all help 
topics will appear in this window. 

The default attributes (size, position and 
colour) are defined En the pmjco file. Only 
one primary window cin appear at one 
time, but you ran use macros to change its 
attributes when the user displays a new 
topic or dicks a hotsiiot, button, or menu 
item. If die oiUihg topic is displayed in tills 
primary; then only the context name is 
required as tiie parameter to load the new 
topic into the same window. 

fi-L-IAS.r 
si!i_key=3cei>_snrtcsi£"s 
cc_tey=key_shrcciits 
s c_key=Hsy_shi" C cues' ; aii cmncizisd. into Keyboard Shortcuts topic 
?=eSittxc 
wrpt>;t=eclttxE: 
?=edifctjrt ; all ccnobiasd into EditlDg. TercC topic. 

Compiling The Help File 
Only after the JiPJ is completed and saved 
can any attempt be made to compile die 
help file. Before doing so, make sure that: 
all source topic files have been saved as Rich 
Test Format (.RTF); ail of these are in die 
same directory, together widt HC3I.EXE. 
HC31-F.KR1The project (-HPJ) file, and all 
referenced bitmap (.BMP) or SHED (.SHG) 
files. \XTiile it is [xissible to put the files in 
different directories, you need to specify 
what these are in tiie project fife, sec 
[ROOT] and [BMSGOTj in Table 1. 

The compiler Is run at DOS level by 
tvplng; HC31 |5rojeti_name, where 
projectjiame is the name of your help 
project file without the filename extension. 

About Different Kinds Of 
Windows 
There are four kinds of windows available 
for displaying topics and other items in 
WinHelp. Theirsiyies are summarised in 
Figure fi. 

1 

Figure 6. The four different types of 
WinHelp windows. 

Secondary Windows 
A secondary window Is a separate window- 
that remains on screen until it is explicitly 
closed, either by the user or by a macro that 
you buikl into the help. Tiie default 
aarihuies (size, position, and colour) are 
defined in the ptojecx file. Tbu ran define 
several secondary windows in the project 
file, mid several ran appear together on 
screen, 'ib load die other topic into a 
secondary window, die hotspot must use an 
expression like "To picOOOfi > Window 1' as 
the context string. This ran also be done 
vvidi the macro jwnpuiQ: 
JumpldC'filename", -context-string") 

Pop-up Windows 
A ixirdericss pop-up window appears on 
top of die primary window (with a shadow 
under it), and is automatically sized to 
contain die topic that sipjiears in it. Only 
one pop-up window ran be displayed at one 
time. Any ordinarily defined topic can lie 
displayed as a [xip-up using the PopuphlO 
macro.- ■!I\ipupId("second.hlp", 
"second_tOpiO". 

Othccwise a modified hotsfxii link can Lie 
made specifically to display a pop-up by 
npphing a singie underline attribute to the 
topic jump test as opposed to double 
underline. This is followed by a bidden 
context string in die usual way. A topic 
intended exclusively for a pop-up only 
needs theand foomotes. 

Embedded Windows 
An embedded window is a rectangular area 
within a topic that can be used to display or 
am certain objects that cannot otherwise be 
included in help. For example, an embedded 
window can be used to display 256-color 
bitmaps, run animation sequences, or play 
audio. In addition, authors cm write their 
own DLL's (Dynamic [ink libraries) to 
display or run orher multimedia objects. 
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Defining Window 
Attributes - [WINDOWS] 

Section 
"ibu cm define ihe title, colour, default 
looiiion, and default size of ill! six wimknvs 
by listing them in the help project (.1 (PI) 
file. Noie that only one pnintity window can 
he specified for a help file. A last section in 
the -HPJ Die called' [WINDOWS j' cm 
include this line: "Giption", (left, top. ividtli, 
height), window-style, (main-back-cotour). 
(non-scroll-back-colour), ott-top-flag'. Die 
section then begins to look like: 
fWIKDOWJ 

Jtain -Klf ESlp', (0, 511. 1.124, 512), 
0, i?.53, 255, 255}. (123. 125, 125}. 0 

If caption Ls blank ('Main = ,') or there: Is 
no "Windows' section, dten die compiler 
takes die CAPTION prapeny from 'Options'. 

Diere are two Imixinant thing? to note 
alxiut window sizing. Die default size for all 
windows is the screen size. Die scaling factor. 
;is wriicen lieiwfen the first set of brackets 
above does not follow the convention of 
screen pixel units, forecisnple. In WiuDdp. 
window sizes are spectfietl by an ariiitnny 
scale, where ixith the niasiiuuin width and 
the maximum height aresjiecified :is 1024, 
even though the screen is rectangular. 
Hence, a secondan; window that Ls 500 s 500 
is not square, but ivclangiilar in projxinion 
to the screen. 

Die other is that the following zero, die 
uimloH -siyk', does not mean ininimised' as 
In Visual Basic, but 'normal'. Hnaily. colours 
are always specified as an RGB group. Of 
course there's a default ofwhitc in die first 
case and mid-grey for a non-scrolling region, 
and you can resort to this by simply writing: 
%,),Lr for the colours. 

Die •on-top' Rag Ls 'O' for none (normal), 
or' 1' to stay on top. Dicse attiSbutcs are the 
same for secondary windows. A complete 
'Windows' section can be; 

illustrated in Figure 7. This is in addition to 
making the VirnHclfiQ API call in code. 

The Windows '95 
Contents File 
Windows '95 users will have, noticed that 
when they open si help file tliat was 
apparcnth* compiled for Windows '9>, 
directly frani Windows itsdf (i.e. in an 
explorer), tiiev- get a riiftcrent 'Contents' 
display windovw that is not the start-up topic 
of die help file. 

Die Windows '93 'Search' window in 
Winl ldp is quite unlike the Windows 3^ 
version. It has a "tabbed notelDook' style, 
where die last tab ('Find') can Ik clicked on 
to generate a database of words tliat die 
user am suhsequently ttsc to search for 
topics in more detail than may lie provider] 
by die umrnal keywords Usi (index"). Dus 
database (if created) is maintained by 
Windtjwg '95 WiliHelp (32-biC vetsioil) in the 
associated .GED file. 

in .sumnian- then the total number of 
help file types used are: 

Keywords lists of die specified Dies will lie 
added to the "Index' list, in other words 
merged into the keywords list of the /wse 
help fite. 
;Iiinfc keipref.hip 
:Link ewb.hip 

Die specified files liecome part of a group 
having the base or 'host* file as their own 
base, all of whose topics are to be shown in 
the same set of help windows provided by 
WiiiHelp. In order for any of the linked file; 
to do the same for the 'hast', they must also 
have .CNTfiles s|5etifving a link to the 'host'. 
;include enoctier.cne 

Merge another ICNT into this one at the 
jiosition of die 'include' instruction. This can 
lie one for a completely different help file. 

1 About 
2 About Help = 1bpic0002 
Topic jump strings. Die number is the 

indent; '1' is 'root', '2'. •3", etc. specify 
nestetl sub-listings. "O" makes the line 
invisible. If the entry has no '=' ant! topic 
laljei, it is displayed as a book icon, 
otherwise it is shown as a 'r-nage" icon and 

for VJindows. 3.x: ti. 1 ensme. Hire 

for "Windovrs ' 95: filenaEs.HLP -f llenaffle. CtfT f-i leaaae; GID 

Of paiTicuUir interest here is the .CNT file. 
If Winf Iclp32 finds a .CNT with die Kime 
primary name as the .MLR it attempts to 
read die .CNT. if this was conectly written, 
die window looks like diat in Figure Si. 

This Ls in place of the first start-up topic - 
die help file's main window shouldiTt 
initially show at all. "Ihe user can then 
double-click on die Bide book icons to 
reveal further droi>tJnwn lists of topic utles, 
or go direcdy to the 'Index' or 'Finri" tabs. 

You'd diink that a special compiler was 

itiHTTOfSl 
JSHi =. "Catalogue', (90, 0, 840, 1020)', C, (235,255,255), (255,255.255), ,0 
trindowi .= "Adaitioa3-. ( 170, 90. 839. -530). 0, (255,255,255). (192,152,192), 
Wir.GC>;2 = •Hladow2-, (90, 0. 840. 1020), 0, (255.355,255), (192,192,192), 0 
Miidorfl = 'Kiadowi', (90, 0, 640, 1020), u, (255,355,255), (192,192,192), p 
Wiodcsfi = •Glossaxy*. (SO, S, 340. 1020), 0, (255,255,255), (192,192,192), 0 
Vfir:dcw5 = •ludet', (sG, u, 340, 1020), 0, (555,255.255'), (192,192,192), 0 

Context Sensitive Help 
Vhual Basic provides a way for assigning help 
context strings directly to its user-interface 
objects in die Contc.xtlD projieny. When the 
uppliGiuon Gills help, it cm pass to WinHelji 
the same context strings you used to 
idem ify topics in your help file whose name 
is specified in die .-t/j/r /lelpFile pro|iem; as 

Tre fccua lam 
rt»sd rrdfTtifiFt. 

ta rLLSorm tiics rcriu; i-rn; Sy detect 
fcY+rrt: X 

□ 
Figure 7. How a Visual Basic application 
passes an object's ContextIO property 
to a help file named In its App.HelpRle 
property vdien F1 is keyed. 

required to create help files diat are ftilly 
compatible with Windows '95 - in fact, al! 
tliat is required is die .CNT, and it L? merely 
tin ASCII text file that can be written with 
Window's" N'oteftttl, whidi anyone can try 
For any one of their older help files if they 
have Windows "95- Die trick is to comjKVse 
it properly. Line by line, the essential 
elements of it Windows "95 .CNT test file are 
as follows: 
: Bass hrahslp, HLPsiEaire 

Defines the base or "host' help file and, 
optionally, die window it is to lie displayed 
in (■>windaw'). 
: 'CltXs Help Fiie Maker Help 

Die title to display in the tide bar of die 
■Contents' tabbed window. 
:Index Help File Maker Help = 
nashelp. HLP 
:Index fcmhelp.cst 
:iTidex helpref .rip = belpreE.hlp 

performs a topic jump. 
2 About Help = TopidKKO Wimltrwl 
Loads the topic into Window 1. 
2 .About Help = 1bpic0002@hmhelp.iilp 
2 About Help = 

1apicO{K)2(0?hmhtIp.htp>\X-'indovvl 
Jumps to topic in the (other) help file 

spedfied as '<& (at). 
2 Creating Windows 

Helji=!JumpComeii!S("cwh.h!p'") 
liuas [lie macro following die'!' 

command (run a macro). 
lc\X1nHelp32 em't intcpret a line then it 

remains invisible, WinHelp32 creates .GED 
files automatically. 

Believe it or not there are many more 
things char can te done in help files - die 
subject of creating custom menus and 
hutiores alone would fill an article by 
themselves, and I haven't discussed the 
manifold ways of using bitmaps. Diis is 
covered in more detail in die help files that 
accompany a tool 1 created railed Help Fite 
.Maker, that I was obliged to do for 
developing ever more sophisticated help 
files. If you would like a copy of this please 
apply privutdy to die author. R O, Box 5773, 
Laiadon. lissex SS15 5F(. Maplin lilecironics 
pic and its associates cannot be held 
responsible for tile accuracy or otherwise of 
this information. 051113 

trKTtl (l.t, | R-a I 

Cc^^i 

fiac-1 

21 DreJTvitre 
i'taza eni Cwniiarij 

Figure 8, Windows *95's Contents windoW 
is Invoked after writing a .CNT file. 
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PART 2 

Science: Ihe Lifeblood of Language 

by Gregg Grant 

introduction 
Some years ago. in an cssav" entitlet! 
'Unknown to Jane Austen' the lace 
.Marglianita Laski notett thai, apart from tiie 
cfinttibution of science, few other areas of 
human aamtj- were incrotitidng new words 
into tSie English ianguagc. tiands Fukinania, 
in his ixxik TJk' End of I Iktory and the Last 
Man' put fonvanl the dew that, of all 
mankind's activuies, only science could Ix; 
regarded as culminacive and direCTional. 

More recently, iliat Doe journalist Bill 
Bn?on - in his tome 'Mother Tongue' - 
observed chat where Wehswr's Third New 
InternaUonal Dictionary contained 
450,000 words and ihc revised Oxford 
English Diclionan some 615,000 words, 
sudi figures are tmly part of the whole. 
Sdence and technologic berween them would 
at least contribute the same amount again! 

Fine: but does this apply to every branch 
of sdence and technology, or merely to 
.certain select areas only? Does it, for 
example, apply to electrical and electronic 
technology? 5es, as u itapjiens, it floes. 
Iniieetl as wc shall discover in Part Three, 
electrical technology has been, from its 
inception, n majof comributor to the 
Mother Tongue. 

Expanding a Language 
English is, in so many ways, a mongrel 
language, One of the foremost influences 
on our naiive tongue was latin. From die 
early sixtcemh century onwards. English 
Iwrrmviags from this ancient language were 
extensive, the majority of which were either 
ie«hnical - such as concrete ant! 
tlistiilation - or sdentific, as in comet 
and equator. 

By 1600 what had begun as a uickte was 
now approaching a flood. Many words were 
alisoriKti as they were, in their latin form 
and siielling. Some examples of this are 
species (1551), cerebellum (1565) and 
radius (1597). As the eighteenth century 
approadted. funher additions included 
specimen (1610), apparatus 062%). focus 
(1644). lens (1693) ami anteima (1698). 

Other technical, sdentific or nuthenitmai! 
terms "iitxed' from Latin indudetl areu. 
calculus, eijiiilibrinin, momentiiiu, fiollen. 
series arid vacuum. All of the above words are. 
gener.tlly jjxstking. those introduced rftrough 
the written word rather than via speech. 

Of course, English borrowed from oilier 
languages and dialects too, for British 
commercial and nautical interests were 
world-encompassing over a lengthy period. 
Linguistically too, English enjoyed a 
considerable advantage in that it possessed 
an adaptability and grammatical infomtality 
unequalled by 
almost any other 
tongue. In fact 
it still does. 

Laiynx 
smi cosmos 
for example 
have come 
to us from 
dassica! 
Greek. 
French has given English acoustic and cube 
whilst Italian has provided cornice and 
cupola. Cargo and cash on the other hand 
have both cofne from Spanish. Occasionally 
English has taken whole expressions from 
another language, one example of which is 

, running amok. This 
is a Malaysian phrase, 
whilst gohtg berserk 
Is of Viking Origin. 

Arabic has given 
its zem - from 'siff.' 
the "null point' - 

and zenith, that 
jioinr in the sky directly 
above your head. 

I,.. rJ Finally Dutch - a 
variant of German, as 

indeed English is - 

has contributed splice and stipple and - on a 
less technical note - booze and brandy! 

However, in the last century and a half 
sdence and its acolyte technology have 
provided literally thousands of new wants 
and phncses in the course of explaining 
their advances in unden-tanding the wond 
about us. Many of these words and terms of 
course were created by specialists for 
themselves and their fellow spcdalisis, yet 
many of them passed into general use. 

Vocabulary 
Extension 
A language can improve 
its vocabulary in a 
numiierofways, the 
most common 
being the one 
we've just looked 
at: the imjio nation 
of ready-made 
words and phrases 
from other 
languages. 
Another method - 
and a very old one 
too - is die creation 
of Self-Explaining Compounds, examples of 
which are bftcljhikc, Jet propulsion and 
streamline. A third teclinic(iic of iccabutuy 
extension is developing Common Words from 
Pro|ier Names. 

A gcxx! example of this is Macintosh, the 
ubiquitous 'Mac.' it is a waterproof fabric, 
made originally by dissolving ruliber in low- 
boiling najibdia, a technique invented by the 
Glasgow chemist Charles Macintosh in 1S23- 

Another example of this technique is 
Galvanise. Tliis is the process ofgnirig sheet 
imn a zinc coating by dcctro-cbemical means, 
so as to prevent the formation of iron oxide, 
Iretter known as rust. The technique takes 
iLs name from the eighteenth century Italian 
physicist i.uigi Gnlvani. 

Samuel Morse too looked closely into 
language prior to announcing his code to 
die world, in 1838. He'd borne in mind the 
predominance of certain letters in die 
course of the code's development, the most 
used of which was the letter E, Thereafter, 
Morse considered, the pecking order was as 
in Figure 1. 

Forty-ax years later, in 1884, the Germim- 
hom American inventor Ottmar 
Meigenthaler pntcnted the Linotype 
Machine. Comrolled from :i keylxwrd. the 
device could sec a whole line of type at one 
time. For the "next 75 years the machine - 
and its unusual keyboaid - would lie die 
mainstay of printing anil publishing. 

Mergentbaler's keyboard was arranged so 
that die most used characters circulated the 

E T AO IN SHR 

DLCUMWFG 

YPB VKJXQZ 

Figure 1. Morse's view of the most 
used letters In the English language In 
descending order. 
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Figure 2, Mergenthaler's keytoard for his Linotype Machine of 1884. 

tnost rapidly. His invesiigaiion ihio the 
printing business ant! the English language 
gave him u letter order far removed from 

die QWERTY 
keyboard, already a 

familiar tool, as can be 
seen from Kgure.2. 

Other languages of 
course.also provide 
compounds 
formed from their 

elements, one 
example of wliich 

is Scope. It 
comes from a 
classical Greek 

word meaning 'a 
watcher.' Sle/lxts is the Greek word for 
bresist and Oscilfniv Is a Latin word 
meaning 'to swing.' Hence, tiie compounds 
Stethoscope and Oscilloscope. Tele on the 
other hand is classic Greek for 'far,' which 
iias given us Telephone and Television. 

Many words and 
descriptive expressions 
in science and 
technology are 
composed of such dual 
linguistic elements. 
Other examples are 
Fh/oio and limncho. 
The former derives 
from the Latin Fineiv, 
meaning fro flow,' whilst 

the latter stems from a classical Greek" 
word meaning 

"windpipe.* By linking 
both words with 
Scope, we derive 
the familiar 
Eluoroscope and 
Bmnchoscope. 
Another 

dual-element 
derivative Is the Jong 

familiar fiUKh>-o>iialic. ft 
comes from two Greek words, 

one of which means All,' whilst die other 
can lie translated as 'Relating to Colouc' 
The combination is used to indicate a film 
which is sensitive to all colours. 

Profixes and suffixes are other dements In 
die enlargement of a language's vocabtilary. 
as are newly invented words - or Coinages - 
as they are termed. One example of the 
latter is Kodak. It began life as a trademark, 
before being used to describe almost all 
cameras or types of photographic film. 
Zipper was originally coined by the B.E 
Goodrich Company in 1925, it being 
registered as the name for a boot with a side 
fastener. Shortly thereafter, it became the 
name for die fastener ieelR 

C-L. 

Scuba on the odier liant! is an example 
of a coinage from the fsrst 
two or more letters of 
words describing a device 
or technique. In 1943. 
two Frenchmen, naval 
officer Jscjiies-Vvcs 
Cousteau and 
engineer Emiie 
Gagnan invented 
a Self Contained 
UndeAvater 
Breathing Apparatus, 
which they terined die 
Atjuaiung. It was Scuba 
however that caught, 
on and today scuba 
diving - another 
example of a Self- 
Explaining 
Compound - is a 
popular leisure 
activity, vvbddwide. 

Finally, anodter way 
^ r of extending a language's 

prj vocabulary is to give old words new 
meanings. Examples of this technique 

abound in technology, such as 'calling up,' 
on the telephone, 'taking off' in an aircraft 
and 'standing by' whilst operating a radio 
transmitter. In fhet, it's possible to date a 
technoiogy's introduction into everyday use 

Q 

by the general public's familiaritv" with the 
words associated with the. new development. 
Table 1 illustrates this useful pointer from the 
early nineteenth century to die opening of 
the present ceraurv; and the coining of 
'Television,' die now ubiquitous TV 

Television? I hear you ask, puzzled. 
Whatever happened to radio then? This is 
by no means the least of the anomalies well 
uncover over the next few months as wc 
explore the words of electrical and 
electronic engineering. 

My interest in diLs airs orbing subject is that 
of Avionics - yet another dual linguistic 
element composition - technical author and 
occasional journalist, concerned alike vvidi 
tedinology, language arid gramtmn And 
talking of the latter, the word once meant 
Magic. In fact the older form of the wort! - 
Gramuiaiye - still iiiearvs exacdy that. 
Another form of the word is Glamour, 
which also lias a .somewhat magical ring to it. 

So what lias this to do with disciplined 
fields like electrical and electronic 
engineering? Nothing so 
nebulous, ephemeral as 

magic involved 
there, surely? 

Wrong! 
A great deal of 

phenomena - 
another 
.sixteenth 
century ^ 
introduction, 
this time from 
the Greek 
phaiuesthai, via Latin 
- hidieno diought of 
as magical uimeti 
out to have an 
elcctromagnenc 
explanation, as we'll 
discover, next month. 

0 

0 v 

Crrc 
Year' Technology 

1834 Concrete - in "the.sense of.a mixture of crushed stones and cement - 
first introduced,, 

1835 The raiivvay arrives, as.shown by the introduction' of Turntable, Locomotive 
and - of course - Railway. 

1839 Photography is introduced to the world as a result of William Henry Fox 
Talbot's invention of the photographic negative paper 

1841 An American quotation of this dale is.the earliest mention of Refrigeration, 

1856 Cable enters evetyday speech, just prior to the laying of the. first transallafitic 
telegraph cable in 1857-^8. She/he Cabled me became, the standard 
expression for using this form of'getting in touch.' 

1870 That the electrical industry is setting out to dominate the world's" povrer 
supply market is illustrated by Alternating current, Dynamo and Oommurator, 

■All three terms became commonplace atWsitinrie. 

1899 Mass entertainment begins to make a mark on the/general public, as 
indicated by new words such as Cinema and Afovfng Picture. 

1904 The,word Television is first coined by. its master prophet, the British eteclricat 
pioneer, A,A. Campbell-Swinton, some 20 years before;the introduction of the 
word Radio. 

Table 1. The Introduction of a Tochnology and the Adoption of Its Language, 
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Atmel AVR 

i MiONTROLLER 
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Kevin Kirk of Kanda Systems Ltd. describes a simple 

application to get you started. 

The AVR micraconiroller from Anne! lias 
lieen causing quite a stir recently in die 
electimitcs press. Is it any wt aider, tliis 

range of S*bi£ KISC processora an? fast, code 
efmriem, low cast and to top it all has-e flash 
(imgnim niemon- - so you can program 
dtem time and lime again on yourlxinrrl 
using in-system pnigraininingi Tlic- range 
lias lieen designed for ease of use and 
appeal to both the hobbyist and the 
company designer alike. 

'flits article looks at some practical 
aspects of designing with the AVR device, 
file following applicsuion is based anjvind 
the AIhf>S12bo version of the AW family ;ls 
it Is low-cost and readily available. Tliis 
particular device features I kJiytc of flash 
memory, 64-bytes cifEEPROM. Is general 
puqiose h'O lines, 32 general puqiose 
y.xirking registers, inrernaland external 
iiuernipts prugramniable wuclulog timer 
and an SPI serial port for program 
downloading. N< lie that at the time of 
writing there are five versions of die device 
aviiiiahle that can lie purchased front 
Maplin, its well as die 1200 version diere Is 
the AT90SS515, which is the biggest in the 
range "with pwm, 8K of code space and 4 \ 
8-bit [Kins, the A'I'pOS WM, which is the 
same as the 8515 except that it has 4k of 
crxle sjiace. Hie AT90S2313 is a 20-pin . 
device with all sons of goodies on it 
including serial jiort. ]iwm. dual counters 
etc. The i\T90-S2325 Is basically die same as 
the 2313, in tenns of nienmrv etc but ii 

comes in an 8-pin package. Please refer to 
the latest Maplin Catalogue for types and 
prices. 

The suggested application is intended to 
stimulate your creative juices, so you can 
start working on your own projects, which 

I'm sure the editor of Electmnics anil 
Beyond would love to see. No PCS (tare 
been designed for die application - I will 
leave that bit tiji to you! 

Hie methodology for most of the circuits 
is tliat you will want to connect the Kanda 
Systems In-Svmem Programming (ISP) 
interlace (part of the AVR Sinner Kit 
available from the Maplin cauilogue) on a 
fairly continuous basis to your circuit. Titis 
enables ytm to make changes and tweaks as 
yuu ex|ilofc the system ami refine its 
npenuion. This is one of the major 
adwunages of the AVR devices - you can 
reprogratn them up to 1,000 times in-situ 
without having to resort to EEPROM erasers 
or programming voltages. Tliis feature has 
been built into the ciicuit with connections 
via a 10-pin, 0.1" [litch dual heailer. Hie AVR 
Starter Kit includes an assembler, simulator, 
prognunnilng software, in,system 
programming cable and a battery powered 
device programming module. 

•ai/lf 

m A 

Ills'0' Sit" 
A'5* 

StAfo 'NP* f<* cys 
TllO- 

'/*c 

iP4 

s 

AVR Slartsr Kit Maplin order code Nft20V/ Price £76.36 Inc VAT. 

f- i ir'jVjM --T-^Lr 

.see 
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Figure 1, Circuit diagram. 
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AVR Workshop Maplm order code NW61R Prfce £149.99. 

BCD to Quad (multiplexed) 

7-segment display (Figure i) 
Its all ven' well being able U) drive an IJiD 
or two dir ectly from a micrixontfollcr, btrt 
to get atw meaningfui data out yon really 
need tt> go over to some fomi of rnuki- 
segment display. The liest kntwn ofdicsels 
Lite 7-segment display which' can display ail 
10 numeric characters plus a few alpha 
characters (A. B, C D, E, Feid). To make 
die display really meaningful you need to 
display more than one set of diameters, 
four Ixing an ideal mtmber. This opens up 
all sons of [XisslhiHties for displaying values, 
messages etc. There are iCs around that wilt 
ilo this job for you but they tend to l)e 
expensive and/or difltcult to obtain., so this 
application is designed to ttliow you to 
create a 'i-digit display with the tnininium of 
pans. Humans, for some obscure reason, 
have decided on a numbering system baser! 
around die digits 0 to 9, uistead of the 
eminently more sensible I sesaded rual (that 
is I) tol 5 or 0 to!7), so the input is BCD 
(binary coded decimal). Aidiough, we can 
make diis little system work with cither 
BCD or Hex - in fan you can make it display 
whatever ynu want - try experimenting!. 

As you can see from Figure 1, the circuit 
is not paniailady complicjtteti consisting of 
two devices. The first is die AT90S1200 and 
the other is a decotler/driver, which is used 
to selea the display tlcrice we waiu to 
drive. The system fur driving four devices 
from one set of outputs is called 
multiplexing. In essence w liat this means is 
dwt you switdi on each of the devices in 
turn and rely on the persistence of the 
human tare to create die illusion that die 
digit is displayed iwmianemly. TliLs 
technkjiie Is very common as it reduces 
(tower consumption and device resourees. 
It is for this treason that if you see a film on 
die TV where there is, say. a digital alarm 
dock, die digits tend to flash its the frame 
speed of the camera Ls out of sync with the 

i display multiplexed speed, 
i So we are using the AVK to dectnle ilie 
; incoming data, which Ls lit BCD format, and 
i then convert that into the 7-segment codes, 
i Because there are joirr possible digits, each 
: ofwhich requires BCD tlaia, and to limit the 
1 number of lines devoted to data injiut we 
| are using two input lines to select die digit 
| and latch it into die device. The 
; methcxli iltigy is quite stfaiglitforward. On 
j switch-tin. >nu enter the BCD code (which 
; for test puq xwes aititd be via a BCD 
I -switdi). and then take the digit stroiie high 
: then low. Tlic first digit (die very right hansl 
= one) now has its tlata latched in. Tbe digit 
: select line is then taken high then low, 
j which selects lite next digit. This whole 
: exercise Ls repeated for all four dxtnaefs 
j {valid BCD. si robe it into the latch). 

The valid data is now stored in the device. 
; We will store these values in four 
i consecutive EEPROM aildrcsses (after all wx- 
: have tS-i at our dispostl). Tfii.s means that 
; even if the |)ower Ls subsequently switched 
• off die system will display the loaded values 

when it Ls switched back on again. These 
: values will then be cimycneti into ilicir 
; respeaive 7-segmenc display ctxles. Ifytnr 
; look at the diagram jx >u will See that tlie 
? segments are numbered (leneiretl?) from A 
: to G. These corrcsjwnc! to the AVR jion pins: 
; Tlie way it works is that in order to display 

A R36. 
B ■ PB5 
C ftM 
D ros 
E PD2 tr POl 

'6 Pbo 

i the digit T you liglit up segments B and C 
i and leave tbe rest dark. In diis system you 
; put a" r out an die port to light :i segment 
| :l,|d a '0' to leave ir ilark. So die databne 
i ytut would put (Hit on the port is <30,'which 

Ls 0110000 in binary, incidentally, the S sign 
means diat the value is a hex number. Ti» 
tlisplay a '2' you Sight segments A B. G. E 
arid D. whidi corresponds to a value of $61) 
(binary 110 1101). I think you can see the 
pattern emerging. So what wc now need to 
t!o is to create a look up table which 
contains the codes for the various digit 
display options. lb save time I'll do thLs for 
you, diey are; 
So now we Iravre the conversion codes, hut 

Digit Value 
0 S7& 
1 $30 
2 560 
3 S79 
4 $33 
5 $58 
6 S5F. 
7 .570 
8 57F , 
S S73 

wliat are wc going to do with them? We art- 
ptming the values in die form of numhers, 
wliich can be equated to addresses. So if we 
had some fomi of non-volatile storage we 
could store them sequenihtlly in there and 
then merely look them up using the 
lumilH-'r wc put in as the address. As kick 

may hat e [j, die AVR jusl liapiMis (6 liave 
just sudi storage (you knew ! was going to 
say that'didn't you?) in the form of 
EEPROM. To save time we can load these 
values into the programming snfiwnre iuul it 
cm do all thai for us. If you are using die 
AVR Starter Kit from Maplin you can simplv 
njien die new project, go to the EEPROM 
editor, anil simply enter those numbers in 
setjuence. So far so good. 

Mftv." the code. For this you are going to 
need the assembler which comes with the 
AVR Starter Kit (or which cm lie 
downloaded froiii the Aime! website 
http://v,VM.atniel .conn, We need to 
eflectrvely split the cotle imo two distinct 
[jarts - the first is die data loading and the 
other is tbe display decoder/driver. But 
before wc.do anything else, we need to set 
up the pans so they are el liter inputs or 
outputs, which is achieve."! by writing wi the 
ibta diretrioi) registers (DDRB for port B 
and DDRO for (xirt D). A 'O' sets that 
corresponding bit to input and a T to 
' 't'tput. Tlie pons wc are using are: 

Port Bit Function Bit Se 
8 0 BCO-LS3 0 
B 1 ECD-HtSS 0 
B 2 SCO - NM3E. 0 
B 3 BCD-MSB 0 
B 4 Digt Select 0 
S 5 Digtstroee 0 
a 6 .pigSay.'SeSct 1 i 
B. 7 IScPte-y Seisa 2 i 
:0 0 SegreSt S i 
& 1 SegjnenlF i 
Q 2 Segmerit E; l 
6 3 SegnsiTt'iD i 
D 4 SkgnxilC 1 
0 5 SssfsntB i 
0 6 Ssgnsnt A. 1 
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you keep reading iilis wTite bit until it goes 
iw (usually after 2-3rtis) wliich will indicate 
that the write has been done. You can see 
why it is easier to load the EEPROM data for 
the display decoding (which wiQ never 
change) at program time rather than write a 
slew of code to do it as pan of the main 
program code. 

Mow all we have to do is repeat this using 
EEPROM address SU for the next digit, 512 
for the nest etc. We'll just an and paste at 
this stage. It can be done a more elegant 
way, but we hare no shortage of code space 
so this will suffice. I'll leave die actual code 
listing until the end.because now! want to 
concentrate on die display driving. The way 
this works is to get the value from die 
EEPROM which we will then use as a pointer 
to get the decoded value from EEPROM and 
dieu put it out on the port. VC'e then select 
the digit and it will he displayed. 

This docs raise an interesting little 
problem as we want to do two things at 

This yields a DDRB value of $03 and a 
DDRD value of S7F (Note (jort D only lias 7- 
bits). In order to put these out to the I/O 
space we must use a spare register so we'll 
use R17. The code now looks like diis: 

LDI $117,5.03 
"OOT .517, H17 
LDI Ri7,S7F 

-OUT 511, R17 

Note diat I'm using the physical adtlress 
values for DDRB (S17) and DDRD ($11). 
You could use the names instead, sis long sis 

Avn Etnrtar Book 
Maplin ortlor coilo 
NWBOi-, Prlco £i9,0P, 

i 

V- 

I 

JO'S 
AVR 

in_loonl: SBiS 516,5 : look for pin b going high ($15 is port J3 inputs) 
HJ3iP in^loopl ;locp if it isn't 
X?.: RI8,$13 ,-get"the value 
AMD1 RX8,$or jFiusitsthe top nibble 
CUT SID.RIE ;score.in .eeprcm data register 
LDI R17,$10 ;load eeprom address 
OUT' §1S,R17 . 
SBI $1C, 1 fperfor-a eeprom write' 

eibopl: SBIC :$ic(i ; visit for .it; to finish 
RJM? sloool 

sloppl: SBIC SIS, 5 ;yrsit uritil strobe goes low again 
HJMP tloopl 

dsjloopl: SBIS 516". 4 .-look for next dicit- select 
HJI-5P ds_loo.pl ;loop if it is not set. 

as^lowl: SBIC $16,4 
PJliP d=_lowl .-wait for it to go lew again Listing 1. 

Reset: RJKP main ;Reset Vector 
NO? ;elxtavnal Jnterrupt Vector 

,SJI-SF Digits :Timer Interrupt Vector 
fiOP : Corrpnr a tor Vector 

Main: LDI fU7,$05 ;Set Timer prescaler to marc t/1024) 
ODT $32,3117 
LDI R17,$02 jSet Timer'interrupt-up 
OUT sas.Ri? 
LDI ■R17,$80 5Set;General Interrunt bit 
OUT $39,3117 
LDI pas. $14 .-Seed timer loot counter with 20 
CLR R20 .-Clear Digit Pointer listing 2. 

once. We need to set up a timeout to 
dcterrnine when the next digit needs to be • 
displayed, and get input data at the same 
Unie. To overcome this problem we will use 
an interrupt from the timer, which requires 
us to set up the interrupt vectors (a tetchy 
way of saving addresses) which live at the 
stan of the program (shown in listing 2). 

VThat will happen now is that every 1024 
dock cycles the program will, jump to the 
intemipt service routine (1SR) called Digits, 
which, if you, are using a 4MHz crystal (or 

you ensure, that die assembler lias the right 
iibraiy file loaded (you dp an include at the 
beginning, see an example program chat 
comes with die assembler ftir how to do 
this). However, if you do it this way it will 
always work. 

Nest we will look at die methodology for 
gefting the data entered. Here we need to 
watch the data strobe line and when it goes 
high we'll load in the data value on the BCD 
inputs. This will happen at switch on, or a 
reset, so die digit pointed to is the right 
hand one, or I-SD). This is done as shown in 
listing 1. 

Well that's entered one digit! Note diatin 
order to write to the EEPROM you need to 
load the address and data into special 
registers and then set the write bit. Then 

Digits DEC P. 19 ,-udoH for loop .counter, time out 
BSHH Quit .•return to main program if it hasn't 
ROY H21, R20.. ;get oioit pointer 

,SBR B2i, 7 ;,sec top. bit to point to data value 
OUT $1E,R2I ;data- address in eeprom 
•SBI SIC, 0 ;read esprom 
m- R22,SiD store it' 
OUT $iE,'R22 fuse it as a pointer 
SBI SIC, 0 
Iti R22,$1D .•Decoded. value 
OUT $12;R22 ; Put .'it out on. the port 
Ainu R21,$03 /flush all except digit pointer pits 
Lsa R2i 
LSH R21 
IrSH. R21 ;put digit seleet da right port' pins 

T35G R20 
AUDI :R20,$03 /flush all bits except 2 bottom ones 

Quit; RETS Listing 3. 
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Reset: RJ11P 
HOP 
Rjyp 
HOP 

Main:. IDl 
D'JT- 
bDI 
OUT 
DDI 
OUT 
LQX 
CbR 
LDI 
OUT 
liDI 
ODi 

In_i!5op3 sSxs 
RJKP 
5H 
A1JDT 
OUT 
LQI 
OUT 
.S3J 

eloopl: SBXC 
RU75? 

sloopl: S3XC' 
Rut-tP 

cJs_lpopi- •SBIS 
RJT'tP 

dsJowl: S3IC 
PJKP 

iii_ioop2 ■;S3IS 
'sjicp 
IN 
AUDI 
OUT 
LDI 
OUT 
SB1 

eloopl: 'S3IC 
SJTTP' 

sloopl: SBI'C 
RJI.tP, 

ds_ioop2 SBZE 
BJISP 

ds_iow2: SBXG, 
'SUMP 

lh_loop3 -SBIS 
UtTK? 
sr 
AUDI 
OUT 
DDI 
OUT 
SSI 

eloopS: SSIC 
RUMP 

isloopS: . S3IC 
RJKP 

ds_loop3 • SBIS, 
O "n.CD 

ds_lDw3; 
KjJWir 
S31C 
RJltP 

in_loop4 SBIS 
RJt'SP 
ItJ 
AflDI 
OUT 

' DDI 
OUT 
S3I 

eloop4 •- S3XC. 
sen-!? 

sioop4: SEIC. 
PJJHP 

ds_loop-l SBIS. 
soap 

CS_loi-,'4: SBIC 
EJMP 

Digi ts; DEC 
ESJ-1E 
MOV 
cao 

« 
J Drv 
OUT 
SB I 
IN 
OUT 
SBI 
IN. 
OUT 
AKDI 
LSR 
L-SR 
L-SS 
XKC 
AND! 

Qui t:' RET I 

Digits 

m:m 
El 7, $ 02. 
S39,Ri7 
R17..S80 
S35, R17 
RiS,$i4 
R20 
Rn,$03 
$17,50.7 
Ri7.$7F 
Sil,R17 
$16,.5. 
in_ioopl 
pie. $16 
sis,$of 
SlD.lllS 
FX?. $10 
$12,1117. 
S1C.1 
SIC.l 
eloopl 
$15, 5 
sloopl 
$16,4 
ds_lo6tii 
SIS'. 4 - 
ds Jowl 
$16,5 
injoop? 
R1S.$16 
5U8, $0F 
$ ID,:Si8 
Pi?,$10 
$111, 5X7 
SIC.l: 
SIC.i 
eloopl 
$15,5 
s1ood2 
$15.,4 
GS_IOQ02 
$15,4 
ds_low2 
$16.5., 
in_Ioop3 
T518, $15 
PiS.^SOF 
$1D,R18 
KIT.§10 
S1F, R17 
.sic.-i 
sic,i - 
eloopl 
;S15,5, 
sloODl 
$16,4i 
ds_l00D3 
$15,4 
ds_low3 
$16/5 
in_looc>i 
R1S,$16 
R18/$0F 
SID,S18 
sn-, $ic 
$iE,.R17 
SIC.l 
SIC.l 
eloop4 
$16.5 

rr Reset Vector 
;External Interrupt Vector 
;Timer Tvterrupt Vector. 
;Coapar2tor Vector 
;Sefc Ti»er .prescaler to max (/1024} 

;Sec Timer interrupt op 

; Set-General Interrupt., fait 

.•Seed ciraer loop "councer with 20 
;Cieer 131 git Pointer 

.■look for pin b going high [$16 Is sort IB inputs) 

.-loop if it isn't 

.-get, the value, 
Flush the top 'nibble. 

; store Xa 'eaprbm data resistar- 
;icad eeprafc address 

.•petfona. eeFtdm write 
; wait -rcir it to finish. 

js-raife uiitil strdBs.goes low again 

.-look for next digit select 
r loop if, it is hdt set. 

;wait for it. to: go Ibw again 
jlook for pin b going higc (§16 is port B inputs) 
;loop .if' it. isn't 
;get. the value 
;Flush the top nibble 
;.store in eeprcm data register 
;lesd eeprom address 

jparforsi eeprom . 
.-wait for it to firish 

write. 
finis!: 

.-wait until strobe goes low .again 

/look .for next digit select 
iloop if it is not sec. 

:wait for it to go Icrt-; egaic 
;look for pin b.going.high (SIS is port H 
;loop it it isn't 
jgec the value"- 

;Flush,the top aihble 
;store in eeprom data.register 
;load eeprom address 

; per form eeprom. write 
for it to. finish. 

inputs) 

$16,4 
dsJoopS 
$16,4- 
dsjo>.'4 
R19 
Quit: . 
R21,R20 
R21,7 ' 
$IE;R21 
$1G,0 
R22,$1D 
'S1E,R22 
$1C,0, 
R22,$1D 
$12,R22 
R21,$03 
R21 
R21 
S2I 
R20 
R20,S03 

jwait until strobe goes low again, 

;i.ook for next digit select 
;loop if it is not set. 

;«aic for it to go. low again 
;look for pin b going'high ($16 is port B 
;ioop if "it isn't 
;get the value 
jFlush the cop ai-bble- 
; score? in reeproro data reg i seer 
;ioadieeprom address 

;aerforui eeprom Vjrite 
jwalt for it to finish 

;wait until strobe goes low -again 

; look-.for next- digit select 
;l"oop if it is not set. 

again 
time out 
if- it hasn' 

.jweit for it to go low 
: Look for -. loop • counter 
;rectm to main program 
.-get digit painter 
.-set ..tdpibit to point: to catB val 
{data ^address, in ie'eprcm' 
;read NSSprdra 
isfcore it 
;use it as a pointer- 

;Decoded value 
{Put it out- on Che port 
{flush all except 'digit points bits 

;.put digit select on right port pias- 

;flash all bits e-xcept 2 bottcm ones 
Listing 4. 

resonator it isn't fussy), will work but 
at every 2.5ms, Tiiis is a hit quick for 
our purposes (we want co change 
digits eveiy 50nis or so), so wc need 
to slow it down. By a startling piece of 
good luck, 50.-2-5 gives us a nice 
integer to work witli of 20. So every 
20ih time we see an inrermpt we'll 
change digit. Mow all that's left to do 
is to write some code to reati a value 
from die EEPROM, use it as an address 
to point to the decoded value and put 
dxat value out cn the port. Tltis 
should look, something like listing 3- 

Tite l-SR instructions may not he 
completely obvious hut wliai they are 
doing Ls lining up die poiiuerbits 
from the digii address with the ports. 
So die code in full looks like listing 4. 

If you want to experiment a 
little why noc try loading different digit 
decoded values into the ccprnm at 
program time. Then you could display 
certain letters (up to )6 different 
ones) Iw putting in binary values. 

Tills design example was based 
around die low cost AVR Starter Kit 
available from the Maplin catalogue, 
but you may want a more 
comprehensive design environment 
for your next AYR design, why not 
discover the Ijcncfits of the AVR 
Workshop (order code NW61R)- 
TTte AVR Workshop includes :t tlevicc 
ftinaian monitor and single .stepping, 
an integrated development 
environment for "Windows which 
allows seamless design migration 
between the AVR builder (software to 
easily set up device peripheral — it 
produces the code For you!), 
professional IAK assembler, dcvice 
siinulator anil programming software. 
The hardware consists of an 
application board with on-boatd 
speaker, i.EDs, switches anil R5232 
provision so you cm fully test your 
designs along with a free in-sysiem 
programmer. All Kanda Systems 
prtxlucts come wid» free product 
lifetiine technical soi3pon via our 
unique Gold Card scheme, 

If your still undecided about 
switching over to the AVR or need to 
know a little more about tltis unique 
range of micro's why not buy a copy 
of the book "Get Going With...the 
AVR' by leading microcontroller 
spedalist, Peter Sharpe. 

Kanda Systems is a leading 
UK based designer and supplier 
of development tools to the 
electronics industry. iai»r.wri 

AVR StfirterKit 
Maptin wiler code NR20W Price £7636 

AVR Worksitop 
AfepfinotileicoderWSlBPite £14939 

Get .Gcgng With, .the Ai/R hcok 
MapBnonter.ctKle NWS6L Price £19.99 
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A UMV h »v 

ITT 4   

Greg Grant Looks at Radiation 

and Health 

[Vledical Radiation 
Hie nidlaiion doses to tt+iich tve are all 
Sulijecied - to a greater or lesser extent - 
van' consiilerably. Generally speaking 
however; the dosage from man-made 
radiation is much less than that which is 
emitted naturally. Up to 1986, some -tO 
people jver annum were killed in mining 
accidents in the United Kingdom (UK) 
alone. Yet this fact is given little ur no 
prominence, if however, as many as one 
tenth of lilts figure Itad iteen killed in a civil 
nudear accident, it would have been 
headline news woritl-wide. In Sta "probably 
tiomnh l< more widely bclievx-d than that 
radiation is continuously escapiiig from 
nuclear planrs and killing people."' 

In his book "Kadiation & Human Health," 
Dr Jonathan Mensah shows just how 
extensive natural radiation Ls. Tliis fact Is 
illustrated in "fable 1, where nuclear and 
other man-made radiatloivare -shown to 
amount to a puny 1,7S> of die total! 

Given tliese figures, how did the nuclear 
industn* come to get .Such an atrocious 
press and near-pariah .status world-wide? 
largely as a result of its beginning: whose 
first product was the Ixinib tlrop|xd on the 
Japanese city of Hiroshima in August. 19-15- 
Threc din-s after this initial detonation a 
second. pUitonium, bomb was dropjTed'rin 
another Japanese city. Nagasaki. Tlie 
casualties resulting from die second strike 
numbered 40,000. 

A month after die first bomb had been 
dropped the Australian journalist Wilfred 
Burchett, of the London Daily Kspress 
newspaper, arrived in Hiroshima. On 
September 5th his newspaper published his 
historic exclusive report, the first 
newspaper account anywhere to describe 
radiation sickness. 

In die following May; the New York Times 
newspajier dispatched the author, jounialist 
John Herscy to Hiroshima to discover what 
hail actually happened to die dty and to 
those who had sunived history's ficst 
nuclear bomb strike. Kersey's 30,000 wonl 
acrount" .. related, in straight narrative 

form and in a sober, matter-of-fact style, what 
happened to six oidinaiy Hicnsisima people 
on that extraordinary day"' 

'Hie New York Times devoted its August 
31st issue to I icrsey's account and tlie 
entire print run sold out in hours. It was 
also carried by broadasung networks of the 
stature of die British Broadcrsting 
Corporation (BBC), ami the American 
Broaticasting Corporation (ABC), as well as 
being .serialised, or syndicated, in otlic-r 
newspafiers, perirxlicals and journals. 
Subsequently, it was :d.so publishcti as a 
book. Hi tlie general public it was clear that 
nude:ur science and technology were 
nhimatdy desmictivc. no matter which way 
one looked at it. The view remains 
prcdontihant, despite die figures of Taljlc 1. 

Shordy after die publication of Wllidm 
Rontgen's paper, Coiumhia University's 
Michael L Pupin look die first X-ray 

; photograph in the United States (US). Seven 
; years later, the German surgeon George 
: Perthes discovered that X-rays could inhibit 
i tumour growth and proposed diat the new 
i radiation lie used in die ueaunem of cancer. 
: In 1900, Walter B. Cannon gntduatod in 
[ medicine from Harvanl joining the 
; Neurological faculty as a lecturer. He 
; became one of the earilest physiologists to 
i use X-rays and tlevdoped bismuth 
i compounds to enable soft internal organs to 
j lie .seen on X-rays, 

However, die dangers inherent in X-rays 
i had already been noted. In 1906 Becquerd - 
'■ no less! - discovered that radiation had to lie 
1. Taken seiiously. He acddcntiilly burned 
[ himself through carrying radioactive 
j material in his pocket.' Another early 
; esjlerimeiiter io dNfover that X-rays could 
; harm luimaii tissue was the American 
[ electrical engineer Elihu Thomson. He 
\ deliberaidy exposed one of his fingers to 
I ihe new radiation and accurately noted die- 
| bums licit resultetL 
; In the course of the following decides, 
; oilier imesiigatots developed botli cancer 
1 and radiation hums in the course of their 
; work. One clinician noted for liis careftil 
| snnlies of the rates of mutation under both 
| natural and aniQdal ri intliiioas wtts the 
; American medical scientist Hermann J. MuUcr, 
; In 1927. he cam'ed out a classic series of 
| esjieriments ciemonsiratihg the eEects.of 
! X-rays on iaseas, proving that such radiation 
j could increase mutaiinn rates by as much as 
" 150 times. Having held research and academic 

Radiation Type 
Percentage of 

Total Radiation 
NawtgJ Baskgitehd ffeifecon 67,6% 
ritafcsi &iu!pnk« inCsnera! 30.7% 
OttiSf.Man-t.tade Radalioa 1.55% 

. Nudear F^ant atvtf EqUpmsnt 0.15% 

Table 1. Radiation Exposure of the 
United Kingdom Population. 

Figure It Relative radon 
gas concentrations in the 
United Kingdom. •-'T 
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posts in Moscow, Leningrad and Edinburgh, 
Muller remmctl to the US in 1940, where he 
continuwl his research. His experience of the 
widespread genetic effects of the irradiation of 
germ cells, frequently trading to lethal 
mutatioas, meant that he tookajaundlcetl 
tlew of X-rara. By the time of his rcaim home, 
he lad already begun to campaign against the 
dangers of such irradiation for the human 
race.. In 19-16, he was awarded the Nobel Prize 
in Medidne for his work. 

Sucli research, and the deaths of some 
100 jieopleas a result, of exposure to X-rays, 
ted to a greater awareness of the dangers to 
which physicists, physiologists and other 
medical personnel are exposed In the 
course of their work. This stimulated the 
development of the new* sdemific discipline 
of radiobiology, one of whose founders was 
the British physicist IjouLs Gray. 

In fact, the Largest source of man-generated 
ladioaaiviiy in the UK results from die 
activities of the medical profession. 
Radioactive substances and X-rays are used 
in lite treatment and diagnosis of a wide 
variety of diseases. Doses vary from patient 
to jyatient and from illness to illness. 
However, the average medical radiation 
dose in the UK is some 370 mSv per annum, 
although some doses can be a few hundred 
times stronger Uum this. 

Moreover, the average dose has Increased 
in recent years due to greater use of 
Computed Tomography (CT) scanning 

which gives higher doses than conventional 
radiographlc equipment. Radioactive 
substances are also used in the 
chemotherapy treatment of cancer, where 
individual target tissues can he subjected to 
very high doses indeed. 

Radon Gas Doses 
XSrays of course arc by no means die only 
form of radioactive substance that is a 
potential danger to health. Another 
substance that gives cause for concern is the 
radioactive gas RadOn. Half of all the 
radiaiion to which the majority of jieople in 
the UK arc exposed, results from radon gas 
leaking from the ground. 

Radon icvels or concentrations are 
measured as the amount of gas detected in 
a cubic metre of air. One Becquerei per 
cubic metre-' IBq/nT - means one 
ilisimegration every second, per cubic 
metre of air. The UK National Radiological 
Protection Board, the NRPB, have shown 
that the majority of homes in Britain have 
reasonably low levels of this ubiquitous gas. 
they averaging around 20 Bq-rnl 

Not ail areas of the country have levels as 
low as this of course. In the Ration map of 
Figure 1, relative concentratioas are shown as 
j leaks. In some aiKis - for example Nonlieast 
Scotiand; the Midlands; the Higlilands; the 
southeast comer of Northern Ireland and 
Southwest England - levels are more than 10 
times the average leakage figure- 

Outdoors Kadon readily dtspecses and, as 
a result, levels are low. But, indoors matters 
are entirely different. Depending on the 
locality, indoor levels can build up due to 
the nature of die terrain on which a 
property is buile, the ventilation and the 
local atmospheric conditions. Nevenhclcss. 
as Figure 2 illustrates, die UK lias the lowest 
concentrations of both radon gas and 
cosmic ray peneiraiionln Europe. 

Ultra-Violet Radiation 
As early as 1893, the 33-year-old Danish 
physician Niels Fmsen established that Ultra- 
Violet (U-V) radiation could kill bacteria as 
well as cure the skin disease lupus vulgaris, 
or tulierculosls of the skin. 

In (ha U-V radiation can produce Ixuh 
direct and indirecr effects on the human 
body. The direct effects are limited to the 
surface skin, because such rays have low 
penetrating power. This, of course. Is how 
we all acquire a suntan. The indirect effects 
result in damaged skin cells releasing 
hisi online, which causes skin inflammation. 

In 1913 the French physicist Charles Fabry 
showed that at heights of 6 to 30 miles, 
significant amounts of die threeatoiii 
molecule Ozone were present in the 
atmosphere. As a result, diis region is 
occasionally termed the oronosphere. 

Hus layer prevents the more energetic U-V 
radiation from the sun, which b life- 
tiireaienlng, from reaching the earth's surfece. 

Seventeen years after Fabry's discovery 
another chemical revelation took place, one 
that would be paradoxical to say the least- 
Refrigerators and air conditioning units 
(ACUs) iiad been practical realities since 
1876 and 1982 respectively, using gases such 
as sulphur dioxide and ammonia. 
Unfortunately, these gases were pQisonous 
and gave off choking odours. Therefore, a 
leak in either an ACU or a refrigerator was 
nor simply uncomfortable, it was dangerous 
too. What wtls required of course was a 
refiigeran! liiat was nori-poisonous, e.tsily 
evaporated, odourless and stable. 

In 1928, the Frigidaire Division of General 
Motors began a search for just such a 
substance. Two of their industrial chemists - 
Thomas Midglcy Jr. ant! Albert Henne - had 
".. decided drat cenaln compounds of 
carbon comainiing Ixitii Buorine anil 
chlorine might he suitable, although 
compounds of fluorine had sometimes been 
reported to be toxic."3 

Two years later, having closely studied die 
chemical literature, Mitlgley prepared 
difluorodtchlororaeihane, a fluid with " .. a 
molecule consisting of a carton atom to 
which rwei chlorine atoms and two fluorine 
atoms were attached."' Midgiey's trreation 
in short was a Cblorojiriovocurbou, or CFC. 

Tills sulistance, it was latei discoretwi, could 
be used in a numlser of odier ways too, 
princjpitlamotig tliem being as a propcllant for 
spray cans. Friyklaiie. teamed up with the 
chemical glint Du Fbnt, and created the Ficon 
division at Du Rku's to produce, and funlter 
develop, CFC chemisuy In odier wotds, ACUs 
and refrigerators moved from theindusirial, 
rat.-ring ;ind office emiroruuenis into the home. 

CFC chemistry had some unforeseen 
effects. Having been sprayed into the air or 
leaked from either ACUs or refrigeraiois. 
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Radloactivtty Cause Effect 
Cosrrfc Rayi 

Alpha & Beta Particles. Gamma Rsys. 

. Rjtassium is UfBnium atoms. 

Gamma Rays. 

from she atmosptieie. 

Througji normal RreoUung. 

fngestion of ftiod & drink; 

Natural radiation of the sofl and budding materials. 

Some J.00,000 cosmic ray neutrons and 400,OOO secondaiy cosmic raj's 
peoeiraTe the at«rage person every hooc 
As a result of bresUiing, around 30,000 alums rfiantegrate in our lungs. This 
cfcinlEgation produces both a'pha & beta particles, as well, as a quemity of 
gamma rays. 
Anand 15,000,000 po.t^slum-40 atoms and some 7,000 natural orailnim 
atoms rfisritdgram.ihSde 'each arid ever/ one of usV.ety hour 
More than 200,000,000 gamma rays pass througt each and eyeiy one of us 
every hour from these tvro sources. 

Table 2. Natural radiation exposure par IndMdual. 

some CFCs drifted into the upper 
atmosphere. Once there oFcourse they 
tame up against the ozone layer. 

In 1974, two American environmental - 
sdentlsts, Mario Molina and F. Sherwood 
Rowland, put forward the view that such 
CFCs were, in fact, caring away at the 
ozone layer, a view later substantiated fay 
sdenusis of the British Antarctic Survey, 
who confirmed that there was a 'hole* in 
lite ozone layer above the South Pole- 

Mankind's protection against excessive 
U-V radiation in other words was quietly 
vanishing. Iwb yeais later, the US Academy 
of Sciences reported tltat Freon could 
Indeed deplete the ozone layer and, in 
1978, CFCs were banned for use as spray 
propellants in die US. 

Work-Related 

Radiation Dosage 
Both man-made and natural radioacuviry 
contribute to occupational radiation 
dosage. By fax the most exposed of the 
nation's workforce are those whose 
professions take them into, or dose, to, 
natural radioactive sources. The vertical bar 
chart in Figure 3 illustrates the numljer of 
workers in each dosage range. Over 
230,000 UK employees receive less than 
5mSv of radiation per annum. 

By for the largest group of employees 
prone to occupational radiation - some 
50,000 approximately - are those whose 
jobs are looted in the radon-abundant 
areas highlighted in Figure 1. Even in those 

S 50.000 

Figure 3: Radiation and tba UK 
wortrforca. 
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areas individuals rarely receive annual 
doses of more than jmSv. 

One particular specialisation which 
receives a higher dosage than other 
professions is military and civil aircrew. The 
reason for this is that the dosage from 
cosmic ray's increase with both latitude and 
altitude. Frequent air travellers -Tot 
example air couriers and the Queen's 
messengers - receive even greater dosages 
perltaps dian aircrews. High energy' 
panicles of couise have no difficulty 
penetrating an aircraft fiisciagel 

Food and Drink 
Even in our pleasures, one of which is 
undoubtedly food and drink, we cannot - it 
seems - escape natural radioactivity. One. 
example Ls crustaceans. Alj members of this 
spedes, shellfish particulariy, concentrate 
natural radioactive materials. Therefore, if an 
indtvidua! is .particularly fond of shellfish and 
eats very large quantities of them, she or he 
could receive a dose of narural radiation 
roughly 50 times higher than normal. 

There Is also the matter of radiaiion 
introduced into fixxlstufis to preserve them. 
In America in 1968, die Nudear Materials 
Equipment Coqxiration began the sterilisation 
of potaioes and bacon by Irradiating them 
from a radioactive cobali-60 source. "However, 
shortly afiervvaids theCcimnussionerof the US 
Ibod and Dnig Adrnlalviraiion. Janies L 
Goddanl, refused to allow radloaccively 
sterilised tinned liatfi to be passed for human 
consumption by the. US Army. 

All of the above frtcers of radiation and 
health, where Individuals are concerned, 
ace summarised in Table 2, above. 

There is, of course, one aspecr of 
radioactivity we iiave not, so far. looked at - 
the nudear industry, and this will be the 
subject of the final piece in this series. 
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Main desktop — Windows In Windows 98 
by default have a quasl-Web browser 
stylo. Tbls can be turned off or further 
expanded wtth various system options. 
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Despite the intervention of die US 
Depanment of Justice and. it seems, 
almost despite the will of die whole 

wide world, Microsoft finally made it and 
released the latest version of its operating 
system software, Windows 98, at die end of 
June. It's taken all but a month or two short 
of three years for this latest update to lilt die 
streets, and many would be forgiven for 
thinking that the latest version must be 
significantly improved. 

It is, and It isn't—depending on how you 
look at it. There aren't any mind-bogglingiy 
stupendous new additions to its feature set, 
unlike the release of Windows 95, which 
represented a totally new way of using a 
computer for most PC users. But what it 
does bring to the PC desktop is greater 
stability and a few heat additions that go 
almost undetected if you're not sure what 
you're locking for. So, in these respects 
Windows 98 does represent progress. 

Stability's all very well, of coutse, and 
Windows 98 is certainly much more stable 
than Windows 95- But is your computer 
crashing twice a day instead of five times a 
day worth the upgrade price? fm jesting, of 
course, Windows 95 wasn't partinjlarly that 
unstable, although Windows 98 is certainly 
better than its earlier incarnate. Integral to a 
computer's stability is the maintenance tools 
available for the user. Among others, 
Windows 98 uses an adept tool In its 
Maintenance Wizard, and that is"a utility that 
co-ordinates and allows scheduling of three 
supplied tools (although third-party tools can 
be added by users). The tools are a disk 
defnigmenter, a disk scanner and a disk clean 
up. These are powerful utilities that can help, 
to make a PC more reliable, by giving it at 
least the basis of self-maintenance. They 
won't isolate every problem you might come 
across in the lifetime of a computer, but they 
should work to lower the number of 
problems encountered, especially if the tools 
are used on a regular basis. 

Of the new other additions in Windows 9S, 
'some are worthy of note. Fust off Windows 
93 at last adds full fn-built support for new 
hardware variants that other operating 
systems have had for a while now, such as 
infra-red ports, PCMCIA card slots, DVD 
players, TV Tuner boards, Intel AIMX 
microprocessbts, and a new port that's 
destined to become the computer 
comrnunications bus of the near future, the 
universal sbriai bus (USB). All these things will 
become commonplace, and hence, cheaper 
simply because of the sheer volume of 
numbers of Windows PCs and their users. 

Windows 98 also adds extra versatility in 
terms of how i: ajmrols the coriiputer it's 
running on. A new disk file system is 
included called file allocation table 32 
(FAT32) that improves on the older file 
allocation table (known simply as FAT) by 
allowing larger hard drives to be used (2Gb 
used to be the limit) without partitioning, 
and also reduces the space wasted on larger 
drives. Effectively using FAT32 means that 
small files are saved in a block on a drive 
more according to their actual file size, rather 
than by a pre-defined and larger block size. 
With large numbers of small files on a large 
drive, significant amounts of hard drive space 
become usable. There are improved power 
management techniques, designed to make 
use of modern advanced power management 
hardware, letting PCs rake control of system 
hardware by spinning down hard drives, 
shutting off monitors, forcing the central 
processor into sleep mode and so on when 
the system isn't being used. There are also 
several improvements in Internet 
connectivity with the aim of making 
connection both easier for the user and 
more reliable. 

So, all-in-all, Windows 98 does boast an 
impressive list of new features and bug 
oorreoions so, overall, ft has to be the way 
forward for millions of PC users around the 
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Start roeno—Windows 98 Start rmnu appears 
similar to that of Windows 9S. Although not 
featured In Windows 95, the Channel Qulde 
Is familiar to any user of recent versions of 
Microsoft Intemoi Explorer. 

Maintenance wizard — 
Windows SB's in-birttt 
maintenance 
tools In the form 
of Maintenance 
Wizard. Here you 
sat and schedule 
tasks to help 
keep your 
computer In 
tip-top shape. -■■Xj-TI . 

wood. And, if anything else needs' to be said in 
order to persuade Windows 95 users to 
upgrade as soon as passible, it's that Windows 
98 is Thar 2000 compliant. Upgrading means 
that rau get a new-found level of operating 
system security against the millennium bug. 
unlike all earlier versions of Windows. 

But how does it feel in use? Is there a 
benefit to using it. in terms of ease, power or 
ability? Well, ease-of-use is largely a personal 
matter. Readers may be aware that the reason 
behind the current US Department of 
Justice's lawsuit against Microsoft Is that 
Windows 98 uses its in-built Web browser 
(Internet Explorer) as the basis of how users 
access files and programs on the computer 
itself In. other words, you cm. access 
computer items in the same way as yoti 
access items when you're logger] onto the 
Internet — clicking a hypetiink rather than 
double-clicking a physical desktop-based icon. 
This to turn means that the distinction 
between desktop and Internet is somewhat 
blurred. In the extreme, the Windows 
interlace can be adjusted such thai it's difficult 
to tell the difference at all. Some would argue 
(me included) that this actually is a backward 
step. The Internet and how we access it at 
present is because of its historical test-based 
limitations, not hecause it has the better 
method of file negotiation, A better model I 
feel is to improve the Internet interlace so 
drat ir Is more like a physical computer 
desktop, if you've ever used a decent and 
modem FIT client that uses the computer 
desktop approach rather than the Web's 
hyperlfoked version you'll know what I mean. 

Tliat aside, it's an easy job to switch off 
preferences within .Windows 98 so tliat die 
interface Is according to die classic desktop 
w.iy if you're not convinced of the efficacy of 
hypedinked file negotiation. However, once 
you do that ir's nor unreasonable to think dial 
it's just the same as Windows 95 - so is die 
upgrade wonli it? Microsoft's numerical listing 
of Windows 98 shows they dunk it's a refarively 
minor upgrade too. The'System Control Band 
lists Windows 98 as version 4.1, Windows 95 
on die other hand was listed as version 4.0. 
Progress, at least in terms of Windows, 
is'in quite small steps, isn't it? iiini"i--t 

The opinions enpresseB by tho author are'.tioi 
newssailty ihosedf the puhlisher or.ttia gailoi 
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Setting 

the standard 
White email Is presently a 
text-only system - the 
beauty about it is this very 
simplicity - there are moves 
to extend the format shortly. 
It's always progressively 
been extended of course, 
and the most recent standard 
to be applied to it has been 
the multipurpose internet 
mail extension (MIME) that is 
now the almost universal 
mail format followed by 
nearly all the world's Internet 
service providers. Basically, If 
an email program is MIME- 
compliant, it can send and 

receive mixed-media files 
such as video, sound, and 
even binary data In die 
form of applications and 
so on, to another MIME- 
compliant emaif program on 
another user's computer 
without problem. 

The latest proposed 
standard, put forward by 
the Internet Engineering 
Taskforce (IETF), is set to 
allow whole Web pages or 
sites to be attached to 
single email messages. The 
standard, which is to be 
known as MHTML (MIME 
encapsulation of HTML 
documents), allows the 
individual components of a 

Website to be sent as 
attachments to an email 
message. Upon receipt, this 
is reassembled allowing the 
receiving user to view the 
Website without actually 
needing Web access. All 
this will be done in a text- 
based way, so that the 
mailing system itself 
doesn't need to be 
upgraded; just the sending 
and receiving mail programs. 

In effect, being able to 
send HTML-based Web 
pages as email attachments 
will mean that the Internet 
isn't an essential ingredient 
in the communications 
method. For example, a 
company's employees can 
send Web pages to each 
other across an internal 

network, to pass on vital 
multi-media information 
without expensive Internet 
access. This could have 
large repercussions in cost, 
with companies being able 
to restrict access to the 
Internet to specific 
employees. The downside is 
that attached Web pages 
with large amounts of multi- 
media Information could 
clog up internal networks. 

The standard will be taken 
up very quickly. Microsoft 
already has an early version 
in use in its Outlook 98 
email product, and Lotus 
intends incorporating the 
final version in the next 
release of Lotus Notes by 
the end of the year. 

AA Demos Car of the Future Online 

pa 
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The AA has domed a section of its VCeb site ai <www.theaa. 
co.uk/motQrlng/telenwtics> to de-mystify and explain in-car 
techndtog)': How it works and the benefits it can1 bring end-users; 

In-car technology, or tdematics as it is known, is a 
combination of sateliite positioning, digitiii mapping and a 
hands-free mobile phone. This easyaouse tedinolog)' opens up 
a* wealth of new services To motorists that will take the stresses 
and strains out ofdriving- 

The combination of the three technologies is brought down to 
road level using a small tdematics control unit fitted to a vehicle 
and connected loan aerial. This enables the cars precise location 
to be constantly calculated using the satellite positioning system 
and feeding this informatibn to die telematics control unit. 

Using a hands-free mobile jihone, telematics technology 
enables motorists to be put straight through to an AA call 
operator at the touch of a bimore'This direct contact with AA 
call operators offers motorists faster roadside assistance and 
personalised route guidance .incorporating local traffic, :Soon, 
telematics will be.tised to detect when there has been a vehicle 
collision, alert Car owners when their ear alarm has been 
activated and so notify the driver of potentially unauthorised 
usage, trac.k a stolen vehicle, and lock/unlock cars remotely. 

In the futufe, telematics'will be able to deal with problems 
even before they occur. The telematics unit will be Jinked to the 
engine mariitgemerit system, a warning will be given to the-AA 
call operator and if die warning is serious enough then the 
operator can ring, the driver to.offer an AA patrol to check. 
Telematics units will also be used to'gather floating car data, by 
iriterragadhg veijides about location and speed, thus providing 
instant Snfocmation on where traffic problems are occurringiand 
where the traffic is flowing most freely. 

Netscape introduces 'Smart Browsihg'' 

Netscapenetscape,coo > 
wifl shortly launch Navigator 
4-5, which will enable what it is 
calling'smart browsing'.'It does 
this by embedding capabilities 
such as keyword searchkig 
direaiy mtD: the browser and 
adding a 'smart uptbting' 
button in the bfowser to 
shorten the process of 
downloading softwaie upgrades, 

, Navigator '$.5 will be 
married to'a massive database 
of keywords that will allow 
surfcts to accomplish searches 
more quiiiiy. A user will be 
able to visit an Internet site 
simply by typing ordinary 

English words, such as 
TMapIih Electronics', rather 
than, a formal URL, such as 
<wwri. rnapl 1 n. co. utc>- 

Uke Thhoo!, AOI, and 
Microsoft, Netscape wants to 
be a portal site for users 
surfing che Web. For this 
reason, it will integrate a way 
to gjve computer users cjuick 
access to fearers of 
Netscape's Netcenter site so 
that the service will work 
more like an integrated 
computer desktop. Netcenter 
2.0 will also feature free e- 
mail and personalised news, 
stocks and weather. 
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New Browser Goes For a Song 
If you're fed up with playing second fiddle with Microsoft and 
Netscape, play your own tune with Opera. Iris a brand-new Web 
browser that eschews most of die gobbledygook that's taken over 
the main two existing Web browsers recently It sticks basically to the 
HTML 3.2 standard and doesn't go in for Java or its derivatives, but 
that's to Its advantage. Iris last, sleek, and incredibly cool. There's a 
Windows version out now; and ports to MacOS, Linux, and other 
operating systems should be our shortly. Try it out, by downloading 
it from <hnp:/Avww.operasoftware.com>. We'll look at it more 
closely another month. 
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AOL Deploys High-Speed V.90 

Find it aol.co.uk 
[3 Channels »ai - 
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AOL<www.aol .co.uk>, has 
deployed the Ihcematiohal 
Telecommunications Union 
(ITU) standard V.90 iftddem^ 
protocol for .high-speed 56K 
access tliroughout its AOL 
network. AOL lias been 
testing V90 interhaliy for 
several niontlis. Previously. 
AOtwas otTecing its jhembefs 
two different oGK modem 
protocols, the x2 modem 
technolog)' develo(>ed by US 
Robotics and the'K56fie< 
technology developed as a 
joint effort between Ijicent 
and Rockwell. 

The two standards arc nor- 
compacihle vviih edch.cither, 
and hav-e required AOL 
members to select an AOL 
acoas nufhber baseti on the 
npe of high-speed modem 
they were using. As a result; 
AOL access numbers are 

■currently listed as either 
K56flex orx2. Once the 
netwbrk.ls upgraded to V90, 
usets with modems that" 
can achieve Jiigher speeds 
will be able to do so with 
any V90 telephone numbera 
in the network. 

Inteco Research Reveals Low 
Awareness of Digital TV 

63% of all households had 
read, seen, or heard 
something about digjtal TV. 
iiowever, households that 
already subscribed to cable 
TV were no more aware of • 
digital TV than the average. 
Awareness in sateliite- 
subscribinghouiehofds'was 
only slightly higher at 67%. 

These survey results 
published this month,by 
analyst house Iniecb'srit 
fw.iw.inteco.coiri* cpnSrm 
dial while there is some 
interest in using the TVas an 
interactive platform, suth 
services" willncir drive 
subscriptions and the PC will 

remain die pilm'ary platform 
for activities such as.Internet 
access, certainly for the next 
five years, 

Vhile cable companies can, 
to some extent, push the 
move to distal, converting 
satellite-subscribers requires 
the cceatibh of user pull, and 
more.efibn. in educating the 
base: is nedded. 

\then asked about digital 
Wm detail, only 42% 
expressed interest in 
interactive services, 
compared with 73% who 
were.attracied by the 
prospect ofbecteraudio 
visual .quality' 
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Open University Spreads Net Wpfldwide : 

last year the Open University 
(OU) <www.open.ac.ak> 
became one of the world's 
first academic institution to 
conduct dLscance-learnlng 
over the internet. This facility 
is now available to students in 
the far-flung comets of the 
globe, for whom onhodos 
paper-based courses, with 
s'upport over, the telephone, 
were impracticai or 
prohibitively expensive. The 
OU claims tliis latest 
development marks a major 
innovation in large-scale 
supported distance leaming. 

In temet-based, tuition was 
initiated by the OLfs Faculty 
of Maths and Computing'and 
piloted on both its 
undergraduate course 
'Fundamentals of Gomputing' 

• and pastgraduate course: on 

'User Interface Design'. 
The pilots were an 

enormous success'and have 
now been extended to 
several courses on the 
postgraduate Computing for 
Commerce and Industry 
(CCI) programme. 

The system includes Web- 
based automatic course 
registration, examinations 
using encrypted papers 
downloaded via the Web at 
strictly supervised 
examination centres, and an 
electronic assignment- 
handling procedure 
Incprporadng student 
submissions, marking and 
monitoring. The courses also 
employ Tnternet conferencing 
and access to a variety of 
pertinent Xfeb resources. 
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CompuServe Unvelils Ultimate 

Online Resource 

E-mail Edwina In Edmonton, chat to Charlie in Chile and discuss 
driving with Diane from a comprehensive new CompuServe 
Gpmrnunlty which features' die .fuii range ofpojjular 
communications products and services plus handy tips, advice 
antlspecial offers. 

The Cprnmunicatiorts Comimmily, accessed by typing GO 
CONljlUKICA'nbN'S from within the.CompuServe environment, 
or by clicking the icon od Communities <www,cis.com>, is 
designed to appeal to all type*; of user, whether they wish to 
enhance their messaging capabilities, debate the latest news or 
simply chat away to ftiends. Bdih novice and exjierienced users' 
will be able to use (lie Cpmmunitv to discover new infornlaiion 
that they can begin to use straight away. 

jVn e-mail inrormation faeiiirv' provides details of useful 
applications and services such as personal, mail aliases, sending 
business documents, as attachments and collecting voice mail 
and faxes via e-mail. 

The Community is a convenient place to catch up with news 
on communication services that have just been launched or 
enhanced, find out about the latest developments In 
CompuServe's renowned Forums and get details of (bnhconiing 
online events. CompuServe members also have an opportunity 
to take advantage of a special Introductory offer to try JFAX, the 
international e-mail based fax service, free for 30 days. 
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Satellite Spy Photos Take to the Web 

Safelike photos, once the exclusive realm of spies, are now 
available on a .Microsoft Web site. TerraServer 
<www. terraserver.mi crosoft. c«i!/terra_how. htro> is the 
world's largest Web database and makes the detailed images 
available starting from £5.00, Among the.images featured on 
the site are 
fbrmeriy 
classified 
Russian spy 
photographs 
sharp 
enough to 
pick out 
objects 2iri 
across. 
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Stone Pages, -at: 
di tip: //ww. stonepages. c air- 
is a fascinating VtHfeite ofiering 
all sons of information on the 
stone elides, dolmens, sfimding 
stones, cairns, Imitows and 
hillfons ofRunope. the nvo 
Ifaliahs tvlio have built the site 
are actually touring Scotland 
between May and the end of, 
July, io visit about ,150 of 
Scotland's prehistoric sites, so 
take the Ahdem Scotland Tour 
hyjjeriink from the honie page 
toTind out about the trip. In 
conjunciion with the Scottish 
Cultural Resources Access 

Network, a .Millennium ftojen 
to digitise Scotland's human 
liistoiy and material culture, the 

The Best gets Better 
For Mac users everywhere, the latest release of URL Manager Pro should 
be of interest As its name suggests, it's a utility that allows you to 
coordinate ail the URLs yDU gather together as you journey anaund the 
Internet and its rase array of services. URLs of all descriptions such as 
email addresses, Web sites, FTP locations and so on, can ail be held 
within URL Manager Pro, then manipulated and accessed just as if they 
were physical files on the Mac's desktop. It's basically an alternative to' . 
bookmarking URLs in aWeb browser, of course, Just far more adaptable 
and far more powerful That being said, the real power of URL Manager 
Pro is that it's linked to your Internet applications so that clicking the 
URL launches the respective applications. Clicking a URL Manager Pro 
email address for example, opens your chosen email program and 
creates an automatically addressed hew email message. Clicking a 
Website URL opens your chosen Web browser and goes to the location. 
Beuenhan this, URL Managef Pro shares menus with your.internet 
applications, so saving a URL into URL Manager Pro is a simple menu 
choice or keyboard shortcut. Groups of URLs.in any text document can 
be added directly from pop-up Contextual Menus too, providing you 
install the internet Address Detectots that accompany the package. URL 
Manager Pro really is the best way to take control of your URLs. 
Download it from .<hitp://www,url-mannger.comb* and it'll be the 
second best thing you've ever done (after buying your ALac, that is!). 
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aim Is to ptodike an eduatioha) 
Wehsite and a CD-ROM about 
the stdhe monuments around 
the, country: 

Genealogy enthusiasts in 
thd UK'(arid around the 
world, for that matter) should 
check out'die UK and ireland 
Genealogical Services Website 
at <http://genuki,org.uk/>. 
It's a rich site,Lhill of links and 
information on genealogy: 
Tour family tree , may- not be as 
inaccessible as. you think: 

Finally, a couple of 
interesting Websites in the US. 

_ First is a simply'wonderfol 
site, setup.with the explicit. 
aim of providing just about 
any and every.flag anyone 
might passibfy ever'want- 

From ordinary country flags, 
through pirate flags and 
beyond, this is the site, at 
<http://www.ultimateflags. 
com> that you need to visit for 
that.'special occasion. 

Biker Biliy believe it or not, 
is a famous television chef in 
the US. At the moment he's on 
the road, filming and hasting a 
documentary of the Kariey- 
Davidson 95ch Anniversary ride 
to Milwaukee. Famous not only 
for his outrageous behaviour 
and, cooking apparel he's also 
a pioneer of the rather spicy 
cuisine - well OK, spit-hot 
food! His Website's at 
<}ittp://»«(. bi ke rbl 1 ly. cocv 
arid fe definiich-worth a look-see. 
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Don't miss another great assortment 

of entertaining and easy-to-make projects 

and essential electronics information 

aimed at the novice constructor. 

Issue 130 on sale 

Friday 4th September 
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Infra Red Link 

Power for a Logging System 

Basie Stamp - Pan 3 

Photonic Bandgap Structures 

Opto Electronics Systems 

and Circuits 

Computer Managed Crop Sprayers 

The BBC Experience 

Remoyable Data Storage 

Radiation - Nuclear Power 
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Last month, weexaminetl the 
fonhcoming phenomenon of digital 
television. The public hunch of tills 

radical ncwbrmdcasting teclmologv' is now 
getting do?;er, tmd at the time of wntirig die 
BBC and BSkyB had just started hyping up 
tlieir imminent services. Radio, sadly, rends to 
be seen as die poor relation of television. 
Since Sepiemlter 1995, the BBC lias lieen 
quiedy conducting trials of digital lerrestrial 
radio btmdcasting- Hie network lias now 
developed to the point where 60% ofBtiuiln's 
population can now receive it - if they knew 
about it, that is... In September, the Radio 
Authority will lie Issuing digital broadcast, 
licences to commercial braadcastets. 

The system chosen for use in the UK, 
Burope and other pans of the world - 
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) - is the 
result of ten yean? of international 
collabonuion under the auspices of die 
Eureka 147 project. DAB contains the ability 
to transmit data, both in streamed and 
packet mode, at 'air inter&ce' rates of up to 
2.3Mbps, as well as the ability to transmit 
programme associated tlata (PAD) to 
accompany audio broadcasts. RAD items 
could include small program applets 
(written in Java or some such language), 
detailed programme listings and digitised 
photographs. Seamless auto-reuming - as 
currently provided by JRDS-equippcd radios 
- will also feature. As with RDS, tills lieneftt 
will ire realised primarily in car audio. 

Central to the DAB concept is the idea of 
multiplexing - something that also forms the 
basis of digital television broadcasting. A 
number of services - both pure data and 
digiial audio - can be broadcast together on 
die same channel. Hie services that make up 
this multiplex, or ensemble, can be of varying 
data rates - influential factors here include 
die amount of BAD sent, audio compression 
rate and the level of error protection chosen. 
The Eureka 147 spedficadon allows for 
operation at VHP or L-band frequencies. In 
the UK. DAB broadcasting will rake die VHP 
route, with transmission frequencies 
occupying a spectral slot between 217.5MHz 
and 230MH7.. 

with Martin Pipe 

DAB specifies an air interfece known as 
coded orlbogCnialfr&fi/ehcy division 
multiplex with qiuidrature phase shift 
keying, or COFDM/QRSK, Here, each 
terrestrial multiplex is trans milted on 1536 
closely-spaced RF carriers, whidj occupy a 
total bandwidth of .l .55MHz. Eadi of these 
carriers is responsible for only a small 
portion of the total data. Compare this 
system with the somewhat simpler-but 

■more wasteful - analogue radio 
broadcasting, which relies on the 
modulation of a single carrier. DABs main 
advantage is effldeni use of the available 
bandwidth. It also rakes care to eliminate 
the effects of mulupath distortion, whicftis 
rcsponsbie for ghosting on TV pictures and 
disTdrtion with FM reception. 

Corruption of the audiD-canrying 
dnrastream of a DAB signal could be 
disastrous. To get around tills, DAB employs 
a complex error detection and correction 
coding scheme. This ensures that the signal 
can be reconstructed, even if a section of 
the multiplex Is corrupted. 

The audio compression scheme chosen 
for DAB Is based around the use of sub- 
band coding. Indeed, its die same MFHG-1 
audio system that I examined in my CD 
audio scries late last year - albeit layer 2, 
rather than Layer 3. It ensures a maximum 
audio quality iliac, to most eats, will lie as 
good as CD quality The quality will defiend 
on the number of channels diat the 
multiplex will have to cany - cliances are 
that die radio stations we currently' hear on 
low-fi medium wave vvill be transmitted at 
high compression rates to give similar levels 
of quality to die ones we are currently used 
to. At die other end of the scale, die CD- 
quality services - presumably those currently 
available on VHF/FM - will lie transmitted at 
the highest rate of 192kbps. 
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p«<s«is COTipU'S 
Block diagram of a DAB receiver for a PC. 

As regards the services cufremiy 
broadcast on VHF/FNi, wb hope that die 
btoadcasters won't feed the D;\B transmission 
network with the horrible disiortion-Iaden - 
and iience to my ears, quite often 
unlistenable - outputs froin compressoc- 
limiters. The primary purpose of 
compressor-Iimiters, which started polluting 
the airwaves in die Late 1980s, Is to squash 
the dynamic range of the.audio signal so 
that hiss becomes less of a problem in areas 
of inadequate signal strength (primarily due 
to an inadequate aerial, or movement in a 
vehicle)., or perhaps even to tailor the 
sound for naff-quality car audio systems. 

Advertising sales managers on coinmerciaJ 
stations love it - after all. the potential 
catchment area is increased and they can sell 
ainirheat higher rates. The worst offenders 
are, in my opinion, Radio One, Capital and 
Kiss FM -all of which play music with a very 
restrfctcd dynamic range'anyway. Why, then, 
do they bother with further compression? 
The.diing Is diat compressor-Iimiters are not 
necessary with DAB - its free from the signal- 
to-noise limitations of analogue FM (as widi 
most dlings digital, you even get it or you 
don't). What's more, DAB receivers - notably 
ones intended fur use in die cars that will 
form the systems first great marker - will 
have a built in audio compressor. This is 
intended for situations where high .ambient 
noise is encountered, such as road use. Lets 
liope that broadcast engineers aren't lazy, 
and go to the trouble of feeding the DAB 
transmission network with die pre- 
compressor/limiter audio signals. 

The big problem with DAB is likely to be 
die cost of the hardware - which, despite 
decent UK Coverage, you cwnar buy at the 
time of writing. By the auturim, however, 
diing? should start moving. Abu can fiet your 
bottom dollar that in the first few years of the 
systems commerdal life, die'big consumer 
eleccranics companies will be milking the 
early adopters for all they're wotrh. One 
Japanese manufaaurer, for estniple,.has a 
poorly-publicised DAB hi-fi tuner for home 
use. The cost? Around £-1000, which is rather 
expensive (xstring in mind that the 
technology is, although advanced, hardly 
leading-edge. In terms of chippery, digital TV 
set-top boxes are radief more complex, and 
will seflfor around £-400 to £500 - and that's 
without the expected subsidy. 

Iforamaiely, the major coasumer.electronics 
companies will not have ii;all their Own way 
if the products developed by a small British 
stan-up iiegin selling in large quantities. 
Radioscape (http; //www. radi escape. com), 
based in horrh-west London, lias developed 
a DAB receiver that sits in a PG. its likely • 
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cost? Between £50 and £80. The law 
price stems from the fact that, 
wherever possible, the receiver 
design is implemented in software. 
The processing power of a PC is 
more than enough to earn'out the 
significant DSP work involved. We 
have seen software-irnplem Pitted 
MPEG video players - some of which 
deliver better quality titan dedicated 
hardware versions - and emulators 
that allow other computers to he 
simulated. Not to mention Recordlt - 
lomegas real-time MPEG Layer II 
audio encoder/decoder. Decoding MPEG 
audio is easier than encoding it, and this 
perhaps explains why Radioscapc reckoa 
that their DAB sofhvnre radio wiD run quite 
happily in the background whilst other 
tasks, such as word ptocessihg, are being 
conducted. The company claims that its 
software radio only uses 5% of the 
processing power of a P166 MMX. 

Iqu itave to get die signal into the PC in 
die fust place, anti this requires some 
hardware. This colleaion of electronics, 
which is built Into a PCI expansion card, is 
much simpler dian diac associated with 
conventional self-contained DAB receivers. 
Indeed, its nothing more than a DAB 
receivers front-end - it contains the VHF RF 
and EF stages, and an analogue-todigial 
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.decoder. Hiis ADC will place die decoded 
datastream on tite PQ bus, where it can Ik- 
attacked by the Radioscape software and the 
results fed to the PC soimdoard, A PCMCIA 
version of the hanlware is also envisaged. 
Nor only would this brighten up the lives of 
laptop users, bur it would allow mobile radio 
engineers to assess transniirtec coverage. 

indeed, Radioscape. has designed two 
versions of the receiver software. Both 
employ the same hardware, and both were 
originally written in C-5--K Hie first software 
that will lie available is essentially a DAE test- 
set. This product, vvhidi will provide a wide 
variety of Information about the received 
DAB signals, is intended for broadcast 
engineers and equipment manufacturers. 
The design has been licensed to a European 
company, which will start sclling thcse test 

sets in die autumn. But what of die 
consumer version? Radioscape claims to be 
curxendyin negotiations vridi a PC 
peripheral mariufacrtirer. If all goes to plan, 
we cdiiid start seeing DAB softceivers - as 
they have been christened - on sale some 
time next year, 

A major advantage of the "Radioscape 
system is that provision has been made for 
the raw MPEG, audio datastream to be 
written to the hard disk for subsequent 
replay. As a result, you get perfect 
recordings. Bearing in mind the 
cpmparadvely law data rate (I92kfaps). the 
average hard disk could store iiours of 
broadcasts. As an alternative, they could be 
written or copied to a CD-R, Zip disk or 
some other storage medium. TheoreiicaUy. 
these MPEG files could also ire convened 
off-line into WAV files. These could be edited 
digitally and subsequently used to bum a 
Red Book-compliant audio CD. The 
implications for the illegal bootlegging of 
concert material, for example, are 
enormous. You will effectively get a CD 
with a sound quality that is imperceptibly 
different from that of the original studio 
output - the record industry must be 
worried abaur this' 'I 

F mail ythii comments or suggestions lo 
MamnPipeatKfistnRtOCii.co^pul inV.co.uk 
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